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SECTION I: Public Access to Advisory
Committee Data
What is the Shared Management System?

The Shared Management System is a specialized, Federal Government, interagency,
information-sharing database available publicly on the web. The Federal Advisory Committee
Act (FACA) originally required that specific data items about advisory committees be collected
by the President annually and transmitted to Congress for review. This data collection and
summarization was done after the end of the calendar year in the seventies. When the
government changed to a Fiscal Year beginning in October rather than in July, the data collection
was done in the fall, after the end of the FY. This data collection, collation, summarization, and
publication continued, with few and minor changes in data items, content, and presentation, for
26 years from 1972 through 1998. The process would begin each year with the more than 1000
committees throughout the government submitting paper reports on approved forms and in a
common format to their agencies. Some of the reports were hundreds of pages long due to the
number of members and the numbers of meetings. The agencies duplicated the reports (8 copies
per committee), summarized the numeric data (member counts, meeting counts, costs
breakdowns, etc.) by their agencies, and sent the sets of duplicates and summaries to the
Committee Management Secretariat. The Secretariat, with a small staff of usually less than 6
employees, spent most of a year verifying and combining the committee reports, arranged by
agency, into multiple loose-leaf bound sets for shipment to the Library of Congress and for
internal reference. The Secretariat summarized and analyzed the numeric data government wide
by agency, submitting that analysis as a printed report annually to Congress over the President’s
signature.

In 1997 this web-based database began to be used by all the government agencies that have
advisory committees to collect and report that same data. In 1998, this online system was
demonstrated to Congress (at a Government Oversight Subcommittee Hearing). In 1999,
Congress implemented part of the “Report Reduction Act” which had been passed in 1995 and
which determined that “the printed and transmitted hard-copy annual report” was no longer
required. However, the data has continued to be collected to facilitate compliance with the
Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) requirement of FACA. With this online, publicly
accessible, shared, continuously updated, data-collection and management system, the Congress,
the President, federal agencies, the Committee Management Secretariat, and the public have
complete access to the Federal Advisory Committee data in the system via the Internet in a read-
only mode, in real time. However, the reality of the reporting cycle intrudes in that the data for
any current year can only be considered complete and accurate after it is verified and certified by
the agencies at the conclusion of the fiscal year.

The Federal Advisory Committee Act continues to require that the agencies, through their
Committee Management Officers (CMOs), provide information about the agency’s advisory
committees for the ACR. This web-based database accommodates and builds upon that
requirement by both allowing the continual updating of committee information throughout the
reporting year and providing some ongoing committee-management functionality. Each
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advisory committee’s Designated Federal Official (DFO) primarily uses the system to update the
information on their advisory committee during the current fiscal year. Doing so allows them to
both 1) manage the committee information flow within the agency as frequently as required, as
well as to 2) report the data required by law. The DFO is given their access rights to this online
system, their logon (username) and their initial password, by their agency CMO. The CMO is
given their access rights by the Committee Management Secretariat. The DFOs and CMOs, like
any other public users, can view all of the information on all of the committees of all the
agencies of the federal government available for the current fiscal year in a read-only mode. At
the same time, only the DFO, or their designee, the agency CMO, or their designee, or a
Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) staff member can edit or update their specific
committee data for the current year.

When the FACA community began keeping the data continuously up-to-date, we converted
the system and the process of record keeping from a focus on history and reporting, to a focus on
management and immediate relevancy. With frequent and timely updates, the system became
more useful to everyone. Everyone, in this extraction, ranged

 from the public user interested in a specific issue,
 to the agency official wanting an overview of specific committee activity,
 to the agency manager who wanted a broader view of committee activity across the

agency,
 to researchers at the Library of Congress, and finally
 to congressional or executive branch staff with oversight responsibility.

What kind of data has been collected?

For the DFO, the program collects and displays
 Charters and related information,
 Members and their appointment information,
 Costs,
 The agency’s recommendation for continuation or termination of the committee,
 The number of the committee’s recommendations to the agency and the action taken

on the recommendations,
 Report titles, publication dates, and the text of the report,
 Meeting purposes, dates, location, whether the meetings were open or closed, and the

minutes or transcript,
 Activity and justification (raison d’être) information,
 DFO appointment and contact information,
 Committee Decision Maker contact information,
 Web site addresses for the committee or accessing committee information like the

minutes, reports, and recommendations, and
 Committee interest or issue areas.

This information exists for each committee and is aggregated by the agency as well as by the
whole government, by year. The database does not consistently contain meeting announcements,
although proposed future meetings can be listed. Some of the agencies and committees upload
their meeting minutes and/or reports to this system. Some of the committees also put their
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meeting minutes, transcripts, meeting content information, reports, and recommendations to the
agency on a committee web site or the agency web site. While the law and associated regulation
requires that the minutes and reports be maintained in a central and accessible location, during
and beyond the active life of the committee, they do not require that the minutes and reports be
uploaded to this system.

For the CMO, the program collects, totals, accesses, and/or displays all the information
available to the DFO mentioned above. Specifically for the CMO the program also collects,
totals, accesses, and displays information that includes

 A current year list of agency advisory committees and the committees’ update status,
 An agency totals report of the distribution among committees of establishment

authorities and committee functions, and the total meetings, reports, costs, and
members,

 A listing of committee DFOs with their contact information,
 A complete set of the current annual comprehensive reviews for all the committees in

the agency,
 The ability to add and manage agency users of the agency’s committees’ editable and

reportable data,
 The ability to add a new committee to the FACA committee list online,
 A current status overview to quickly put the CMO in touch with the activity level of

their committees as recorded in the online system and a growing set of heads-
up/potential problem comparisons about and between agency committees,

 The available discretionary ceiling pertinent to the agency for new committees,
 The ability to create and manage sub-groups of committees within the agency, and
 E-mail listings for individuals in agency groups responsible for advisory committee

activity.
In addition, when viewing an individual committee, the program allows the CMO to

establish, renew, re-establish, amend, or terminate a committee, and upload a copy of the charter
to the system (with the Consultation link). Public users do not see the Consultation link when
viewing a Committee Menu page, since that process is essentially an internal government
function. Users see the data and functions relevant to their role’s requirements. Most of the
meetings and work of federal advisory committees are considered public information, and all the
data stored in the system except for committee members e-mail addresses is available for
downloading and viewing. At the same time, the system provides management functionality to
the committee managers and the Committee Management Secretariat, so some internal, narrowly
focused, government-function parts of the system are not viewable by all users.

How does one use the system?

FACA stated that each agency shall establish uniform administrative guidelines and
management controls for advisory committees created by that agency, and that each agency shall
maintain systematic information on the nature, functions, and operations of each advisory
committee within its jurisdiction.
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The law’s language directs that the head of each agency that has an advisory committee shall
designate an Advisory Committee Management Officer (CMO) who shall –

 Exercise control and supervision over the establishment, procedures, and
accomplishments of advisory committees established by that agency;

 Assemble and maintain the reports, records, and other papers of any such committee
during its existence; and

 Carry out, on behalf of that agency, the provisions of section 552 of title 5, United
States Code, with respect to such reports, records, and other papers.

The law also states that
 There shall be designated an officer or employee of the Federal Government to chair

or attend each meeting of each advisory committee.
 The officer or employee so designated is authorized, whenever he determines it to be

in the public interest, to adjourn any such meeting.
 No advisory committee shall conduct any meeting in the absence of that officer or

employee.
 Advisory committees shall not hold any meetings except at the call of, or with the

advance approval of, a designated officer or employee of the Federal Government,
and in the case of advisory committees (other than Presidential advisory committees),
with an agenda approved by such officer or employee.

The Shared Management System is designed to support the above requirements by capturing
relevant information when the committee is created online by the CMO, and to carry that
information forward as it is edited and updated by the DFO or her designee from year to year
until the information is no longer required. When a committee is first established and chartered
by an agency, the information on the committee is generally entered by the CMO or his designee
and should address most of the committee’s general information, membership information, and
estimated cost information requirements under the law. Normally, when the CMO adds a
committee to the system, the DFO is already officially appointed, and involved in the
committee’s mission and charter. The process is ordinarily expected to proceed as follows:

 The President, Congress, or a federal official in an agency decides that advice on an
issue is needed and an advisory committee is the appropriate vehicle for getting that
advice,

 In the case of the President, he or she executes an executive order.
 In the case of the Congress, the congress passes a law that includes language

assigning the responsibility for the committee to an agency.
 In the case of an agency, the agency, given it has the means and latitude; simply starts

the process of developing a charter.
 The agency uses the administrative guidelines and management controls it established

under the law to develop the charter, secure members, appoint a CMO for the agency,
appoint the DFO for the committee being established, and delegate or assign the other
responsibilities established under the law.

 Simultaneously with the above step, the CMO confers with the Committee
Management Secretariat (CMS) regarding the new committee, ensures that a DFO has
been appointed, creates the new committee online using the system, files the charter
with the appropriate congressional oversight committees and the Library of Congress,
and provides the appointed DFO and his designees with logons to the system.
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When notified that she has been given a logon, the DFO logs onto the system and
 Edits all of the information entered by the CMO for completeness and accuracy.

Most DFOs confer with the agency CMO before changing data entered by another
user, but any user given edit rights by a CMO to a committee’s data can make the
changes they deem necessary. Two users can even be changing data in the same
committee at the same time. The last data saved wins.

 Adds meetings and reports as they are scheduled or occur,
 Adds or deletes members as they are appointed or replaced,
 Adds or updates costs as they occur,
 Adds, updates, changes, or clarifies the justifications, activities, and committee

recommendations to the agency if the situation warrants,
 Adds or updates the web addresses if a web site is created for the committee or

committee information is available at other web sites,
 Adds or updates the committee performance measures,
 Adds or updates their own contact information as it changes, and,
 At the end of the fiscal year, the DFO, in consultation with the CMO, recommends

the continuance or termination of the committee, and
 Verifies the accuracy and completeness of the committee data for the closing year.

At the beginning of each fiscal year, the system carries all of the data entered for the previous
year forward for the new fiscal year, except for meetings and reports. Terminated committees
are dropped from the agency list in the fiscal year following their termination, but their history
and information will continue to be accessible and displayed under the Public Access link.

The Public Access part of the system is a useful tool to the DFO and CMO as well as to the
public, especially in areas related to their management concerns. Using the Search feature, the
DFO can discover what other committees exist with issues and concerns similar to their
committee’s own charter. With that committee information, the user can Drill Down to the
specific committees and determine if the system has information useful to them, or they can
identify the appropriate people to contact for further investigation. In the Public Access part of
the system the user drills down from the general Year to the Agency to the specific Committee
to view the desired information. At any time the user can Search the entire collection for any
word or phrase. Like the public user, the government user can

 Perform a Database Search using criteria to limit the data displayed,
 Perform a Member Search using criteria to limit the members displayed,
 Download selected data to a spreadsheet from the Download Center,
 Check the Annual Comprehensive Reviews from previous years,
 Examine the printed annual reports submitted by the president since 1972, and
 Search out legal nuances relevant to their committee concerns via the FACA Case

Digest.
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Finding and Using the System

The opening screen for the
Shared Management System lets
users know that they have found the
data repository and lists their
options. The most direct address for
the system is
http:\\www.facadatabase.gov.

The Shared Management
System is part of a family of shared-
interagency-databases located at
http://www.fido.gov.

Hyperlinks and buttons control
navigation throughout the system.
The hyperlinks that are visible
change depending upon the purpose
of the page and the requirements (or
access rights) of the user. The
hyperlinks are located in the top border area. Users should move from page to page with the
links in the program as much as possible and avoid use of the browser buttons (like the “arrows”
to go back or forward) unless specifically instructed to do so on the web page they are viewing.

We emphasize the avoidance of the browser buttons because the Shared Management
System is an online application. A database and online application operates differently on the
Internet than purely informational Internet pages. Browser buttons are designed to take the user
backwards and forwards to pages of static, unchanged, and perhaps unrelated content. The pages
of a database system change in content with every selection, but have a distinct, “keyed”
relationship with the preceding and following pages as the user drills down or moves back up
through the data. The user is involved in an online work session viewing specific content in a
specific context. If the user jumps around using the browser menu, it is possible for the database
application to lose track of who the user is and what committee the user is examining. It doesn’t
usually happen and the technology is continuously improving to prevent this conundrum, but a
word to the wise.

http://www.facadatabase.gov/
http://www.fido.gov/
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The ten hyperlinks on the opening screen navigate to
 the Home page,
 Up,
 the Logon page,
 the Search page,
 the Help page,
 the Public Access page,
 the Score 300 page,
 the Committee Management Secretariat Website on the GSA Portal,
 The Annual Report of the President on Federal Advisory Committees – 1972-

1998 list, and
 the Case Digest Search online database. As you probably have noticed, the cursor

becomes a hand as the mouse moves over the hyperlink so the user can tell which link
is being selected. The eight links not explained are FACA Database, FIDO, the
picture of the American Flag, GSA, DataCall Systems, the GSA Logo, Support
Team, and the Security and Privacy Notice.

Home is both the starting and the ending page in the system. The Home link returns the user
to the Home page and ends the work session, with the system forgetting any session variables
and removing them from the cookies used by the system to keep track of the user’s work session.

Up, from the Home page, moves the user up (or back) to the Federal Interagency Databases
Online (FIDO) page. Generally, “Up” moves the user up to the previous page in the system
hierarchy from which the user previously drilled down.

Logon allows users who are responsible for the committee data and who have editing rights
to log on to the current year and view and update the management data. Users with DFO rights
can edit and update their individual committees, users with CMO rights can edit and update all of
their agency’s committees, and the Committee Management Secretariat’s staff can edit and
update all the agencies’ data. A Logon is only needed if a user has to change, add, or delete
data. This is because all the committee data in the system except for consultations with the
Secretariat can be viewed in a read-only mode from the Public Access page.
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Search allows the user to Search six
different ways: Search for Committee
by Name or Number requires the
committee number or part of a name;
Search for Committee by Interest Area
requires a topic; Search in Documents
check for phrases in uploaded
documents; Case Digest Search searches
FACA Case Law; or use the USA.Gov
search engine. Each search option
provides a different access into the
system and the committee data, so
experiment with the possibilities to
determine which access method fits your
work style.

Help explains the
syntax, terms, and
meaning of items of
information collected in
the database to enable the
ACR. Help also displays
links to manuals that
explain the system’s
functionality for the
different types of users.
Each user sees a slightly
different system
customized for their work
and use. The manuals
can be viewed on the
screen or printed. The
manuals were created in
Microsoft Word and saved as Word and Adobe pdf documents. The Adobe files are smaller and
generally load and print faster.
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Public Access takes the
user to the public part of the
system. The Public Access
page includes Committees
Search, which repeats the
search features described
above, as well as lists the
Fiscal Years of data in the

system. The page produces reports via the Database
Search, the Members Search, the Download
Center, and the Annual Comprehensive Reviews
available online. The ACR summaries have been
posted online since 1999. All the data in the Public
Access section is read-only. While data added to the
system by the users is available for viewing in real time, any one reviewing the data for the
current Fiscal Year should consider the data to be in draft status and essentially incomplete. Any
committee being researched may be updated throughout the year as events take place, however
the frequency and thoroughness of the updates is determined by the individual DFO and the
demands upon his or her time. At the end of the fiscal year, however, each DFO and the
agency’s CMO are required to verify the accuracy and completeness of each committee’s data.
The caution is that information on a committee should not be deemed official and complete until
that committee’s data has been verified by the agency CMO for that fiscal year. This verification
is posted at the bottom of the Committee’s Committee Menu page. The Help page provides a
link to a complete manual for the use of the Public Access section.

The “Score 300” link displays an agency ranking in terms of usage
and completeness of the data for the current fiscal year to date. The
score also reflects the last agency update. It is a quick way to survey the
completeness and accuracy of the data. The viewer can tell from the
color and the number of committees updated just how much data
entry/updating activity has occurred. CMOs could think of it as friendly
competition while other users can tell the status of the completeness of
the current data. The user returns from the Score 300 page by using the
browser menu’s BACK Button (Left Arrow). In all cases, like in the screen shot below, where
the Up link is not visible, the browser Back Button can be used to return the previous page.
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The Committee Management Secretariat
Website links the user to the Committee
Management Secretariat’s organizational page
on the GSA Portal. The direct address or
URL for the Committee Management
Secretariat organizational page is either
http://www.gsa.gov/faca or
http://www.gsa.gov/committeemanagement.

http://www.gsa.gov/faca
http://www.gsa.gov/committeemanagement
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The GSA Portal website addresses:
 http://www.gsa.gov/committeemanagement, or
 http://www.gsa.gov/faca,

link to the Committee
Management Secretariat’s
Home Page on the GSA
Portal. This mini-portal on
the GSA agency portal is a
comprehensive listing of
documents examining the
advisory committee process,
practices, history, case law,
advice and training.

The Annual Report of the
President on Federal Advisory
Committees - 1972-1998 is a link
to an online set of the reports
prepared by the Committee

Management Secretariat yearly from 1972 through 1998 and sent to the Congress over the
President’s signature reporting the status of Federal Advisory Committees. While the printed
report was discontinued in 1999, the Shared Management System continues to collect an
expanded dataset for the Annual Comprehensive Review.

Case Digest Search is a link to
an on-line, searchable compilation of

http://www.gsa.gov/committeemanagement
http://www.gsa.gov/faca
http://www.fido.gov/facadatabase/PrintedAnnualReports.asp
http://www.faca.gov/casedigest
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the case law concerned with FACA from 1972 through May, 2004.

Public Access Page

The Public Access page presents the Advisory
Committee data organized by the constructs and
parameters that the different audiences in the FACA
user community have requested over the past ten
years. Committees Search encompasses several
different methods all on its own. We will examine
the possibilities found on the Public Access page in
order, one at a time, and beginning with the
Committees Search.
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Committees Search

The FACA Search page, accessed by
the Committees Search button from the
Public Access page or the Search link
found upon almost every web page in the
system, contains six distinct methods for
searching the contents of the system,
Name or Number, Interest Area,
Advanced Interest Area, Documents
Search or Case Digest Search. The
Search USA.Gov is for the USA.Gov
web site.

Search for Committee by Name or Number

By entering the committee
number if it is known, or part of

the committee’s name, and then
clicking the Search by Name or
Number button, the user is
presented with a list of
committees. Then by clicking on
a specific name presented as a
link, like the National Cancer
Advisory Board-960-HHS, the
user is presented with a
Committee Menu page for the
current year’s information on the
selected committee.

From the Committee Menu page, the user
can find out what data was posted to the
committee thus far this current fiscal year.
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Search for Committee by Interest Area

By selecting one of
the interest areas from
the Interest Area list,
the user displays a list of
committees that have
been identified by their
DFOs as including that
Interest Area.

Selecting Air
Traffic from the list
and clicking the
Search by Interest
Area button presents
a committee list that
includes some
advisory committees
you would expect,
and perhaps some
that you would not.
The user can click
on any of the named
links to see the Committee Menu page for that committee for the current year.

Spend a few minutes thinking about the term “air
traffic”, and you might start to see how some of the
committees above got on the list. You might also see
why you might want to use the Search by Interest
Area’s “Advanced Interest Area Search” feature to
add some additional criteria and further limit the eventual result set you get from the choices you
make.
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When the user clicks on the link for
Advanced Interest Area Search, the
user can select multiple criteria from the
page by clicking a check mark in the
various boxes. When the Search button
is clicked, the resulting committee list
will only include committees where all
the selections are included.

In the example to the right, clicking
Animal Sciences and Husbandry in
addition to Air Traffic results in a much
more limited list of committees, which
you see above. This is much more likely
to include the advisory committee that
the user hopes to find. The danger, of
course, is that the DFO might not have
included all the criteria when he or she
selected the interest areas for his or her
committee, or he or she may have attributed different meanings to the words, and you miss
getting the committee by being specific and targeted within your own context of meanings.

Search in Documents

Search in Documents
allows the user to type in a
word or phrase into the text
box, and the program will
search a word index of the
text in the documents that have been uploaded to the Shared Management System.
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The documents that
have been uploaded are all
identified with a
committee number or a
committee name, so the
search result can be
utilized with the Search
for Committee by Name
or Number feature above
to link to the committee.
This is a two step process
and the user cannot link
directly from the
document to the committee. Other than the charters, committee managers are not required to
upload documents to the system.

The Search Document
Help link provides some
useful advice about how to
effectively conduct text
searches.

Case Digest Search links to the searchable legal case file database mentioned above. The
user can search all of the fields for specific text or phrases, or can search for cases groups by
Subject Matter category.

Search USA.Gov
links to the USA.GOV
web site.

http://www.faca.gov/CaseDigest
http://www.usa.gov/
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The Drill Down Feature

The Explore Data button is for the user interested
in information on a specific committee or with
questions about specific advisory committee
operations. To use the Explore Data feature, users
make choices as they drill down into the data. The Up
hyperlink takes the user back up a level.

Agency List

When the user selects
a year and clicks the
Explore Data button, the
program presents an
Agency List page listing
all the agencies that had
advisory committees that
year. In addition to the
navigation links discussed
back on page 5, the
Agency List page has five
report links, Performance
Measures, GOV Totals
and Stats, a CMO report
and an Administrative
Inactive report. These
reports will be discussed
below. The page also
features a Committee
Quick Find data entry
box for jumping directly
to a committee when the
number or name of the committee of interest is known. A partial name will list all the
committees that have the part of the name in common.

If the column heading for the page contents is underlined, like Agency Info above, clicking
on the column heading sorts the column. If field contents, like the agency names in the picture,
are underlined, they are drill-down hot links that jump directly to that agency’s Committee List
on another page.
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Performance Measures (ACR) Totals

Clicking the
Performance Measures
Totals link displays the
Performance Measures
report.
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Government Totals Report

The GOV
Totals report
link presents the
totals for what
were originally
the data items of
interest and
concern to
Congress for the
first 26 years of
the FACA
Annual Reports.
Congress and the
President
generally wanted
to know for
measurement

purposes,
 The number

of new
committees,

 The number
of terminated
committees,

 The
distribution
of the
committees
established
by Congress
or the
President or Agencies,

 The general focus of the committees,
 The number of reports submitted,
 The number of meetings held and whether the meetings were open or closed,
 The total cost to the government, and
 The number of people involved.

To return to the Agency List page from the GOV Totals page, the user clicks the Up
hyperlink.
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Committee Management Officer Report

The CMO
Report link deploys
the CMO Report
page that displays
the Committee
Management Officer
list for that year.

The Up
hyperlink returns the
user to the Agency
List Page.

Administratively Inactive Report

A
significant
number of
advisory
committees were
established by
legislation.
Some of these
committees did not
have sunset
clauses in the
legislation.
When such a
committee has
finished its work, the committee has to be kept on the books until Congress passes legislation to
abolish the committee. The Administratively Inactive Report page is a list of committees that
the agencies and the Secretariat have agreed are currently Administratively Inactive. Some are
waiting for legislation to be abolished and some are waiting for legislation to provide funding. A
committee in this category can come back to active use and go back into a state of hiatus several
times before it is formally terminated.
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Sorting the Columns on the Agency List Page

Sorting the column can
help the user to find an item
in the list more efficiently.
By clicking on the underlined
column headings (Agency
Name or Abbreviation or
Web Site) the user can order
the display by that column.
The first click sorts in
ascending (A-Z or low to
high) order. Following clicks
reverse the previous order.
Ascending becomes
descending (Z-A and high to
low). The columns above
were sorted by Abbreviation
in reverse order.

Selecting an Agency and Drilling Down to a Committee List

After an agency has been selected, the user
can drill down to the next level (i.e., from
agencies down to a list of the agency’s
committees) by clicking on the hyperlinked
text (in this case, the agency name). On a web
page, text is hyperlinked if it is underlined.
Hyperlinked text is a different color than the
remaining displayed text. The cursor will
change from an Arrow to a Hand when the
cursor is positioned over hyperlinked text.

The Committee List page has four report
links:

Performance Measures (ACR) Totals,
Agency Totals,
DFO, and
All Annual reports.
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Performance Measures

Clicking the Performance
Measures Totals link displays
the Performance Measures
report. The agency level report
is the same design as the
government level report but
limited to the specific agency.
Since Performance Measure
data was not collected for this
system before 2003, selecting
an earlier year will not produce
a report.

In the event that a report is requested by a
user about an agency where no performance
measure data has yet been entered for the
current year, the report is limited to a statement
of that fact.

Agency Totals

The Agency Totals hyperlink
provides the same kind of information
to the agency that GOV Totals
provided to the government as a
whole, the data items of interest and
concern to Congress for the first 26
years of the FACA Annual Reports.
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DFO Report

The DFO
report displays
contact
information for
all the users
with DFO
rights currently
active in the
agency.

All Annual Reports

The All Annual Reports
hyperlink provides a quick way to
display and print all of the Annual
Comprehensive Review information
for the selected agency for the
selected year.
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Selecting a Committee

To select a specific committee, the user
clicks on the hyperlinked committee name (the
underlined committee name). This
selection will take the user to the
Committee Menu page for that
committee. Note in the screenshot to the right
that the data is from FY2005 and that the
CMO has verified the completeness and
accuracy of the data provided.

The hyperlinks on the Committee Menu page group the information about the committee
into related units. Information reported at least annually is grouped in the left column of buttons
and agency information relative to the committee is grouped in the right column of buttons. The
Committee Menu page hyperlinks are

General Info,
Agency Recommendations,
Reports,
Meetings,
Costs,
Justifications,
Members,
Sub-Committees,
Performance Measures,
Committee Report,
DFO Info,
GFO Info,
CMO Info,
Committee Decision Maker,
View Charter,
Web Site, and
Participant Logon.
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The General Information Page

The General Info
hyperlink displays the
General Info page. Most
of the information on the
General Information page
doesn’t change from year
to year, other than the
current charter date and the
dates a committee is
renewed or terminated.
The committee name,
function, and authority
under which the committee
was established tend to
remain the same for the life
of the committee. The
links on the General
Information page under the Committee Name are to facilitate movement and data entry to the
rest of the information pages without having to return each time to the Committee Menu page.

The Agency Recommendations Page

The Agency Recommendations
hyperlink on the Committee Menu
page and the Agency
Recommendations link on the
General Information page display the
Agency Recommendations page. The
Agency Recommendations page is
sometimes misinterpreted. It does not
report the committee recommendations
to the government official it advises.
This page actually reports the agency’s
recommendations regarding the
continued usefulness of the committee.
The advisory committee’s
recommendations to the federal official asking for the advisory committee’s advice were not
reported in the Comprehensive Annual Reviews (ACRs) of the past. However, the number of
the recommendations and how the recommendations are treated by the agency are a vital part of
an advisory committee’s ACRs now and will continue to be a vital part in the future. That
information is found in the Performance Measures report.
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The Reports List and Form Pages

The Reports hyperlink on the
Committee Menu page and the
Reports link on the Agency
Recommendations page display the
Reports page. The Reports page is a
list of reports. When a list is shown,
the user can drill down to see if further
detail is available with the View link on
the left side of the report list.

The detail on the individual Reports form page
might not display any more information than the user
had available while looking at the report list. However,
the system does support the capture and display of
committee reports if the DFOs choose to provide them
here online rather than requiring a request at their
office. If the DFO does upload the reports to the
Shared Management System web site, the View
Reports at FACA Website hyperlink will display the
files as further links. Some committees also maintain
their own web sites and provide access to reports at that
site.

The Meetings List and Form Pages

Either the
Meetings
hyperlink from the
Committee Menu
page or the
Meetings link
from the Reports
page displays the
Meetings page.
Like the Reports
(list) page, the
Meetings page is a list page. The user can drill down to the Meetings form page with the View
link on the left side of the meetings list.
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The Meetings (form) page has
included the notation of a purpose
and location for the meeting from
2002 forward. The DFOs can
upload the meeting minutes for
display on the online system if they
wish and/or if they do not have the
resources to have the minutes
available on their own web sites.

The Costs Page

By clicking the Costs hyperlink
from either the Committee Menu page
or the navigation button from the
Meetings page, the user displays the
Costs page. A common
misunderstanding of Advisory
Committee costs derived from the fact
that the costs are usually paid out of an
agency’s annual appropriation and are
not a separate line item in the agency’s
budget. Committees set up by the
Congress or the President may have
their own budgets, but the costs for most
advisory committees are taken from
other agency programs. The returns
from the advice provided are expected to justify the funds lost to other activities.
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The Justifications Page

By using either the
Justifications link from
the Costs page or the
Justifications hyperlink
from the Committee
Menu page, the user
displays the
Justifications page.
The justifications reflect
the agency’s reasons for
creating and continuing
to utilize the advisory committee.

The Members List and Form Pages

The user clicks the Members hyperlink from either the Committee Menu page or the
Justifications page to display the Members page. From the Members page, the user clicks the
View link to the left of the member’s name to view the member’s detailed data. Like the
Reports and Meetings pages discussed previously, the Members page is a list page.
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Internet Pages are usually
arranged with the most important
and/or used information at the top
and left of the screen display to try to
minimize the need to scroll. In the
early years of this system, the
agencies were not required to provide
all of the information found on the
Members form page.

The data requirements have changed and grown over the years, usually at the behest of
congress or the current administration. For instance, the Member Designation field was added
as a data collection requirement in 2005. The need for this data became an issue as the result of
an audit of the committee member appointment process performed by the Government
Accountability Office (GAO) at the request of congress.
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The Appointment Start
Date and Appointment
Stop Date were added in
1997 for clarity and
convenience. The Annual
Report, prepared from 1972
through 1978, required that
everyone who served during
the year be listed. The
Annual Comprehensive
Review (ACR), which has
always served as the
statutory basis for data
collection by the Secretariat,
continues to collect similar
information. Listing all the members that serve in a single year could be misleading, because,
often, a committee might have 15 members required in the charter, but some members serve only
part of the year and then are replaced for the remainder of the year by someone else. When
everyone is listed the count of the members of a 15-member committee could easily be any
number between 15 and 30. The Appointment Start and Stop dates add clarity to whom served
when, especially when two terms overlap the same report year. The other appointment
information collected helps help assure the law’s requirement that committee membership be
balanced.

The user can return to the Committee Menu page from the Member form page by clicking
the “Up” hyperlink. The user can return to the Members list page from the Member form page
by clicking the Return button. As an alternative, the user can return directly to the Committee
Menu page with the Committee Menu link below the Committee Name.
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SubCommittees

The SubCommittees hyperlink is
available for those committees that
want to report the committee’s
subcommittees and/or break out the
data for Reports, Meetings, Costs,
and Members among subcommittees.
Breaking out the distribution of
committee costs and members, and
reporting meetings and individual
reports by subcommittees is not
required in this system, because that
data is not required by the current
FACA regulation. Subcommittees
normally bring all of their work to the
parent committee for review and the
parent committee’s understanding
and approval and/or further
development. The chartered parent
committee advises the federal
government, not the subcommittee.
However, sometimes the DFO wants
to break out the distribution of cost
and effort by the subcommittees’ work. In those cases the hyperlinks, navigation buttons, and
data entry pages function for the subcommittee just the same as those already described at the
committee level. The data from the subcommittee pages is combined with the data from the
parent committee pages to produce a single summary report.

When the user clicks the
SubCommittees link in those cases where
the committee has either not established
subcommittees or the agency and/or
committee have opted to not break out or
report subcommittee data, the adjoining
screen is displayed. This is considered
perfectly acceptable under FACA and the
GSA Final Rule since all subcommittee
activity is supposed to be subsumed in the
committee reporting anyway.
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Performance Measures

While performance measures have always
been a behind-the-scenes part of effective
advisory committee work, a reporting page on
some specific Performance Measures was
added for the first time in FY 2003. The user
gets to the Performance Measures page by
clicking on the hyperlink Performance
Measures found on the Committee Menu
page or by the quick navigation link found at
the top of the other committee information
pages.

The data fields on the
Performance Measure page are
all required fields, but the user
has to use some judgment about
whether and how the questions
apply. The data and answers are
carried forward from the previous
year, so after the first year of a
committee’s life, the process is
one of making sure the entries are
accurate for the committee in the
current Fiscal Year. Because the
Performance Measures page
utilizes so many Comments
fields to explain the “Other”
options, displaying the contents
can require significant scrolling.

The Narrative Description
asked the DFO to illustrate how
the committee supports the
agency's mission and its strategic
plan.
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The Program Outcomes section supplies some typical, expected outcomes. The DFO
answered Yes or No to all the provided outcomes that applied and was asked to provide an
explanation in the Comments field, if “Other” was among the selected outcomes.

The Cost Savings section asked the DFO to
make a ball-park estimate on the cost savings to the
agency over the life of the committee through the
end of the reported fiscal year. This is often a
difficult question for the DFO to answer for any
number of reasons. For example, this data was not
even requested before FY 2003 and some
committees were decades old at that point in time.
The DFO was asked to select the single most
appropriate answer or range and add any necessary
explanatory detail in the Comments Box regarding
the criteria used to arrive at the figure. Given the
circumstances of DFO turnover, frequent
administration changes, and agency reorganizations,
these numbers were not and are not expected to be hard figures based on hard data, but more in
the spirit of well-informed guesstimates. If the DFO did not feel that any figure would withstand
minimal scrutiny or question, the proper response would appropriately be Unable to Determine.
On the other hand, if the committee has existed for decades and was known to have made a
significant contribution in cost savings, but there is no way to calculate how much, the directions
urge the DFO to simply say that in the Comments box.

The Committee Recommendations Sections

For most committees, the
Number of Recommendations
section reflects a value that is the
total of the separate and distinct
recommendations conveyed
formally to the decision maker
"using" the committee for the
entire life of the committee. For
certain committees, like Special
Emphasis Panels, however, which
make grant and research
recommendations on a Fiscal
Year basis, the Recommendations
issue is more appropriately
explored in the Grants section
below. Explanatory detail should be provided in the Number of recommendations Comments
box found above.
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The Percentage of Recommendations Fully Implemented section delineates, to the extent
known by the DFO, the cumulative total percentage of the formally conveyed recommendations
that have been fully implemented by the agency over the life of the committee thus far.
Clarifications and explanations are expected to be included in the Percent of Recommendations
Fully Implemented Comments box.

The Percentage of
Recommendations
Partially Implemented
section explains, again
to the extent known by
the DFO, the cumulative
percentage of the
formally conveyed
recommendations that
have been partially
implemented over the
life of the committee
thus far. Clarifications
and explanations should
be included in the
Percent of
Recommendations
Partially Implemented
Comments box.

The Agency
Feedback about
Recommendations
section required selecting a Yes, No, or Not Applicable. If the response was "No" or "Not
Applicable", the DFO was asked to explain in the No Feedback Comment box why feedback
was not considered necessary. If the response was Yes, he or she was asked to explain in the
Yes, We Provide Feedback Comment box how the feedback was provided.
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The Actions the
Agency Has Taken
section required that the
DFO select Yes or No for
all the actions that applied.
If the response to the
"Other" field was "Yes",
an explanation in the
Comments field was
requested.

The Grant Review Section

Some committees are engaged in
grant review. When that is so, the
Engaged in Review for Grants
section required the DFO to select
"Yes" in response to the question.
If Yes was selected, then
the DFO was asked to provide an
Estimated Number of the Grant
Requests Reviewed, and
provide an Estimated Number of the
grants the Committee recommended
for approval, and
provide an Estimated Dollar Value of
the grants recommended for approval.

Finally, the DFO was asked to add
any helpful explanations in Grants
Review Comments.
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The Access to Committee Information Section

The Access to Committee
Information and Documentation
section required the DFO to select Yes
or No from the selections for all the
methods stated that applied. If the
response to "Other" was "Yes", the
DFO was asked to provide an
explanation in the Comments box.

All the questions for the
Performance Measures part of the ACR required a response, all the Comment boxes were asked
to be utilized, and information about the data provider was included at the bottom of the page.

Committee Report

The Committee Report hyperlink
displays a printable report specific to
the selected committee and includes all
of the year’s summary information
except for the information on the
Performance Measures page/report.
This is so because the two reports were
developed at different times for
different purposes. The Committee
Report continues to display question
numbers linking the data to the
questions asked by Annual Report
process up through FY 1998.

Designated Federal Official (DFO) Information

The DFO Info hyperlink displays the
DFO Information page, the information
screen for the Designated Federal Official
assigned to the advisory committee.

The DFO assigned to maintain the
committee information updates the
information on the DFO Information page
during the reporting year. The CMO can
update this information as well, although the
DFO cannot update the CMO information.

The user can return to the Committee
Menu page by using the Up hyperlink.
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Group Federal Official (GFO) Information

If a GFO Info hyperlink is visible, clicking the link
displays the GFO Information page, which has information
specific to the Group Federal Officer(s). This is a name that
you will not find in the Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA). Some larger agencies have enough committees that
they form subsets of the committees as specially named groups
with a group coordinator assigned to each group, hence, the
GFO. The Department of the Interior has all the advisory
committees to the National Park Service in a group, all of the
advisory committees to the Bureau of Land Management in a
second group, etc. But not all of the advisory committees to
the Department of the Interior are in groups. The GFO Info
hyperlink is only visible when a group coordinator is involved. To complicate matters,
sometimes a committee is in more than one group.

Committee Management Officer (CMO) Information

The CMO Info link displays the CMO Information
page when clicked. There is always a Committee
Management Officer (CMO) for every agency with an
advisory committee, just as there is always a Designated
Federal Official (DFO) for each advisory committee. The
contents of the E-Mail Address field plays an important part
in the workflow process of this system, since e-mails are sent
to this address alerting the CMO of changes made to the
committee data.

The user returns to the Committee Menu page via the
Up hyperlink.
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Committee Decision Maker

Most committees exist to provide advice to a federal
official. This page is designed to capture the contact
information of the person who decides to use or not use
the committee’s recommendations.

View Charter

The View Charter hyperlink
displays the committee’s current
Charter. Either the agency or the
Committee Management Secretariat has
uploaded the charter to the online
storage system. For some older
charters, which exist only in hard copy,
the document has been scanned into a
readable .pdf format and uploaded to
the system (not all committee charters
require renewal and some date back to
the Whiskey Rebellion). Returning
from the View Charter screen to the
Committee Menu page is one of the few times that it is appropriate to click the browser back
button.

The user returns to the Committee Menu page with the Up hyperlink.
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Committee Web Site

If the Committee Menu page
displays a Web Site hyperlink, the
page is linked directly to a web site
for either the advisory committee or
the advisory committee’s agency.
Some agencies and some committees
place their charters, reports, minutes,
committee activities and meeting
dates, etc. directly on their own web
site. If the user has jumped to the
web site and wishes to return to the
tracking system, the user clicks the
web browser’s back button. If the
user has browsed deeply into the agency’s or committee’s web site, it may be necessary to click
Go Back many, many times to return to the Shared Management System.

Participant Logon

At the beginning of FY 2003, the Committee Management Secretariat, EPA, and VA funded
work performed by Gallup, Inc. to survey the advisory committee experience of committee
members participating during FY 2002. This activity was undertaken to establish a useful
baseline for Performance Measures for Advisory Committees. The Participant Logon link
provides a means for committee members to access the reports generated by that survey.
Committee members entitled to see the survey results could expect to receive directions from
their Designated Federal Officials (DFOs) on how to access this information online.

The Database Search

The Database
Search button
displays the Database
Search page. To see
all the options
available to refine a
query or fine-tune a
search it is necessary
to scroll down to the
bottom of the page.
The Database Search
feature allows the user
to pose a query to the
database and get the
response back as a
web page.
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A typical inquiry as
shown by the selections above
and right could be “Give me
all the committees in 1999
that were chartered,
recommended to continue,
and spending money but had
no meetings and no reports.”

The user can decide to save the search result as a spreadsheet file, an XML file (useful if you
want to load the data into a database), or an ASCII file (a text file that can be used in any word
processor). The query criteria are displayed in case the user wants to refine the query further.
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In addition to a committee list, the user can opt for a member list based on the same or
different query.

If the user should decide
to save the query data to a file
on their own computer, doing
so can be done quickly and
efficiently. Select the file
type to use to analyze the
query data produced above
(Spreadsheet, XML, or
ASCII) and the browser opens
a download message box.
Click “Open” to display the
response data in an Excel
spreadsheet.
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In the event the answer of 33 committees and 810,390 dollars make this a question worth
further analysis, the user can download the data to a spreadsheet file on the local computer.

The response data set will always contain the same set of fields, but the record-set will change
based upon the search criteria. The fields returned are:

 Fiscal Year (Currently, 1997-2007. The current active Fiscal Year will be updated
continuously through the end of the calendar year.)

 Agency Abbreviation
 Agency Name
 Committee Number (GSA assigned this number when the committee was

established to track the committee over its life and history)
 Committee Name
 Committee Function (generic classification of the committee concerned)
 Presidential (Reports to the President: Yes or No)
 Presidential Appointments (President appoints some members: Yes or No)
 Establishment Authority (Statutory, Presidential, Agency, or Authorized by Law.

Not all advisory committees established by the President report to the President)
 Type of Committee (Continuing from year to year or Ad Hoc [less than one year])
 Committee Status (Chartered, Terminated, Pending)
 Agency Recommendation (to continue or terminate the committee)
 Total Number of Members
 Current Charter Date (as of the year being reported)
 Date to renew Charter (as of the year being reported)
 Date to terminate committee (if stated in charter or legislation)
 Total Number of Members
 Total Number of Reports
 Number of Open Meetings
 Number of Closed Meetings (includes meetings that were partially closed)
 Total Number of Meetings
 Travel Costs (all members, consultants, and staff reported)
 Federal Staff Costs (includes applicable percentage of salary and benefits)
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 Member Costs (includes Federal members)
 Consultants Costs
 Other Costs (all other costs of meetings and committee activities)
 Total Actual Costs
 Total Projected Costs (for the next fiscal year)
 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) (the number of full time staff supporting the

committee)
 CMO Contact Information
 DFO Contact Information
 Date committee data was last updated (for reported year)
 Administratively Inactive (Yes or No, this field was added in 2002)
 Key information for database (Committee record)
 New Committee the year reported: Yes or No.
 Key information for database (Agency record)

To make the system useful for the largest number of users, the Database Search design
quickly provides the most frequently requested data set.

The Members Search

Since there are now as many as 65,000 citizens
contributing their time to advisory committee concerns
in any given year, the system would be considered
vastly incomplete without a Member Search capability.
There are limitations to our member data, however, and
most of those are self-imposed. This is a publicly
accessible database and the database contains no more
information than the minimum the law requires. The
citizens contributing their time to the improved and
effective functioning of the federal government are identified by name and occupation or
affiliation.
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Members Characteristics Search

The
Members
Characteristics
Search page
allows searching
the Member
table by any or
all of the listed
characteristics.
Searching all
years and all
agencies for
members with a
last name like
Fussell (not an
overly common
name) produces
the page below.
Since data is
collected by
Fiscal Year, and
members serve for multiple years, a search like this one involving more than one year produces
significant duplication.
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Member Search By Agency Or Group

The Members by Agency or Group
Search produces a list of committee
members contributing their time to a
particular agency or sub group (like the
National Park Service, and within the NPS,
the Alaska Region) for a particular year.
When using this feature, please remember
that some groups and some agencies are very
large (the Department of Health and Human
Services [HHS] would have a list 30,000
members long during any single year and the
National Institutes of Health, a sub group of
HHS, has more than 20,000 of those
committee members during the same period).

The other kind of data set most requested from the database is a list – members, meetings,
reports, etc. Our approach here also is provide the user with a fixed data set of fields while
allowing a selection of records via the most appropriate search criteria suited to our data design.
This feature is called the Download Center and it is discussed next.
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The Download Center

Clicking the Download Center button
displays the Download Center page. The
user can download all the data in the database
except a couple of fields of data that are
restricted due to privacy concerns (i.e.,
committee members’ e-mail addresses). The
data results are first displayed in a web page.
From there the data can be downloaded to a
spreadsheet file, an XML file, or an ASCII
file. Selection criteria can be the fiscal year or
the agency or group. The user may select any
single fiscal year, or all of them, by leaving
the Fiscal Year criteria blank in the Choose
Fiscal Year selection box. The user can select
a single agency or group, or all the agencies
from the agency criteria selection box. Once
the selections are made, the user clicks the appropriate button to list the agencies or committees
or members, etc., etc. The downloaded data includes the key information that relates the tables
to each other, and all downloads except the GetAgencies option includes the Agency, the
Committee Number, and the Committee Name.

There are a couple of caveats. Selecting “blank” from Choose Fiscal Years gets “All the
fiscal years”, which includes selecting the current fiscal year. Not only does this select a lot of
data, there is the additional problem that the current fiscal year is usually incomplete until the
end of that calendar year, and any download including the current year will likely provide
incomplete and inaccurate results until then. It is best to select a single year at a time and to
avoid the current year.
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There are a lot of members, so selecting all agencies and clicking on Get Members will
potentially produce a huge download (603957 records now and adding 65,000 more each year).
HHS had 38,939 members in their advisory committees in 2006.

Database Information

The
Database

Information button displays
information on the structure of
the data tables stored in the
system. With the key fields in
each download table identified
and the relationships between
the tables displayed, the data
provided in these downloads can
be recombined on the user’s local system for practically any kind of further analysis and reports.
There is some built in complexity since the committees and subcommittees to the committees are
captured in the same data table. It would wise for anyone wishing to rebuild the database from
the downloaded tables to consult with Committee Management Secretariat regarding the primary
and foreign keys in each table. Doing so would allow researchers to confirm their understanding
of the existing data relationships.

Selecting “dict” for
the tblGeneralInfo
displays the complete
data dictionary for that
table. The same is true
for any of the tables,
however, not all of the
tables in the database are
displayed and not all of
the tables are available
for download from the
online system.

Anyone interested in
different or customized
combinations of the
existing data tables
ranging from a single
table to the entire
database is urged to contact the Secretariat or a member of the web application’s support team.
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The Committee
Management
Secretariat’s intention
is to provide the user
with all the data
available in our system
that does not intrude on
public committee
members’ privacy, and
the means to use it as
useful and relevant
information.

The Annual Comprehensive Reviews

Congress determined in 1995 that, as of 1998, they would no longer require an Annual
Report of the President on Federal Advisory Committees. However, the Federal Advisory
Committee Act passed in 1972 and every amendment since then has required that the Committee
Management Secretariat and the agencies having advisory committees subject to the Act utilize a
process referred to in the law as the “Annual Comprehensive Review”. The Annual
Comprehensive Review is an examination of the committees for usefulness, efficiency, relevance
and compliance with the law’s requirements. The means utilized by the Secretariat to conduct
that annual review through 1998 was an analysis of the data collected by the “annual report” data
collection process. Since the inception and utilization of this online system, the data in this
system provides the data for analysis. While this system has matured to the point where it can
now be utilized and updated 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the transition of the federal employee
users from an annual data collection process to a weekly or monthly update process is still a
work in progress (often a committee responsibility is in addition to other work, in government
parlance, an “other duty as assigned”). That transition is one of the reasons that there is still a
period in the fall where every CMO and DFO brings the data in the system on their committee
for that year to a verified state of accuracy and completeness. We expect that fall clean-up
process will continue to be the SOP for many of the DFOs in many of the agencies for some
years to come.
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In a similar
vein, there were
some sub reports
in the Printed
Annual Report that
certain audiences
still desire. We
sometimes get
requests from new
members of
Congress for
reports that
previous
Congresses
discontinued. To
satisfy that
requirement,
reports that are
compiled from the
data, .pdf files of
previously printed
annual reports, and
new analyses when requested and prepared, will all be gathered in this Annual Comprehensive
Review section.
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SECTION II: The Designated Federal
Official (DFO) And the Shared Management
System

The Designated Federal Official (DFO) uses the Shared Management System to track and
manage the committee’s events and performance and to update the Annual Comprehensive
Review (ACR) information on their advisory committee during the current fiscal year. By doing
so DFOs manage the committee information flow within the agency and supply the data required
by law. The Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) stipulates that the DFO, with the
Committee Management Officer (CMO), submit complete and accurate information about the
advisory committee annually. The web-based database and management system allows the
continual updating of committee information throughout the fiscal year.

What is the “Shared Management System”?

The Shared Management System is a specialized database available for updating committee
information on the Internet. This web-based database has been used since 1997 by all the
government agencies that have advisory committees to collect the data for the Annual
Comprehensive Review. The Federal Advisory Committee Act, passed in 1972, originally
required specific data items about advisory committees be collected by the President annually
and transmitted to Congress for review. In 1995, Congress passed the “Federal Reports
Elimination and Sunset Act of 1995” and among the reports identified for elimination in 1999
was the “Annual Report of the President on Federal Advisory Committees.” As a result, since
1998 a printed report has not been prepared and sent to congress. At the same time, FACA has
always required an Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) of all the committees be conducted
both within agencies and government-wide to determine the continued viability of individual
committees. While elimination of the report requirement changed the emphasis, the data
requirement has continued unchecked. In point of fact, the data items collected have actually
expanded at the behest of Congress and the White House every year since the “Annual Report”
requirement was eliminated.

The system provides the “DFO” user with edit/update rights to the current fiscal year’s data
for their specific committee via the Internet. The agency CMO gives the DFO their access
rights, their logon (username), which in this system is their government email address, and their
initial password. Only the DFO, the agency CMO, or a Committee Management Secretariat
(CMS) staff member can edit or update the DFO’s specific committee data for the current year.
Information on all of the committees of all the agencies of the federal government for all fiscal
years is available read-only from the Public Access module. The data collected and used by the
DFO is the foundation of the system.
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How does the DFO typically use the system?

FACA required that each agency establish uniform administrative guidelines and
management controls for advisory committees established by that agency, and that each agency
maintain systematic information on the nature, functions, and operations of each advisory
committee within its jurisdiction. The law’s language states that the head of each agency that
has an advisory committee shall designate an Advisory Committee Management Officer (CMO)
who shall –

Exercise control and supervision over the establishment, procedures, and accomplishments of
advisory committees established by that agency;

Assemble and maintain the reports, records, and other papers of any such committee during
its existence; and

Carry out, on behalf of that agency, the provisions of section 552 of title 5, United States
Code, with respect to such reports, records, and other papers.

The law also states that
There shall be designated an officer or employee of the Federal Government to chair or

attend each meeting of each advisory committee. The officer or employee so designated is
authorized, whenever he determines it to be in the public interest, to adjourn any such meeting.
No advisory committee shall conduct any meeting in the absence of that officer or employee.

Advisory committees shall not hold any meetings except at the call of, or with the advance
approval of, a designated officer or employee of the Federal Government, and in the case of
advisory committees (other than Presidential advisory committees), with an agenda approved by
such officer or employee.

The Shared Management System is designed to support the above requirements by capturing
relevant information when the committee is created online by the CMO, and to carry that
information forward as it is edited and updated by the DFO or her designee from year to year
until the information is no longer required. When a committee is first established and chartered
by an agency, the information on the committee is generally entered by the CMO or his designee
and should address most of the committee’s general information, membership information, and
estimated cost information requirements. Obviously, for the committee to function
appropriately, it would be best if the DFO was officially appointed, up-to-date, and involved in
the committee’s mission and charter when a committee was established (officially chartered).
The process ordinarily proceeds as follows:

The President, Congress, or a federal official in an agency decides that advice on an issue is
needed and that an advisory committee is the appropriate vehicle for getting that advice.

In the case of the President, he or she executes an Executive Order.
In the case of Congress, the congress passes a law that includes language assigning the

responsibility for the committee to an agency.
In the case of an agency, the agency begins the process of developing a charter.
All committees are sponsored by or assigned to individual agencies. The agency uses the

administrative guidelines and management controls it established under FACA to appoint a
CMO for the agency, appoint the DFO for the committee being established, develop the charter,
select and secure members, and delegate or assign the other responsibilities established under the
law.
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The CMO confers with the Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) regarding the new
committee, ensures that a DFO has been appointed, creates the new committee online using the
system, files the charter with the appropriate congressional oversight committees, and provides
the appointed DFO and his designees with logons to the system.

DFO Logon and Data Entry

When notified that she has been given a logon, the DFO logs onto the system and
 The DFO edits all of the information already entered for the committee for

completeness and accuracy. Most DFOs confer with the agency CMO before
changing data entered by another user, but any user given edit rights to a committee’s
data can make the changes deemed necessary. In this system, two users could change
the same data in the same committee at the same time. In such an unlikely event, the
last user saving data wins.

 The DFO adds meetings and reports as they are scheduled or occur.
 The DFO adds or deletes members as they are appointed, replaced, or their

appointments lapse.
 The DFO adds or updates costs as they occur.
 The DFO adds, updates, changes, or clarifies the justifications, activities, and

committee recommendations to the agency if the situation warrants.
 The DFO adds or updates the web addresses if a web site is created for the committee

or committee information is available at other web sites.
 The DFO completes or updates the Performance Measure information annually.
 The DFO adds or updates her own contact information as it changes.
 The DFO recommends, in consultation with the CMO and the Committee Decision

Maker, the continuance or termination of the committee.
 The DFO selects or updates the Interest Areas criteria congruent with the

Committee’s work.
 Lastly, the DFO verifies the accuracy and completeness of the committee data for the

Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR).
At the beginning of each new fiscal year, the system copies all of the data entered for the

previous year into the data tables for the new year, except for meetings and reports. Terminated
committees are dropped from the agency list in the fiscal year following their termination, but
their history and information will continue to be accessible and displayed under the Public
Access link for the years they functioned.

The Public Access part of the system is a useful tool to the DFO, especially in areas related
to their management concerns. By searching the data, the DFO can discover what other
committees exist with issues and concerns similar to her own committee’s charter. With that
knowledge, the DFO can Drill Down to the specific committees and determine if the system has
information useful to the DFO, or if there is someone to contact for further investigation. Data is
investigated in the Public Access part of the system by the user drilling down from the general
Year to the Agency to the specific Committee to view the desired information. The DFO can
use the Public Access link to

Perform a Committees Search by Interest Areas, or Committee Name or Number, or Text,
Perform a Database Search using criteria to limit the data displayed,
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Perform a Member Search using criteria to limit the members displayed,
Download selected data to a spreadsheet from the Download Center, and
Check the Annual Comprehensive Reviews from 1999 to the present.
Other reports and features have been added to the Public Access section as they were

developed. A complete help manual like this one for the Public Access module can be found by
clicking the Help link. The printed annual reports submitted to Congress by the president from
1972 to 1998 can be found via a link on the Home page.

The Online System: The Shared Management System at FIDO.GOV

Once a user logs on to the system it becomes customized for their use. Up until that point the
opening screen is the same for everyone, so the user should review the Home page contents
discussed in the Pubic Access section, if they have not already read it for the simple joy of the
experience. To avoid duplication and repetition and to reduce the total size, this manual has
combined similar parts of the previous separate sections.

The DFO’s Data Maintenance Activities

Clicking the Logon link displays the Logon page. The
Logon page has ten hyperlinks, four data fields and one
submit button. In addition to the links previously covered
in this text are Presidential Committees, and Presidential
Members, which are reports designed for the White House
Personnel Office. One of the links is an instructional
online movie, How to Logon to a Fido system. The data
fields are the LOGON text box, the PASSWORD text
box, the “I forgot my password” check box, and the “I
WANT TO CHANGE” check box. The submit button is
labeled Continue.

To Logon, the DFO enters his/her username in the
Logon: text box field (which has the label: Please enter
your Email) and their password in the Password: text box
field (which has the label: Please enter your password).
When the Continue button is clicked, the program takes
the DFO user to the Committee Menu page. The system
design calls for all registered users to log on with their government e-mail address as the
username.
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The DFO can change their user information any
time they are logging in by checking the “I WANT
TO CHANGE” check box before they click the
Continue button. After the user has filled out the
User Profile page, including their e-mail, than the
OOPS check box (otherwise known as the “I forgot
my password, please send it to me” check box) will
work.

Using the Logon page shown above, if the user
wants to receive an email with their password, they
enter their LOGON (E-mail address), check the “I
forgot my password, please send it to me” check
box, and click the Continue button. The program
will email their logon information to their registered
“government” email address.

If the DFO receives a Logon Error, they should note the error message and contact their
CMO to adjust their access rights. If you enter an incorrect Logon or Password, you receive the
“Your logon or password is not correct” error. The Shared Management System does not use
a 3-attempts-and-you-are-locked-out approach to logons,
so you can keep trying until you are either frustrated or
your fingers bleed. We suspect that adding data to the
system is seldom so urgent that you can’t wait for an
email. Feel free to ask for your password to be sent to
you by clicking the checkbox, especially if you logon
infrequently. We all are beset with dozens of different
logons and no one can keep all the combinations in their head.

If the user’s dates for access have expired, you
receive “the Logon Date has been exceeded”
error. Most users are added with an expectation
that they will be using the system for at least 5
years, but time does pass quickly, so don’t hesitate
to let your CMO or Committee Management know
that you need to have your access rights time frame
extended.

If your CMO has designated you as an “inactive” user,
you see the “inactive logon” error when you attempt to
logon. Committee Management Secretariat will switch
users to an inactive status if the user has not logged in for
more than a year. This situation can be easily changed by
calling or emailing your CMO or the Secretariat.
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Clicking the Presidential
Committees hyperlink displays basic
committee information on committees
that are either Presidential in type or
established by the President. A
committee is Presidential in type if it
reports to the President even though it
may have been established by
Congressional Act. The committee
listed in the third row to the right is an
example of Presidential type.

Clicking the Presidential Members hyperlink displays a list of committee members
appointed by the President that are in the current year’s member list (see above). These two
hyperlinked reports are on the logon page at the request of the White House Personnel office.
These reports, like all of the database’s reports for the current year, can only be useful and
accurate if the data is kept up-to-date.

These presidential committee and member reports, like
all the reports generated by the system, can be downloaded
to the user’s computer for more direct use and customization
via the Spreadsheet, XML, and ASCII hyperlinks. This is
because none of the data kept in the Shared Management
System is subject to privacy provisions, except for the
committee members’ emails. Any public user may
download all the data stored in the online system except for
the committee members emails.
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The DFO’s Committee Management Activities

When the DFO logs in, the program takes
him or her straight to the Committee Menu
page. This page provides access to all the data
pages that the DFO needs to handle to meet
most FACA requirements and committee
management tasks. The menu options include

 General Info,
 Agency Recommendations,
 Reports,
 Meetings,
 Costs,
 Justifications,
 Members,
 Sub-Committees,
 Performance Measures,
 Current Status,
 Interest Areas,
 Committee Report,
 DFO Info, GFO Info, CMO Info, Committee Decision Maker,
 View Charter,
 Web Site,
 Mark Verified, and Consultations.

Many committees display a link on the Committee Menu page to their own agency or
office-maintained committee web site via the Web Site link. The data to generate the web link is
entered on the General Info page.

The DFO sees the Committee Menu page links that are useful to the DFO, but some
information is read-only, i.e., the link for consultations with the Committee Management
Secretariat is only editable by the CMO, who executes all the consultations. Other examples are
the Web Site or Mark Verified links in the second column. The DFO (actually anyone looking
at the Committee Menu page) only see a Web Site link when a committee web site URL has
been entered on the General Information page. The Mark Verified link is only visible until
the agency CMO has marked the committee data verified for the year being reported. Once the
agency CMO has marked the data reporting process as complete, the DFO can make no further
changes to the data and, in that sense, has no further need of the Mark Verified link, so it is no
longer displayed. The Committee Menu page has evolved into a structure that is very useful to
the DFO for managing and tracking the committee’s activities. The page was originally
constructed from a more limited reporting perspective to be the DFO’s sole point of contact with
the on-line system for data entry purposes. The DFO’s uses this page to check each of the links
on a regular basis, and to update, add, edit, and delete the data accessed by the link so that it is
up-to-date, complete, and accurate for the fiscal year being managed and reported. How
frequently the DFO needs to perform the edit and update process is determined by the activity
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level of the committee, by the data needs of the agency, and by where the online system fits into
the agency’s management plan.

The Committee’s General Information Page
or
Editing the Committee’s General, Categorizing Information

The General Info page contains the most stable facts about the committee, the data that
changes rarely. Above the data entry part of the form the users see some additional navigation
links, i.e., Committee Menu, Reports, Meetings, Members, etc., that allow quick movement
between the system pages that are edited by the DFO most frequently. The charter and renewal
dates usually change once every two years, with the rest of the information on the page being
added when the committee is first created and when it is finally terminated. When it is
necessary, the page allows data entry and updating to the following fields:

 Expected Renewal Date and Expected Termination Date,
 Specific Termination Authority, Specific Establishment Authority and Effective

Date of Authority,
 Committee Type,
 Presidential,
 Presidential Appointments,
 Committee Function,
 Exempt from Renewal,
 Number of Members, and
 Committee URL.
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The fields on the Gen Info page that cannot be edited are filled in by the program based on
data added by the CMO when the Committee was first created, or when the CMO changes
Committee data by consulting with the Committee Management Secretariat. Those non-editable
items require a charter change, and the information is added during the consultation process with
the Committee Management Secretariat which occurs at the time the new charter is filed with the
congressional oversight committee by the CMO. The DFO can examine the data generating the
content of the non-editable fields in the Consultation link.

The Data Entry Pages Navigation Links

The new links visible on the General Information page are
 Committee Menu,
 General Info,
 Agency Recommendations,
 Reports,
 Meetings,
 Costs,
 Justifications,
 Members, and
 Performance Measures.

As mentioned above, the links allow quick movement between the data entry pages where
most data entry work is done by the DFO. These links will be seen on all the data entry pages
just as they are on the General Information page to allow the DFO to move quickly to the page
where she needs to correct any incorrect data and to add any missing data.

The General Information Page Data Entry Fields

If the user makes any changes to the
data on any page, the Save Changes
button should be clicked before leaving
the page. This ensures that the changed
data is saved to the database.
HHelp Info
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Not all the fields on the General Information page can be edited by the DFO and it is
visually easy to distinguish between editable and non-editable fields. The content, choices,
source, and edit-ability of each data field are explained in the HELP column to the right of each
data entry field.

The Department or Agency Abbreviation field is the two to five letter agency abbreviation
for the top level department or agency to which the committee belongs, e.g., HHS; EPA. This
field cannot be edited. This data is displayed as a result of information entered by the Committee
Management Secretariat into the database when the agency establishes its first committee and
can be changed only by the Secretariat. In the FACA lifetime some agencies have changed their
names and abbreviations.

The Committee Status field will display as Pending, Chartered, Terminated, or
Administratively Inactive and cannot be edited on this page. This data is displayed as a result
of data entered by the agency CMO or Committee Management Secretariat on the Consultation
page. This data is added to the General Information page by the program when the Consultation
record is saved.

The New Committee field is Yes only if the committee was established or re-established
during the fiscal year being reported. In all other years the answer is No. This field cannot be
edited on this page. Surprisingly, a committee can be a new committee several times in its
lifetime. Sometimes a committee’s charter is allowed to lapse, and sometimes the committee is
terminated. If a committee is terminated and later determined to be necessary and reestablished
in a different Fiscal Year, the committee becomes a new committee again. The Yes or No is
displayed as a result of data entered by the agency CMO or Committee Management Secretariat
on the Consultation page.

The Current Charter Date is the date the
most recent charter for the committee was filed
with the congressional oversight committee for
the agency, e.g., 04/1/2004. This data is
displayed as a result of data entered on the
Consultation page by the agency CMO or
Committee Management Secretariat and cannot be edited on this page. This data is added to the
General Information page when the Consultation Form is saved. The consultation process
(with the Committee Management Secretariat) is a CMO function although the DFO can view
the Consultation page.

The Expected Renewal Date field generally has a date 2 years greater from the Current
Charter Date. The DFO (and CMO) should check this information at least once, early during
the current fiscal year, to make sure that the information is accurate and up-to-date. Keeping the
Expected Renewal Date current improves workflow reports the system generates for the DFO,
the CMO, the agency, and the Secretariat. The consultation process of the CMO with the
Secretariat usually takes care of updating this date automatically, but when the charter mentions
a specific renewal date, the CMO or DFO can enter that date in this field.
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If the DFO or the CMO wants to enter a date in the Expected Renewal
Date field, they might use the Calendar Icon next to the date field. The
date selected from the calendar is added to the field.

To change to an earlier or later month in the pop-
up calendar, the user hovers the “hand” over the
month label (note the arrow in the picture to the left). This will display the
months and the user can click the desired month.

To change to an earlier or later year the user
hovers the hand over the year label (note the arrow in

the picture to the right). This will display the years and the user can click
the desired year. To select a specific day you click on the day of the month
and year you want. When you move the pointer/hand off the calendar
without clicking a specific day, the calendar disappears.

The Expected Termination Date field contains the date on which the committee will
terminate based upon information in the legislation, Executive order, or charter. The Expected
Termination Date can also be the date the committee could reasonably be expected to
terminate. This date can be left blank if the committee is not expected to terminate.

The Terminated This FY field
should be Yes only if the committee was
terminated during the fiscal year being
reported, otherwise No. This data is
displayed as a result of data entered on the
Consultation page by the agency CMO or
the Committee Management Secretariat. This data is added to the General Information page
when the Consultation Form is saved. This field cannot be edited on this page. As mentioned
above regarding the New Committee field, a new committee is only reported as New = Yes the
year it is established, and, in this case, a committee is only reported Terminated = Yes the year
it is terminated.

The Specific Termination Authority field should list the agency decision document, the
statute, or the Executive Order (other than EO 12838) which authorizes termination of the
committee, e.g., 42 U.S.C. 1975. This entry should not contain statements like "expired charter,"
"abolished," or Section 14 of FACA, which could be useful facts but are not the termination
authority.

The Actual Termination Date field is the date on which the committee terminated during
the fiscal year being reported, e.g., 04/19/2004, and the field remains and displays as blank until
the committee is terminated. This date is displayed as a result of data entered on the
Consultation page and cannot be edited on this page. This data is added to the General
Information page when a termination consultation is created on the Consultation page and is
saved by the CMO.

Ch

Ch
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Most of the remaining fields require an answer selected from a limited set of options. In the
limited options cases, a pull-down list of the correct options is provided.

The Establishment Authority field contains one of the four kinds of authority used to
establish a committee. Those authorities are:

Statutory (Congress Created) is non-discretionary establishment authority specifically
mandated in law.

Authorized by Law and
Agency Authority are both discretionary establishment authorities, either pursuant to law, or

by the decision of the agency head,
respectively.

Presidential means established by
Executive order or other direction by
the President, and is non-discretionary.
Negotiated rulemaking ("Reg-Neg")
committees and labor-management
partnership committees (EO 12871) are
considered Presidential. The authority
is displayed based on decisions made
when a committee was established.

The Specific Establishment Authority field contains the title of the agency decision
document, the statute, or the Executive order (other than EO 12838), e.g., Executive Order
13017 or 21 U.S.C. 394. This field’s contents should not be a letter from OMB, a consultation
with (or concurrence from) GSA, the charter, or a section of FACA.

The Effective Date of Authority field contains the “birth” date of the document listed in
Specific Establishment Authority above, e.g., 11/28/1990.

The Committee Type field is either Continuing or Ad Hoc. For this system, an Ad hoc
committee is one which is not renewed beyond its original biennial charter and generally exists
for two years or less. A Continuing committee is expected to require more than one charter in
its lifetime. Select either Ad hoc or Continuing from the pull-down option list.

The Presidential field is a third type of committee and the data entry field contains either
Yes or No. A committee is Presidential Type if it reports to the President. When a committee
is set up by the president, the committee is considered established by Presidential Authority.
Curiously, if for some reason a committee set up by the president does not report to the
president, it is not considered a Presidential Type committee.

A committee has Presidential
Appointments if the President appoints
any member of the committee to serve
on the committee and the data entry
field contains either Yes or No. This
condition is normally specified in the
charter or the law creating the committee.
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A selection from the Committee
Function drop down list data entry
field is required. The assignment of a
committee to a category is a decision
made at the agency level and should
already have occurred when the
committee is added to the database. The choices are:

 National Policy/Issue Advisory Committee,
 Non-Scientific Program Advisory Committee,
 Scientific/Technical Program Advisory Committee,
 Grant Review Committee,
 Regulatory Negotiation Committee,
 Other Committee, or a
 Special Emphasis Panel.

If the category is not obvious, or if the committee seems to cross categories, the Other option
should be selected and an explanation for the selection added to the Remarks field on the
Agency Recommendations page. The Special Emphasis Panel option is rarely used by
agencies other than NIH, and, despite the “catchy” name, the term does not mean that the
advisory committee is concerned with a special or restricted topic area of great concern.

If a committee is statutorily
exempt from renewal, Exempt
should be Yes. This is rare.

If the charter includes a specified Number of Members, that number should be entered as
numeric digits in place of the default field contents. When the General Info page is created, the
program inserts “Unlimited,” as the default contents of the Number of Members data entry
field.

If a committee has a Web site, the
web address (URL) should be filled in.
Doing so correctly will automatically
activate the web site hyperlink (Go)
that is visible below the Committee
URL field block. The URL should be complete as displayed in the example at the bottom of the
General Information web page. Please notice that as in the example:
http://www.fido.gov/facadatabase, the web URL should include the “http://”.

When data had been added or changed on the General Information page, the DFO should
click the Save Changes button. The DFO should always save any changes made on a page
before moving to a new web page. When the data is changed and saved, the system updates the
Changed At line, located below the entered data, with the user information from the user’s
profile and the current date.
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The Committee’s Agency Recommendation Page
or
Editing the Committee’s Agency Recommendation Page and General
Remarks

The Agency
Recommendations link displays
the Agency Recommendations
page. This page is for the
agency’s recommendation
regarding the continuing
usefulness of the advisory
committee and is not for the
advisory committee’s
recommendations to the agency.
(The advisory committee’s
recommendations to the agency
are a performance measure feature
on the Performance Measures page.) If the DFO feels that some activity or event deserves
clarification or elaboration and cannot find another place in the committee record which seems
appropriate to include the information, our recommendation is to add the information to the
Remarks field. The Remarks field could contain up to 64 pages of comments. The Agency
Recommendations page fields usually need to be addressed only once a year before the data for
the committee is verified by the DFO and the CMO. Recommending to Continue, Terminate,
or Merge a committee is an agency decision, although usually the DFO is consulted and
involved. Since statutory committees are established in law, their termination requires similar
legislation if a termination clause or condition is not included in the establishing legislation.
Getting such legislation written, submitted, voted upon and passed is never simple and can never
be assumed, hence the need for the questions Is Legislation Required and the Legislation’s
Status in the legislation pipeline which are also found on the page.

If the work of a committee with statutory authority has been completed for over a year and
the termination legislation is not visibly on the horizon, the DFO can discuss with the CMO the
possibility of shifting the committee to an “Inactive” Status in the data system so that it does not
continue to require attention and reporting year after year. The CMO, usually after conferring
with the agency counsel specializing in FACA, initiates a consultation with the Committee
Management Secretariat to make the committee formally Administratively Inactive. A
statutory committee which has been determined through the Consultation process to be
Administratively Inactive should have its information updated and verified by the DFO and the
CMO the fiscal year that it is made inactive, but it can generally be treated in a pro-forma
fashion is subsequent years. The committee will have to be maintained in the Shared
Management System until legislation removes it from the agency committee inventory.

Like all other data entry pages in the system, information from the logon profile on the last
person to edit the page and the last date the page was edited is displayed at the bottom of the data
entry portion of the Agency Recommendations page.
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The Committee’s Reports Page
or
Listing and Editing the Reports Generated by the Committee

Clicking the Reports link for the
first time in any reporting cycle
displays a blank Report Form page.
The report information entered on
these forms is for a report generated by
the committee to the agency (or the
specific government official being
advised). These reports are not the
committee’s “annual comprehensive
review” required by FACA’s reporting
requirements or other administrative
reports on the committee’s logistical
operations. Each committee begins
the current reporting cycle with a
blank slate since reports are only
counted for the Annual
Comprehensive Review purposes the year they are issued. As reports are published or submitted
by the committee to the government official being advised, the titles and dates of the publications
are added to the system via the Reports form by the DFO. If the publication is available in an
electronic format, the online system has an upload feature to store the actual report with the
report record on the online system for viewing by the public. The upload link becomes visible
on the Reports form data entry page only after the report record is created and saved.

To add the first report title and
date, the DFO begins by typing in
the Report Title of the newly issued
report.

The DFO then uses the date icon
to select the Report Date (which
should be the date the report was
formally issued or published for
public consumption).

Before saving the record with the
Save Changes button, the DFO
should indicate with a Yes or a No in
the Presidential Action? field
whether the President is expected to
act on the recommendations in the report. In those cases where the President is expected to act
on the recommendations in the report, the agency has a responsibility to report on the President’s
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actions regarding the recommendations. The agency’s report on the President’s actions is due
one year after the committee’s report to the President is issued.

To review the functionality of the calendar icon, the DFO enters the date in
the Report Date field, by using the Calendar Icon next to the date field. The
date selected from the calendar is added to the field.

To change to an earlier or later month in the pop-up calendar, the user hovers
the “hand” over the month label (note the arrow in the picture to the left). This
will display the months and the user can click the desired month.

To change to an earlier or later year the user hovers the hand over the year
label (note the arrow in the picture to the right). This will display the years and
the user can click the desired year. To select a specific day you click on the day
of the month and year you want. When you move the pointer/hand off the
calendar without clicking a specific day, the calendar disappears.

Continuing with the Report Form data entry
page, the user can optionally add the URL for a
web site where the report can be viewed.
When the record is complete the data is saved
by clicking the Save Changes button.

After the record has been saved, an
upload option/link is displayed which
allows the user to upload an electronic
copy of the report to the on-line system.
The user making the most recent
change and the date of the most recent change is also displayed.

Listing the Reports Generated by the Committee

After the first report has been
added during any particular reporting
cycle, the Reports navigation
hyperlink no longer jumps to a blank
report page. Clicking the Reports
hyperlink now displays a page which
is a list view of the reports made by
committee thus far this year. Since the
Report Form List-view page is a listing of all of the reports for the committee, the page is
presented read-only and cannot be edited. Adding any additional reports is managed with the
Add New Record button. As a general rule in the online system, data cannot be edited when it
is presented in a list (a List View). Data is edited only when it is presented as a single record in
a Form View. This approach is common internet SOP for data entry. From the List View, read-

Ch

Ch
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only, Report Form page, the user clicks Edit in the leftmost column next to the record the user
wants to review in detail.

Once in the edit mode, the user can
change the detail in the form as long as
the user does not leave any required
field blank. To reiterate some
important points:

First, “Presidential Action?” is
“Yes” if the committee is a
Presidential Type committee. For
Presidential Type Committees,
Congress requires that the Agency and
DFO report, a year after the
submissions of the committee report
and recommendations, on what the
President did with the committee
recommendations in the report the committee submitted.

Second, if the committee maintains a web site with the committee reports posted on the web
site, a URL for the location of the specific report page can be added to the “View Report At
Another Website” Text Box.

Third, reports in an electronic format can be uploaded to the system with the “Upload
Reports File to FACA Database” link.

When the DFO is satisfied with the edits, the changes should be saved by clicking the Save
Changes button. The DFO should not leave a page on which changes have been made without
clicking the Save Changes button. Please remember that the system is using the Internet. The
system is not designed to save automatically when leaving a page since saving requires data
transfer between the user’s computer and the web server. The Internet works this way because
performing data transfers slows down the system for users who are browsing but not editing the
data. The system also has a two-hour time-out limit. The “time-out limit” means that if the user
leaves the system on the same page for longer than two hours without saving a change or
requesting a new page, the system forgets the user and the user must log in again.

The DFO can
limit or expand the
number of records
listed on a page with
the Show button, and add a second or third or any number of report titles with the Add New
Record button. The First, Prev, Next, and Last buttons move between the LIST pages when
the number of your reports exceeds the number in the box next to the Show button. You may
also have noticed that when the column headings are underlined, the list can be sorted based on
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the column. The list above is sorted alphabetically based on the ReportTitle, but it could be
sorted chronologically based on the ReportDate.

The work of a committee doesn’t often fall
conveniently within a fiscal year and years can
go by without a committee producing a report.
By the same token a committee could publish 3
or 4 reports at once based on the work of
previous years. With this in mind, the View Reports at FACA Website link displays a list of all
the committee’s reports for the life of the committee that have been uploaded to the system.

Deleting a Report Record from the On-line System

If the user should
inadvertently add an incorrect or
duplicate report record, the
individual report record can be
deleted using the delete button.
If ones tries to delete a record
that is incomplete or has an error in one the fields, the error checking requires that the
information be corrected and/or completed before the record can be deleted. This can be tedious
and frustrating, but the logic of the program requires that a record being saved (or deleted) is
correct. In the case of a meeting reported for the wrong year, i.e., a year different than the year
being reported, the date in question must be changed to the year being reported before the record
can be deleted.

Uploading an Electronic Copy of a Report to the On-line System

Electronic copies of the committee
reports are added to the on-line system and
linked to the report record using the
Upload Reports File to FACA Database
link.

When the Upload link is clicked, the Upload page
displays a filename text box, a Browse button, a text
box to enter a short name that uniquely identifies the
file contents, and an Upload button. To upload a file,
the user first browses their computer’s hard drives to
locate the electronic copy of the file by using the
Browse button.
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When the file is located it displays in the Filename
Text Box with all of its directory listings so that the
user knows they have found the file they want from
the location they wanted to use. After the filename
displays, the user can type in a short description for the
file they are uploading. This is so the new file can be
distinguished in the resulting list from other files in the list in those cases where multiple
documents have been uploaded. When the user is satisfied that the file is correctly located and
uniquely identified, they click the Upload button to transfer the file to the web server.

The Upload page does have some rules that the files to be uploaded should adhere to and the
user does need to pay attention to the rules to avoid errors and successfully upload the file. The
filename should not be overly complex and break any rules for filename conventions. The file
name should be as short as possible and avoid dashes, slashes, periods, commas, and any illegal
characters. The maximum size of the file should be less than 8 megabytes and the file types
should be one of the options listed on the page. Finally, the user should stay aware of the
limitations that other users might have with the documents, e.g., a user without WordPerfect on
their computer may have problems viewing a file with a wpd extension.

Viewing the Electronic Copy of a Report on the On-line System

Electronic copies of the committee
reports are viewed on the on-line system
by clicking the View Reports at FACA
Website link.

When the View link is clicked, the List
Documents page displays a File Name link, a File Date label, a File Size label, and a Delete this
file link. To display the report the user clicks the File Name link, in this case: 2005-25096-
12164_Final Report Vol 1_(2005-11-14-10-18-40).pdf. Since the link points to a
PDF file, the report will
display if the user has Adobe
Acrobat Reader software
installed on his computer.
The File Date and File Size
labels reflect the date the file
was uploaded (not the date
the file was created) and the
size of the stored file (to give
the user some clue as to how long it might take to open the file given the local connection speed).
The Delete This File link allows the DFO user to remove an uploaded document in situations
where the wrong document was uploaded, or a document is being replaced with a different
version. It is often useful and important to view the files you have uploaded to the web to make
sure that they are the correct document, the correct version of the document, and that any extra or
inappropriate data has been stripped out. Word processing programs often have the complete
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history of a document’s development saved with the document and some very embarrassing
information has been inadvertently displayed on the web.

The Committee’s Meeting Page
or
Reporting the Meetings Held by the Committee

Clicking the Meetings link displays the Meeting Form page. Each committee begins the
reporting year with no meetings listed.

As meetings are planned or held, the purpose,
dates, and whether the meeting will be or was open
or closed are added to the Meetings List and
displayed on the Meetings List View page. The
Meetings List View page appears in response to
clicking on the Meetings hyperlink after the first
meeting record has been created and saved.
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To Add the First Meeting Held by the Committee

To add the first
meeting, the DFO fills out
the empty form, following
the guidance found in the
Help section (the right side
of the page). The first item, the meeting was/is Open or Closed is required. Each meeting
should be created on a separate form and each meeting record is shown as listed on a separate
row. For each meeting the DFO reports if the meeting was Open, Closed, Partially Closed, or
N/A. The N/A option is used to report an activity that is not an official meeting and is not
counted for the meeting totals. An example of such an activity would be a fact-finding visit to
the Cape Cod National Seashore by the Cape Cod National Seashore Commission. While the
system counts the Open, Closed, and Partially Closed meetings for reports and statistics, we
think the system is made more useful by including as much information about the activities and
work of committees as possible. Please list all other activities the agency decides to include in
this report, e.g., site visits, information-gathering or research sessions, etc., by using N/A in the
Open Or Closed field and by adding an explanation to Remarks on the Agency
Recommendation page. All formal committee and subcommittee meetings held under section
10 of FACA should be included and listed, each on a separate record. The program produces a
total count of the meetings by counting the number of records. If more than one meeting is held
on the same date, a separate record should be used for each separate meeting. The total number
of meetings reported should equal the meetings announced (and not subsequently canceled) in
the Federal Register and any other venues approved for meeting notices in the future. The user
should be careful to add data to every required field and should not leave the page without
clicking the Save Changes button.

The Meeting Start Date data entry item
is required and is the date the meeting started
(the time is not necessary), e.g., 05/05/2005.
The Meeting Stop Date data entry item is
also required and is the date the meeting ended (again, the time is not necessary), e.g.,
05/06/2005. Both the Start Date and Stop Dates are necessary to determine the length of the
meetings. The meetings can be entered in any order since the system will sort and list the
meetings entered in date order when required.

The Meeting Start and Stop Dates are entered by
clicking on the calendar icon next to the date entry
box. Click the icon and use the month label to move
to the correct month, click the year label to move to
the correct year, and click on the correct day of the
pop-up calendar.

The Location field item is
required and the detail in the
Location field should be

Calendar
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consistent with agency guidance. It is often useful to provide more information about the
location of the meeting when the meeting information is being posted in advance of the meeting,
so that inquiries about the meeting can be referred to the on-line system.

The Purpose field item is
required and the detail in the
Purpose field should be
consistent with agency
guidance. The description of the purpose should be pithy so that the listing of the meetings will
be intelligibly presented within the space provided on the Meetings List View web page, but
hopefully the purpose field contains enough detail to be helpful to the user searching for
information.

The View Minutes At
Another Website field item is
not required to be added to the
database online. If the
committee posts the minutes on
a web site, enter the web site
address of the minutes here as
displayed in the example (http://www.gsa.gov/FACA/MeetingMinutes). As mentioned earlier,
the user should be careful to add data to every required field discussed above, and to not leave
the page without clicking the Save Changes button.

The Meetings List View: Adding Minutes and Meeting Documents

To reiterate what was mentioned
above, the Meetings List View page is a
listing of the meetings planned for the
committee or held by the committee for
the year being reported. The page is
read-only and cannot be edited. Data is
not edited when it is presented in a list (a
List View). Data is edited only when it
is presented as a single record in a Form
View.

From the List View, read-only, Meetings page, the user
displays the Meeting Form page to edit or enter additional data
by clicking the Edit link in the leftmost column. Once in the
edit/data entry mode, the Open or Closed field contents should
be replaced with the correct option. Next, the Meeting Date fields should be replaced with the
dates the meeting started and the meeting stopped. Multiple dates are needed to calculate the
length of the meeting in days. The Location and the Purpose fields are required entries, but
your agency may have some guidance regarding how detailed those entries need to be.
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The View
Minutes At text
box can be used to
enter an agency or
committee web site where the minutes can be found when they are prepared. As an alternative
and for your convenience, the minutes or the transcript in an electronic format can be uploaded
with the Upload Minutes or Other Meeting Documents link. You must save the meeting
record first, before you can see the link to upload any minutes.

Think of the process as occurring
in a logical sequence. First, you list
the meeting when it is scheduled so
that people within and without the
agency can see what is planned and
where and when it will occur. This
creates the meeting record. Next you
upload the agenda when it is ready,
and you can upload any documents
prepared or submitted by the public as well. After the meeting you correct any details. When
the minutes are completed and approved by the chairperson (you have 90 days from the meeting
date), you upload the minutes. If you wish to remove or replace any of the documents, any of the
files you previously uploaded can be deleted, and new files can be uploaded at any time before
the ACR is completed.

The DFO can add more meetings with the “Add New
Record” button from the Meeting list view,

or, can delete meetings entered by mistake with the Delete button
available when viewing the individual meeting form view. The user
finishes saving the new meeting record with the Save Changes button.
After saving the “new” record the DFO can return to the meeting list

for the current fiscal year with the List button. From that point on the user can page through the
meetings, create new meetings, delete incorrectly added meetings, sort the meetings in any order,
or display the read-only meeting List Page. Users can sort the data on any List View page by
any column that has an underlined column heading.
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The Committee’s Cost Page

Editing the Committee’s Costs

A committee’s Costs page reflects all
of the costs attributable to the
committee’s existence for the reporting
year. A Committee begins the reporting
year with either the cost data that was
estimated when the committee was
established, or the cost data for the
current year that was estimated the
previous year, or the actual cost data that
was reported the previous year. The
agency’s FACA administrative guidelines
and the agency CMO provide guidance
for collecting and computing the costs.
For most committees the payments to
Non-Federal Members and Federal
Members are nominal and the bulk of the
costs are in staff, consultants, other
expenses and travel.

The user should enter totals for each
category into the text boxes according to
the directions. The system totals the
results when the page is saved. The cost
of the number of FTE entered in Federal
Staff Support should normally be
equivalent to the cost of Federal Staff.
In the example to the right, an FTE of 2.2
is reported as costing the government
$384,105 in the Payments to Federal
Staff field. Your staff costs could be
more or less per person than the example
depending upon the grade of the staff
assigned to committee work. The Other
text boxes are for committee costs not
attributable to staff or travel. The precision of the data entered in the Estimated FY column of
text boxes is also a matter of agency guidance. It is used by some agencies for planning and was
an original part of the Federal Advisory Committee Act reporting requirement.
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If the Changed At/By line says
import/Rollover, then the Costs page has
not been edited by the DFO during this
reporting year. Finally, as usual, the
DFO should be careful to click “Save
Changes” before leaving the page after
making any edits.

The Committee’s Justifications Page
or
Editing the Committee’s Justifications

A committee’s
Justifications page
begins the year with
either the
justifications that
were provided when
the committee was
chartered or the
justifications that
were reported the
previous year. While
the purpose of a
committee and
therefore its
Justifications
sometimes do not really change much from year to year, the DFO should take the time to make
sure that the information is accurate, timely, up-to-date, and complete. The information is on the
web and readily available to the public, so it becomes noticeable if the information references
activities that occurred several years ago. It helps to view the Justifications as an opportunity to
communicate the ongoing value of the committee’s work.

While the
Committee
Justifications page
is not the place for
minimalism,
composing on the
web is risky and the
user could lose
hours of very
carefully
constructed prose.
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A useful approach that avoids the possibility of wasting data entry effort is to prepare the
committee justifications off line with a word processing program. It is often best to consider
each question as newly posed to the committee during the current reporting year. Then, after the
DFO is satisfied that the composition satisfies their informational requirements and the word
processing effort has been saved, the text can be cut from the word processing program and
pasted into the individual Justifications fields. The web program does have a 2-hour time-out.
A two-hour-time-out means that you must send data to or retrieve data from the web server at
least once every two hours or your logon will be dropped. With a two-hour window most users
could safely composed their responses on-line, but we recommend that you compose the
justifications in your word processor and avoid any chance of losing your work. There are five
questions to be considered. Be sure to use the Save Changes button after you make any edits or
changes to the Justifications page.

The Committee’s Members Page
or
Listing the Members of the Committee

Clicking the Members link displays the Members List View page. Each committee begins
the year with its list of members from the previous year.
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If a committee has just
been established and the
members have not yet
been added, the
Committee Form View
page displays a blank
form. Like the Meetings
and Reports pages above,
Members are added with
and deleted from the Form
View page.

As new members are appointed and existing members’ appointments end, the DFO adds the
new members with the Add New Record button and deletes members on the Form View page
with the Delete button. A member must be reported for the year if he or she serves any part of
the year. The information required to be collected about each member is explained in the Help
column next to each data entry
field. The data collected is:

The Prefix, which can be
any title,

First Name
Middle Name or Initial,
Last Name,
The Suffix, which also can

be any name modifier (Ph.D.,
MD, III).

The Member Designation,
which has always been a
FACA requirement for
members but was only first collected by this system in FY 2005. This field requires careful
reading of the Help information, to make sure
that your members were correctly designated.

The Represented Group, which must only
be entered if the Member Designation was
Representative.

A Yes or No indication of Chairperson
status,

An Occupation or Affiliation,
The Appointment Start Date is the date

the member was first appointed or started participating on the committee,
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The Appointment End Date is the date the member’s appointment ended or the member
stopped participating on the committee,

The Appointment Type identifies who
appointed the member (usually members are
appointed by the head of the agency, but the
charter may specify appointments by the
President or Congress, etc),

The appointment term length (The charter
or legislation may specify this or the agency
may have a general statement of typical term
length in the formal administrative guidance
document prepared to comply with FACA),

The pay plan (most members serve without a pay plan, but follow the agency guidance on
this),

The pay source (the pay source has to be one of the branches of government if there is a pay
plan and the committee is constituted under FACA. If the agency is paying the member anything
out of the Agency budget, the pay plan is executive branch), and

The committee member’s e-mail (if the member allows it and it is agency policy to include
it). The public user cannot view the member’s e-mail from the public part of the system.

Since the terms of members overlap any single fiscal year, reporting all the members serving
during the year, as required, can make it appear that the committee has many more members than
it actually has at any one time. Including the Start and Stop dates served helps portray the
actual current membership at any point in time. There are many reports in the system that can be
used by the agency, the congress, the president’s staff, yourselves, and the public, that only work
when the committee information is kept fairly current. It is a helpful practice to delete members
who ended service the previous FY at the beginning of the new fiscal year as early in the year as
possible. This makes the current year information more accurate to the public and governmental
user.
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Adding and Editing Members from the Member List Page

Once the first member has been added to the committee, selecting the Members link displays
the Member List View page. From this point forward, new members are added by clicking the
Add New Record button and filling out the blank Member Form View page with the new
member information.

By the same token, members are edited by clicking the Edit link and
making the desired changes to the data fields.

And as with Meetings and Records, deleting a
member is managed by clicking the Delete button
on the Member Form View page. Be assured
that the Delete button does indeed delete the data
and there is no UNDO option. Once data has been deleted, the only
way to get it back is to reenter it. The List button on the Member
Form View page displays the List View page. Finally, as with all

data entry pages, be careful to click the Save Changes button before leaving the page.
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The Performance Measure Page
or
Performance Measures

While performance measures have always
been a behind-the-scenes part of effective
advisory committee work, a reporting page on
some specific Performance Measures was added
for the first time in FY 2003. The user gets to the
Performance Measures page by clicking on the
hyperlink Performance Measures found on the
Committee Menu page or by the quick
navigation link found at the top of the data entry
pages.

Editing the Performance Measures Page

The data entry fields on the
Performance Measure page are all
required fields, but the user has to
use some judgment about whether
and how the questions apply. The
data and answers are carried forward
from the previous year, so after the
first year of a committee’s life, the
process is one of making sure the
entries are accurate for the
committee in the current Fiscal Year.
Because the Performance
Measures page utilizes so many
Comments fields of the memo data
type, displaying the contents
requires scrolling the fields and
printing the data entry page can
produce an unsatisfactory result. To
address that deficiency, the View
Report link under the Save
Changes button displays a report of
the same page that is printer
friendly.

The Narrative Description asked the user to illustrate how the committee supports the
agency's mission and its strategic plan.
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The Program Outcomes section supplies some typical, expected outcomes. Please answer
Yes or No to all the provided outcomes that apply and provide an explanation in the Comments
field, especially if “Other” is among the selections.

The Cost Savings section asks
the DFO to make a ball-park
estimate at a defensible level of
validity on the cost savings to the
agency over the life of the
committee to the end of the current
fiscal year. Select the single most
appropriate answer or range and add any necessary explanatory detail in the Comments box
regarding the criteria used to arrive at the figure. These are not expected to be hard figures based
on hard data, but more in the spirit of informed guesses, and if the DFO does not feel that any
figure would stand even minimal scrutiny or question, the proper response is Unable to
Determine. If the committee has existed for decades and has made a significant contribution in
cost savings, but there is no way to even speculate how much, simply say that or whatever else is
appropriate in the Comments box. If the DFO only has documentation and records going back
for a few years so that the cost savings can only be documented from a specific year forward, say
that in the Comments box.

The Committee Recommendations Sections

For most committees, the Number
of Recommendations section reflects a
value that is the total of the separate and
distinct recommendations conveyed
formally to the decision maker(s) "using" the committee for the entire life of the committee. For
certain committees, like Special Emphasis Panels, however, who make grant and research
recommendations on a Fiscal Year basis, the Recommendations issue is more appropriately
explored in the Grants section below. Explanatory detail should be provided in the Number of
recommendations comments box.

The Percentage of
Recommendations Fully
Implemented section
delineates, to the extent
known by the DFO, the cumulative total percentage of the formally conveyed recommendations
that have been fully implemented by the agency over the life of the committee thus far.
Clarifications and explanations should be included in the Percent of Recommendations Fully
Implemented Comments box.

The Percentage of
Recommendations
Partially Implemented
section explains, to the
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extent known by the DFO, the cumulative percentage of the formally conveyed
recommendations that have been partially implemented over the life of the committee thus far.
Clarifications and explanations should be included in the Percent of Recommendations
Partially Implemented Comments box.

The Agency Feedback about
Recommendations section requires
selecting a Yes, No, or Not Applicable.
If the response is No or Not Applicable,
please explain in the No Feedback
Comment box why feedback is not
considered necessary. If the response is Yes, please explain in the Yes, We Provide Feedback
Comment box how the feedback is provided.

The Actions the Agency Has
Taken section requires that the
DFO select Yes or No from the
pull down lists for all the actions
that apply. If the response to the
Other field is Yes, please provide
an explanation in the Comments
field.

The Grant Review Section

The Engaged in Review for Grants
section requires the DFO to select Yes
or No from the Pull Down list box.
If Yes is selected, then
Provide an Estimated Number of the
Grant Requests Reviewed, and
Provide an Estimated Number of the
grants the Committee recommended for approval, and
Provide an Estimated Dollar Value of the grants recommended for approval.

Add any helpful explanations in Grants Review Comments.
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The Access to Committee Information Section

The Access to Committee
Information and Documentation section
requires the DFO to select Yes or No from
the Pull Down List box for all the methods
stated that apply. If the response to the
“Other” field is “Yes”, please provide an
explanation in the Comments box.

All questions require a response, all
Comment boxes should be utilized, and be sure to click the Save Changes button before you
exit the page.

Subcommittees

Many if not most committees do not have
subcommittees recorded and tracked in the online-system,
and when the Subcommittees hyperlink is clicked, the
system reports that no subcommittees are found. At the
same time, some large advisory committees organize their
work by tasks performed by dozens of subcommittees.
The subcommittee feature exists to allow the reporting of
meetings, reports, costs, and members by subcommittee when the advisory committee or agency
wishes to do so.

While an extra step is required in setting up subcommittees
in this system, once they exist (are given a distinctive name), the
data entry process is the same as for the Meetings, Reports,
Members, and Costs pages above. The extra step required to
establish subcommittees is to let the CMO know of the desire to
use subcommittees. The CMO can add subcommittees for the
DFO when the DFO wants to use them. Access to the
subcommittee is via the number link (1, 2) at the left of the
subcommittee list.
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If subcommittees are used, the data for the
Meetings, Reports, Members, and Costs should
be added to either the subcommittee or the parent
committee, but not both. The online system’s
summary process (the program coding) adds the
information from the subcommittees and the
parent committee into a single total report (The
Committee Report) and if the data is entered in
more than one place it is duplicated or counted
multiple times. When the DFO want to remove a
subcommittee name from the system for a
particular year, the CMO should be contacted with
the information. The CMO, usually by email, provides the list of subcommittee names, along
with the parent committee name and number, to the Secretariat. Only the Committee
Management Secretariat can remove subcommittees from the on-line program.

The Current Status Page Management and Tracking Reports

The Current Status page is a set of
reports that should be helpful to the DFO and
agency in managing and tracking the activities
and administrative details of the advisory
committee. The page is divided into two
sections, Upcoming Events and Possible
Problems. Upcoming Events (Next 6
Months) displays reports that are useful for
planning and managing anticipated events,
while Possible Problems displays report
where discrepancies that “might be problems”
exist in the data. We are operating with
awareness that the entire system is an attempt
to categorize and describe in consistent terms
and a unified fashion almost 1000 distinct and
uniquely functioning advisory committees.
The term “possible” in the possible problems
heading is a clue that intelligence should be
applied in the analysis of these reports, and the term “problems” could be entirely the wrong
word.

The Upcoming Events (Next 6 Months) Reports

The Upcoming Events section potentially
displays two reports. When the DFO posts
committee meetings to the on-line system, the
number of posted meetings for the Fiscal Year being
managed is displayed and a Meeting Report link shows up in the report column. If the DFO
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posts future meetings as soon as they are scheduled, the meetings for the next six months display
as well.

The Meetings Report

The helpfulness of being able to display
the posted meetings will differ from office
to office. It is highly likely that the DFO
already has an alert or tickler system to
anticipate and plan for scheduled meetings
and the associated meeting logistics, Federal
Register Notices, etc. However, since the
displayed report rolls cumulatively up to the
office (GFO) and agency (CMO) level,
posting committee meetings like this in
advance can serve to keep the whole agency
as well as the public informed and involved.
The meetings have to be recorded anyway
at some point during the Fiscal Year, so
why not post the information when the
meetings are scheduled and use this feature
profitably. Meeting records can always be
edited further if the scheduled is rearranged
or details change.

The Member Appointment Expiration Report

A significant number of DFOs from larger
committees report that staying on top of member
appointments verges on being a full-time job. The
Member Appointment Expiration Report is
designed to display all the members whose
appointments have expired or which will expire in the next six months. How a tool like this fits
into the agency process for vetting and appointing new members and re-appointing and replacing
existing members will differ from agency to agency and even from committee to committee
within the agency based on the establishment authority.
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However, this report, like the
Meeting Report above, also displays at
the office and agency level and
facilitates the communication necessary
to handle the process in an orderly and
timely fashion without continuous data
calls. Both of these reports, and
essentially, all the reports available and
utilized by the system are only as useful
and accurate as the data from which they
are generated. What this means and
comes down to for the FACA
community and the interested public is
that everything works best, if, when data
about the committee changes, it is
updated in the on-line system.

The Possible Problems Reports

The Possible Problems reports set is a
compilation of items identified over the
years as the result of discrepancies in how
the same committee data is treated
differently in different places and at
different times, or as areas of concern
raised by users of committee data (agency
leadership, congress, GAO, White House,
public, etc.). These items have usually
been resolved during the Annual
Comprehensive Review (ACR)
reconciliation process, if they were not
resolved immediately upon discovery by
data calls, investigation, analysis, and lengthy explanations. They are available here to be an
ongoing tool to assist the DFO in tracking and managing the committee’s data. The reports here
have already been demonstrated to serve multiple purposes for multiple audiences, as you will
see in the explanations below.

The first three reports,
 Presidential Members don’t match

Presidential Appointments,
 Meeting Dates not in Fiscal Year, and
 Report Dates not in Fiscal Year,

are usually the result of mistaken data entry based on a misunderstanding of what was required.
For the Pres Members report, the General Information page has a data entry field which poses
a question regarding whether the committee utilizes members appointed by the President, and the
Members page includes a question about appointment type (Presidential being one of the types
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of appointments). When this information, often entered by different people, is inconsistent, it
should be resolved. These fields were added to the system at the request of the White House
personnel office. The Meeting Dates and Report Dates reports occur when the user manages to
add a meeting with dates that do not fall within the reporting year. You might wonder how this
can happen if the meeting record's date fields have code to catch that kind of error. It’s a
mystery. Some data is uploaded in batch files and the “bad” dates get by the screening, and
some users are very creative and determined to put in precisely the date they want, even if it falls
outside of the Fiscal Year.

The next two reports,
 Costs with No Meetings,
 Costs with No Reports,

are in response to questions which are often asked about and just as often not very significant in
the results shown. DFOs are familiar with many reasons why a committee may be reporting
costs with no visible activity of any kind showing up in the on-line data. The most common
reason is that meetings or reports have not been reported yet. The cost data is carried forward by
the system from the previous reporting year while the meeting and report data is new and has to
be added each year. It is also true that the cost versus visible activity ratio tends to be greater
during the first year of a committee during setup and the terminating year when things are being
wrapped up. This set of reports becomes more useful when the agency is reconciling its ACR
data and is a prime example for why some intelligence needs to be applied to report analysis.

Three reports on member data deal with
appointment dates, email addresses, and
Member Designations.

The Members with Bad Dates report might
seem redundant of the Member Appointments
Expiration Report, however the purpose is
different since the Expiration report is an alert
and the Bad Dates report is probably a real
problem. The Bad Dates report indicates those
members whose appointment dates fall outside of
the current Fiscal Year, so we are no longer
concerned with members whose appointments
are coming due to expire. The Bad Dates report
points to members whose appointments ended
the previous fiscal year or whose appointment
don’t start until the next fiscal year. This may be
a non-issue for some DFOs if their members can
continue to serve until a replacement is appointed
or if the DFO is completely disconnected from
the agency appointment process.

The Members with No Email report would only be a problem if the DFO thought it was a
problem or the agency needed the email for a Committee Management survey activity. Member
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emails do not display from the Public Access part of the on-line system. Emails should only be
reported with the Members knowledge and permission and if it is agency policy to collect the
emails.

The Members with No Designation report is another instance of a report that should not be
necessary, since the program is coded so that a DFO should not be able to add a member without
including the Member Designation. The Member Designation is a required field in the system
and, by law, is part of the appointment process of every advisory committee member. Somehow,
it still happens that a Member Designation field comes up blank, and this report is an alert to
those concerned.

The next three reports are considered alerts to what
can only be labeled as oversights. These reports are
more useful as alert reports when the results for all the
committees in the agency are rolled up into reports for the CMO and other agency officials.

Regarding DFOs with No Email and Decision Makers with No Email, the online program
creates email mailing lists for CMOs and GFOs and other agency officials with logon rights.
The emails for the lists are collected from the DFO and Decision Maker Page forms, hence the
usefulness of the DFOs with No Email and the Decision makers with No Email reports. The
CMOs and or other agency officials now can know who is missing from the mailing list.

The Potentially Administratively Inactive report lists those committees which are not
receiving ongoing attention and active DFO participation, so that the CMO can make sure that
the committee’s records and reporting does not administratively slip through the cracks. With a
consultation with the Secretariat the CMO can move the committee to the agency’s
Administratively Inactive group of committees. When a statutory committee has completed its
work, it cannot often be easily terminated or removed from the agency’s committee inventory
unless the statute that created the committee included language to terminate the committee. The
DFO involved with the work of the committee will generally wrap up his or her responsibilities
and move on to other tasks as assigned, but the committee and the responsibility to track and
report the committee lingers on, sometimes for years or decades.

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant Report

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant
report is a special kind of possible problem report
in that it serves multiple purposes. The agency can choose to use this report as a helpful
“identification of need” tool in the committee member appointment management process. To
do so, the DFO can add a “blank” member to the committee member list with TBD or Vacant in
the Last Name field. The DFO would do this to indicate that a member’s appointment has
expired or that a member has resigned and a new member needs to be appointed.
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When the GFO or CMO or
other agency officials look at this
report from a group or agency-wide
basis, they will see a list of all the
committees with potentially empty
member slots needing new
members to be appointed. Used this
way, this report is a visible,
accessible, communication link that
allows the agency to stay abreast of,
if not ahead of the member
appointment process without
duplication and multiple email
exchanges. Best of all, this process
is capable of being managed in real
time.

While the TBD or Vacant
report can be used this way to
manage the “identification of need
part” of the appointment process, we probably should not forget that the member who is
resigning or whose appointment has expired is also part of the current committee member list.
At the end of the reported year, the online system will be used to retain and count the members
who actually served on the committees and not the empty slots that needed to be filled. When
the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) is completed and the data verified by the DFO, the
committee data will be rolled into a new fiscal year. The new year’s data will still include all the
member slots that have a TBD or Vacant in the Last Name field. The data verified for the ACR
will have the member records with TBD or Vacant in the Last Name field removed.

The last four reports in the possible
problems list are designed to catch errors.
Since a committee seldom has a support staff
of greater than 10, the FTE > 10 report lets the
DFO, CMO, or Committee Management know
when someone has inserted an unlikely and overly large number in the Federal Staff Support
field.

The second report, Meetings with No Members, is seldom a problem for committees where
the data is entered directly by the DFO or his or her designee. Every agency works a little
differently, and there are several agencies that provide the data for the online system in batch
uploads. This report has proved helpful in catching missing data from such uploads.

The third report, the Pending Committees report is seldom a problem for the DFO, but when
it is a problem for the DFO, it is a biggie. This report shows the committees that are not yet live
with authority to act, i.e., the charters have not been filed. While this report is most useful to the
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CMO on an agency-wide basis, it can be important to the DFO working against a deadline and/or
agency expectations.

The last report, Committees with No Interest Areas, identifies committees without any
assigned interest areas. This could leave the committee out of the result set when a search is
conducted.

While this list of reports could always be larger, we will not be adding any additional
problems reports to this version of the system. Any suggestions for additional reports that the
DFO would find useful of this type should be sent to the CMO and the Secretariat. Every
attempt will be made to add them to future versions of the online system.

A Committee’s Interest Areas

When a committee is first created, the DFO should
use the Committee Interest Areas page to check off all
of the Interest Areas from the list that the committee
focuses on as topical areas. There are more than one
hundred interest areas within more than 30 categories, so
please scroll down so that you include all that are
applicable. Be sure to click the Save button when all the
relevant areas have been checked. If the committee
considers or investigates an interest area that the DFO
does not find on the list, then the DFO should forward the
“new” suggested Category and Area to the CMO. If the
CMO agrees that the “new” interest area belongs on the
list, the CMO can have the “new” interest area added.
Since new areas could be added at any time, the DFO
should make reviewing the applicable Interest Areas part
of the Annual Comprehensive Review process, or
otherwise check the list on a yearly basis.
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It is always possible as well that a
committee will become either broader or more
constrained in its interests as the years past,
and the checklist should be reviewed every
year to ensure that it reflects the committee as
it is formulated currently and not as it was
formulated historically.

As with any other data entry page, be sure
to save any changes before clicking away
from the page.

Committee Report

The Committee Report link
displays a single, printable, read-only
summary report specific to the selected
committee for the reported year. If key
information is missing from the
reporting process, like the
recommendation to continue or
terminate the committee, the Committee
Report page will display a warning
where the data is missing. The numbers
displayed on the report as part of each
field heading are retained from former
years to make the report backwards
compatible to the reports generated by
the Annual Report process from 1972
through 1998. Since this report was an
approved government form in 1998 and
dates from that time, this report does not
present a complete record of the data
collected on the committee by the online
system. As you have probably observed
earlier in this manual’s presentation, the
online Shared Management System has
continued to grow in its application and
uses. To have the most complete record available from this system, the user should also display
and print the report from the Performance Measures page.
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It is a good practice to print the Committee Report and retain it as a record of what data was
entered. It is also an excellent idea to check the Committee Reports’ members, costs, and
meetings information. This is a good way to spot problems like the double counting that can
occur if information is posted to both the committee and one or more of its subcommittees.

Designated Federal Official Information

The DFO Info hyperlink displays the
DFO Info page, the information and data
entry screen for the Designated Federal
Official. The DFO has edit rights to this
information and the information should be
kept up to date, since information like the
Phone number and the E-Mail address
are used in reports and workflow
processes. Be sure to click the Save
Changes button after making changes to
the data.

Group Federal Official (GFO) Information

Some agencies have quite a few committees (HHS: over 250, DOI: over 110) and have
organized their committees into sub groups within offices in the agency. Examples of sub
groups are NIH in HHS, the Park Service in DOI, and the Forest Service in USDA. If the
committee is part of such a working group, GFO information exists and is displayed on the
Committee Menu. In such cases, the DFO can view the GFO info but cannot change it.

Committee Management Officer (CMO) Information

The CMO Info hyperlink
displays the CMO Info page when
clicked. There is a CMO for every
agency with an advisory committee,
just as there is a DFO for each
advisory committee. The contents
of the E-Mail Address field plays
an important part in the workflow
process of this system, since e-mails
are sent to this address alerting the
CMO of changes made to the
committee data. The CMO data
cannot be modified by the DFO and
you can see that in the example
because Save Changes button is not visible. Only agency CMO or Committee Management
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Secretariat personnel have edit rights to the CMO data, although more than one person in the
agency may have CMO edit rights.

Committee Decision Maker

The Committee Decision Maker link
displays the contact information for the
person who makes the decision for the
agency to use the committee’s
recommendations and advice. 2003 was the
first year that this information was reported.
Advisory committees, like the rest of
government, are being considered in the
context of performance and performance
measures. One measure of an “advisory”
committee is the advice it provides. An
essential component of the advisory process
is the person who decides to use the advice
received. The DFO should know who this
person is if he or she does not report to this
person directly. It is not considered a good
practice for the DFO and the Decision Maker
to be the same person. The DFO has edit access to the information on this page. If the
committee has more than one decision-maker, and you have to choose which one to enter, enter
the highest ranking agency decision maker who actually reviews the recommendations or advice.
The fields for this page are the same as for the DFO, GFO, and CMO pages above.

Viewing the Committee’s Charter

The View Charter link displays a list of the
charters that have been uploaded to the online
system over the life of the committee. At a
minimum the list is expected to display the File
Name of the committee’s current Charter.
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When the user clicks the document
link, the browser will display a File
Download pop-up window which
provides the option to open the
document, save it to the hard drive, or
cancel the current operation. How this
pop-up window looks and operates will
depend upon the browser in use. How
the document eventually looks and
displays will also depend upon the
browser in use, the operating system in
use, and the applications that the user
has loaded to their computer. Of course, this is true about all web sites, but we mention it here
so that the DFO becomes more aware of the considerations one needs to have about the
documents one chooses to upload for display on the web.

The charter is displayed in a read-
only format. The charter to the right
is displayed with all of the formatting
characters because of the document
settings on the user’s computer. We
prefer a word processing format for
our uploaded documents because word
processor programs produce a
document format in Internet Browsers
like Netscape or Explorer that can be
read by “screen-readers” for the blind.
To the extent possible, feasible, and as
required by law, the FACA online
system honors or exceeds the
requirements of the American with
Disabilities Act regarding Internet
accessibility.

If the charter is older and not available as a word processing document, it is possible that
either the Committee Management Secretariat or the agency scanned the charter to an Adobe
.PDF file. If Committee Management creates a PDF file, we make sure the file has an attached
text component that allows text searching and works with screen readers. The filenames used to
identify documents are a combination of the GSA assigned Committee ID numbers, some
identifying text added by the person doing the upload, the date of the upload, and a .doc or .pdf
or some other file name extension.

To add the charter to the database web site,
The agency CMO will upload the approved and filed charter using the Upload link on the

Consultation page. Since the Committee Consultation procedure is a CMO function, the DFO
Consultation page does not display that link for DFO use.
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Sometimes, when the agency is especially concerned about displaying a charter with the
approving official signature, the agency will scan the official charter copy and upload the .pdf
file.

Of course, when necessary, the agency and Committee Management will use any other
practical process that can be devised and agreed upon to load a charter into the system.

Accessing the Committee’s Web Site

If the Committee Menu page displays a Web
Site hyperlink, the page is linked directly to a web
site for either the advisory committee or the
advisory committee’s agency. The data to link to
the web site is entered on the Committee’s
General Information page and the web address,
the Universal Resource Locator (URL), should be
entered as demonstrated in the example at the
bottom of the General Information page. If the
user goes to the committee web site, and wants to
return to the Shared Management System where
they left off, they need to click the Browser’s back
button.

Verifying the Committee’s Data

We recommend the DFO update his or her
committee data at least monthly, if not every time a
committee activity or action causes a change in the
data. However, there is a minimal requirement.
Annually, in the fall, on a schedule distributed and
managed by the agency CMO, the DFO must
recheck the data entered for the past year and verify
its accurateness and completeness. Clicking the Mark Verified hyperlink presents the DFO
with a “Verification was successful” page similar to the page seen to the right.
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Clicking the Mark Verified hyperlink also adds a time stamp to the database and the time
stamp appears on the CMO’s Committee List page next to the committee that was verified.
This alerts the CMO that the DFO considers the data complete. This verification process also
temporarily locks the data, although the DFO can unlock the data and make further changes by
clicking the Save Changes button on any editable page. If the DFO clicks the Save Changes
button and unlocks the data, the time stamp is removed from the CMO’s Committee List page.
This means that the DFO will have to click the Mark Verified link again when the review
process is once again finished and complete. The DFO will not be able to change the data
further after the CMO clicks the Committee’s Mark Verified link. If the CMO checks the data
and clicks the Mark Verified link for the committee, the data is locked, a time stamp is added
under the GFO and CMO date columns for the committee, and the DFO and GFO cannot unlock
the data entry feature by clicking the Save Changes button. The only way the DFO or GFO can
change the data further after the CMO clicks the Mark Verified link is to contact the CMO and
ask him or her to unlock the data. Of course, the CMO can still unlock the data by clicking the
Save Changes button on any editable page for that committee and will be able to do so until the
data is rolled into the next reporting year and “locked down” by the Committee Management
Secretariat.

The Consultation Page

For most agencies, consultations on the establishment, renewal and termination of
committees occur between the agency Committee Management Officer (CMO) and the
Committee Management Secretariat. But the process of developing an advisory committee
charter and identifying the stakeholders, audiences, and potential membership of a committee
vary greatly from agency to agency. And even though the law calls for the agency head to own
and manage the committee establishment via the CMO, DFOs sometimes find that they have
anywhere from an interest to a significant role in this consultation process which tracks the
committee’s charter life. To accommodate this reality, we have added a read-only link to the
consultation history of a committee.

The
Consultation page
presents a list of the
consultation actions
taken on the
committee in the
recent past and up
through the present
moment. The
Secretariat only
began tracking the
committee
consultation process
with computers and databases in the very early 90s, and only moved the process online in the
very late 90s. Since there are many committees that date to 1972 when the law was passed, and
even a committee or two that date to George Washington’s presidency, the online database
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consultation record often appears to pick up in the middle of an established committee’s ongoing
history.

The committee’s current charter status is the primary concern and the consultation process
and record is designed around the steps which provide the context for the process.

The normal sequence is really quite straightforward
and is much the same whether a committee already exists
or is just a gleam of an idea that an advisory committee is
what’s needed. First the agency prepares and submits a
charter which scopes out the work of the committee. Then
committee management looks at the charter’s contents and
advises regarding the charter’s compliance with the law
and resulting regulation. Then the agency files the charter
with the agency’s oversight committees in congress and
gets about the work of the committee. Finally, two years
later, if the work of the committee is not complete and the
agency, upon review, feels that doing further work with
the available resources can produce further, useful results,
the agency goes through the process again. The form to
the right reflects those steps. The Consult Number
reflects the history of the committee and the Consult
Type is the action to be taken. The Received Date is the
date the charter or the idea of the committee is submitted
to the Secretariat and the Concurred Date is the date that
everything appears compliant and ready to go. The Charter Date is the date that the committee
charter is filed with congress. The Charter Terminated Date is a field used when the
committee is actually terminated and the Designation Review Date is the date the CMO or other
agency official last reviewed the members’ designations made when the members were
appointed to the committee. Finally, the Comments and CMO Remarks field are for the
Secretariat’s or CMO’s comments.

The Rest of the Story for the DFO

There are many other features and reports available to assist the DFO in the online Shared
Management System. Most of the other features are found and described in the Public Access
part of the manual. We would like to remind you one last time, all of the features, data, and
reports are only as useful and accurate as the data entered and kept up-to-date, primarily by the
DFOs or their designees. The DFOs, keeping the system up-to-date as frequently as possible,
whenever the committee data changes, or even on a weekly basis, transform the Shared
Management System into a very desirable commodity in government, a useful, interagency data-
sharing and management tool. The online Shared Management System has been available since
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1997. It is a living system in the sense that it has grown in usefulness and functionality (and
size) every year that it has existed. Some of the improvement is due to the improved technology
of the Internet, and a little can be counted due to the increasing skill of the development team.
However, most of the improvement is due to the feedback, patience, and willingness of the users
to participate both in the development process and with on-line record keeping. The Shared
Management System is truly a shared system that belongs to all of us.
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SECTION III: Group Federal Officer
Management Tools and Access to Advisory
Committee Data

The Group Federal Officer (GFO) is not an official term with regards to the Federal Advisory
Committee Act (FACA) or any other legally defined government employee. The GFO title was
created by the Committee Management Secretariat to identify the person holding an agency
supervisory position over a group of committees, i.e., the National Park Service in the
Department of the Interior, or the National Institutes of Health in the Department of Health and
Human Services. The GFO uses the on-line system to manage the sub-group of advisory
committees, manage agency users of the system within the sub-group, and, if necessary, to
update the information on advisory committees during the current fiscal year and the Annual
Comprehensive Review (ACR). FACA requires that information about the advisory committee
be provided at least annually. The web-based database accommodates and builds upon that
requirement by both allowing the continual updating of committee information throughout the
fiscal year and providing committee management functionality. Keeping the data continuously
up-to-date converts the system from a focus on history and records to a focus on management
and immediate relevancy. With frequent and timely updates, the system becomes more useful to
everyone, ranging from the public user to congressional staff with oversight responsibility.

What is the Shared Management System?

The Shared Management System is a specialized database on the web. The “GFO” user has
access with edit and update rights to the current fiscal year’s data for their specific committees
via the Internet. The GFO is given their access rights, their logon (username) and their initial
password by the agency Committee Management Officer (CMO). The GFO, like any public
user, can view all of the information on all of the committees available for the current fiscal year
in a read-only mode in the Public Access section of the system. At the same time, only the DFO,
or their designee, the GFO or their designee, the agency CMO, or their designee, or a Committee
Management Secretariat (CMS) staff member can edit or update the committee data being
reported for the current year.

What kind of data is being collected and maintained?

For the GFO, the program collects, totals, and displays
 Committee charters and related information,
 Projected committee renewal or termination dates,
 Current Status reports to aid in committee management activities,
 Distribution of establishment authorities and committee functions,
 Committee members,
 Committee costs,
 Agency’s recommendations for continuation or termination of the committee,
 Report titles, publication dates, and electronic copies of the reports,
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 Meeting dates, purposes, locations, whether the meetings were open or closed, and
electronic copies of the meeting minutes,

 Ongoing committee justification information,
 Performance measurement data,
 GFO contact information,
 Agency users and editing rights, and
 Any web site addresses (URLs).

The data requirements for the system do not require the uploading of meeting announcements
or reports containing committee recommendations to the agency.

How does the GFO use the system?

The system is designed to capture relevant information when first entered by the CMO and
DFO, and to carry that information forward from year to year until the information is no longer
required.

1) When a committee is first established and chartered by the agency and added to the
system by the CMO, the information entered addresses the committee’s general
information, membership information, and estimated cost information requirements.

2) The CMO and/or the Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) use the Consultation
process found on the Committee Menu page to complete the committee
establishment. The GFO and DFO do have the Consultation hyperlink displayed on
the Committee Menu page they normally view so they can review the consultation
history, although they normally do not use the Consultation feature or conduct
consultations with the Committee Management Secretariat,.

3) The CMO adds the DFO as a user to the system and provides the DFO access to the
newly created committee.

4) The CMO creates a group of committees for intermediate management.
5) The CMO adds the new committee to the appropriate group (or, in some rare cases,

more than one group).
6) The CMO adds the GFO as a user to the system and provides access to the committee

group for which the GFO is responsible.
7) The CMO has the DFO or the GFO log onto the system and

 Edit the general information for completeness and accuracy which contributes to
the annual report requirements and keeps the Renewal or Terminate Report
timely and useful,

 Add meetings and reports as they occur,
 Add or delete members as they are appointed or as their appointments end,
 Add or update costs as they occur,
 Add or update the web address if a web site is created for the committee,
 Add or update their own contact information as it changes,
 Add or update the annual performance measurement data,
 Recommend the continuance or termination of the committee by the end of the

fiscal year, and
 Verify the accuracy and completeness of the committee data for the closing year.
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The guidance for the above data entry activities is found in the DFO System section of this
manual, since the DFO or her designee normally does the committee level data entry and
information maintenance. The GFO, or the CMO if she or he chooses to do any or all of the
tasks above, would find that the general information data, cost information data, and member
information data added during the establishment of the committee has been carried forward to
the relevant report pages for each reportable year. At the end of the year being reported and
closed, the program carries all of the data entered forward into the next year except for meetings
and reports.

The GFO also has access to the Public Access read-only section of the system. This section
can be very helpful and useful to the GFO’s management needs. Using the Search feature, the
GFO can discover what other committees exist in other agencies with issues and concerns similar
to committees they are responsible for or planning to charter. With that knowledge, the GFO can
Drill Down to the specific committees of interest and determine if the system has information
useful to them, or they can identify people in the other committee’s agency to contact for further
investigation. In the Public Access section, the GFO also drills down from the general Year to
the Agency to the specific Committee to view the desired information. At any time the GFO
can Search the entire collection for any word or phrase, use Database Search to limit the data
displayed based on selected criteria, and/or Download selected data to a spreadsheet with the
Download Center.

The opening screen for the
Shared Management System lets
GFOs know that they have found
the database and lists their options.
The most direct address for the
system is
http://www.facadatabase.gov.
The Shared Management System is
part of a family of shared-
interagency-databases located at
http://www.fido.gov. A complete
discussion of the opening screen
and its links and features is found
in the Public Access section of this
manual.

Logging onto GFO Data Maintenance Activities

Logon allows GFOs who are responsible for the committee data and who have editing rights
to log on to the current year and view and update the management data. DFOs can update their
committees, GFOs can update the committees in their group, CMOs can update all of their
agency’s committees, and the Committee Management Secretariat’s staff can update all the
agencies’ data. Unless the GFO wants to add or edit some specific committee data or limit the

http://www.fido.gov/
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display to just the committees for which they are responsible, there may be no need to log on.
All of the information, searches, and most of the reports are available from the Public Access
section, the difference being that the Public Access section is read-only.

Clicking the Logon link displays the Logon page. The
Logon page has ten hyperlinks, four data fields and one
submit button. In addition to the links previously
mentioned are Presidential Committees, and Presidential
Members, which are reports designed for the White House
Personnel Office. One of the links is an instructional
online movie, How to Logon to a Fido system. The data
fields are the LOGON text box, the PASSWORD text
box, the “I forgot my password” check box, and the “I
WANT TO CHANGE” check box. The submit button is
labeled Continue.

To Logon, the GFO enters his/her username in the
Logon: text box field (which has the label: Please enter your Email) and their password in the
Password: text box field (which has the label: Please enter your password). When the
Continue button is clicked, the program takes the GFO user to the Committee Menu page. The
system design calls for all registered users to log on with their government e-mail address as the
username.

The GFO can change their user
information any time they are logging in
by checking the “I WANT TO
CHANGE” check box before they click
the Continue button. After the user has
filled out the User Profile page, including
their e-mail, than the OOPS check box
(otherwise known as the “I forgot my
password, please send it to me” check
box) will work.

Using the Logon page shown above, if
the user wants to receive an email with
their password, they enter their LOGON
(E-mail address), check the “I forgot my
password, please send it to me” check
box, and click the Continue button. The
program will email their logon
information to their registered
“government” email address.
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If the GFO receives a Logon Error, they should note
the error message and contact their CMO to adjust their
access rights. If you enter an incorrect Logon or Password,
you receive the “Your logon or password is not correct”
error. The Shared Management System does not use a 3-
attempts-and-you-are-locked-out approach to logons, so
you can keep trying until you are either frustrated or your
fingers bleed. We suspect that adding data to the system is
seldom so urgent that you can’t wait for an email. Feel free to ask for your password to be sent
to you by clicking the checkbox, especially if you logon infrequently. We all are beset with
dozens of different logons and no one can keep all the combinations in their head.

If the user’s dates for access have expired, you
receive “Your authorized end date has been
exceeded.” error. Most users are added with an
expectation that they will be using the system for at
least 5 years, but time does pass quickly, so don’t
hesitate to let your CMO or Committee
Management know that you need to have your
access rights time frame extended.

If your CMO has designated you as an “inactive” user,
you see the “inactive logon” error when you attempt to
logon. Committee Management Secretariat will switch
users to an inactive status if the user has not logged in for
more than a year. This situation can be easily changed by
calling or emailing your CMO or the Secretariat.

Clicking the Presidential
Committees hyperlink displays
basic committee information on
committees that are either
Presidential in type or
established by the President. A
committee is Presidential in type
if it reports to the President even
though it may have been
established by Congressional
Act. The committee listed in the
third row to the right is an
example of Presidential type.
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Clicking the Presidential Members hyperlink displays a list of committee members
appointed by the President that are in the current year’s member list (see above). These two
hyperlinked reports are on the logon page at the request of the White House Personnel office.
These reports, like all of the database’s reports for the current year, can only be useful and
accurate if the data is kept up-to-date.

These presidential committee and member reports, like
all the reports generated by the system, can be downloaded
to the user’s computer for more direct use and customization
via the Spreadsheet, XML, and ASCII hyperlinks. This is
because none of the data kept in the Shared Management
System is subject to privacy provisions, except for the
committee members’ emails. Any public user may
download all the data stored in the online system except for
the committee members emails.
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The GFO’s Committee List and Management Activities

When the GFO logs on to
the system, they proceed
straight to the Committee List
Page for their group. The
Committee List page provides
the GFO with access to any of
their committees, and displays
the navigation hyperlinks that
activate most of their
management activities in this
web system. We will discuss
the navigation hyperlinks first,
and then the hyperlinks that
access the individual
committees.

The Committee List page
currently displays seven
additional hyperlinks in three groups. The new hyperlinks on this page are

For the Reports group:
 Performance Measure (ACR) Totals,
 Agency Totals,
 DFO report, and
 All Annual report.

For the Tools group:
 Current Status,
 Email Addresses, and
 Manage Users.

And for the End of FY group:
No links are activated.
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Performance Measures (ACR) Totals Report

The Performance Measure Totals report
link displays the Annual Comprehensive
Review Totals page with the data displayed
for all the committees in the group. These
totals are for the categories of performance
measures that are of interest to the agency,
Congress, and the public during and after the
reporting year. This data is carried forward
for the committees from year to year, but the
report begins with a count of committees
updated for the current year. This data is not
integrated with the rest of the committee
report in this version of the system. The GFO
should make sure that all of the committees in
the group have updated the Performance
Measures as part of the ACR verification
process.

Agency Totals for the Group

The Agency Totals hyperlink displays the
Totals page for the group, which are totals of
the collected data elements for the current
year thus far. The Active and Inactive lines
refer to committees for the group. The rest of
the lines refer to the distribution of the
committees in the group among the elements.
New or terminated committees in the group,
the distribution of committees by authority or
function in the group, the number of meetings,
reports, members, costs, etc., etc.
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The accuracy of the report at any point in time during the current year depends upon the
frequency and timeliness of committee information data entry on the part of the DFOs, and that,
to some extent, depends on the guidance provided by the GFO to the DFOs. Glancing at the
totals from time to time will aid the GFO in knowing when to coach the DFOs to correct their
data entry, i.e., while the total members serving shown below is probable, the Total FTE Years is
not.

DFO Report

The DFO Report hyperlink displays
the DFO Report page, a listing of the
Committees and the DFOs’ contact
information. Again, this information is
only as useful as the DFOs’ timeliness in
keeping their information current. The
GFO generally gives the DFOs access to
their committee data so that the DFOs can
keep their information up to date. Of
course, the structure allows the GFOs to do
the data entry themselves.

All Annual Reports

The All Annual Reports hyperlink (which is really useful only after the end of the FY and all
of the data is reported and verified) displays a single, continuous, scrollable, printer-friendly
page of all the annual reports for all the committees in the group for that year. Depending upon
the number of committees in the group, this page can take a while to load and display. This page
can also be saved to a Word document and once in Word, the user can add page breaks and other
formatting features to display the reports as formally as required. To return from this page to the
Committee List page is an instance of when the GFO will have to use the browser Back button.
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Current Status

The Current Status link in the Tools
group is an assortment of helpful, heads-
up and on-guard reports for the GFO and
other parts of the agency leadership.

Reports (signified by a hyperlink) are
only generated if data is present that
makes the report potentially relevant or
suggests that a “possible” problem could
exist.

For instance, the General Info page
has a Yes/No response field regarding
whether any committee members are
Presidential Appointments. The
Members List page has an
appointments field that indicates the
source authority of the appointment. Is
there a problem if the pages don’t agree?
Usually! Could there be a reasonable
explanation for the conflicting
information? Possibly? In all cases,
intelligence is to be applied. These
report items are potential alerts, not flags
that specific content is wrong. A more
complete description of each separate report in the possible problems section exists below in this
section.
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The Current Status Page Management and Tracking Reports

The Current Status page is a set of
reports that should be helpful to the GFO
and agency in managing and tracking the
activities and administrative details of
their advisory committees. The page is
divided into two sections, Upcoming
Events and Possible Problems.
Upcoming Events (Next 6 Months)
displays reports that are useful for
planning and managing anticipated events,
while Possible Problems displays report
where discrepancies that “might be
problems” exist in the data. I hope we all
are aware that the entire system is an
attempt to categorize and describe in
consistent terms and a unified fashion
almost 1000 distinct and uniquely
functioning advisory committees. The term “possible” in the possible problems heading is a clue
that intelligence should be applied in the analysis of these reports, and the term “problems” is
often entirely the wrong word.

The Upcoming Events (Next 6 Months) Reports

The Upcoming Events section
potentially displays four reports, one
each for Future Meetings, Charter
Renewals, Charter Terminations, and
Member Appointments which are
expiring. A report link will only appear when data exists to produce a useful report, so no links
will display for empty reports. No links is good.

When the DFOs post committee meetings to the on-line system, the number of future posted
meetings for the Fiscal Year being managed is displayed and a Meetings Report link shows up
in the report column. If the DFOs post future meetings as soon as they are scheduled, the
meetings for the next six months are displayed.

When committee charters are due for renewal in the next 6 months, the Renewals Report
will display that committee on the list. The Renewals Report also displays any committees for
which the data on the committee could be interpreted that the committee has been overlooked or
is overdue for re-chartering. Committees can be removed from the Renewals Report by
changing the data on the committee on the General Info page, the Agency Recommendations
page, or the Consultation page.

By the same token, the Terminations Report displays any committees for which the data on
the committee could be interpreted that the committee is a candidate for termination.
Committees can be removed from the Terminations Report by changing the data on the
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committee on the General Info, the Agency Recommendations, or the Consultation pages as
well.

The Member Appointment Expirations Report lists those members agency-wide whose
recorded appointment end dates have either already elapsed or will elapse in the next six months.

A Meetings Report link and a Member Appointments Expiration Report link for their
committee data are available to individual DFOs on the Current Status link for their committee
on their Committee Menu page.

The Scheduled Meetings Count Results in the Meetings Report

The helpfulness of being able to
display a count of already posted
future meetings and a resulting
Meetings Report will differ from
agency to agency. It is highly likely
that the GFO already has an alert or
tickler system to anticipate and plan
for scheduled meetings and the
associated meeting logistics, Federal
Register Notices, etc. However, since,
the displayed report rolls cumulatively
up from the Committee (DFO) to the
office (GFO) and agency (CMO) level,
posting committee meetings like this
in advance serves to keep the whole
agency informed and involved. The
meetings have to be recorded anyway at some point during the Fiscal Year, so why not post the
information when the meetings are scheduled and use this feature profitably. Meeting records
can always be edited further if the scheduled is rearranged or details change.

The Committee Renewals Count Results in the Renewals Report

The Committee Renewals Report
is an obvious tool for the GFO to use
to anticipate what committees are
overdue for review, what committees
are up for review this month, and what
committees are up for renewal in the
near future. If a lot of committees
show up on the report that should not
be there, then the data recorded in the
system for those committees is not
useful or accurate and the GFO should
review the data with their CMO and
their DFOs.
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The Committee Terminations Count Results in the Terminations Report

The Committee Terminations
Report is an obvious tool for the GFO
to use to anticipate what committees are
up for termination. If committees show
up on the report that should not be
there, then the data recorded in the
system for those committees is not useful or accurate and the GFO should review the data with
their CMO and their DFOs.

The Member Appointment Expiration Report

A significant number of DFOs from
larger committees report that staying on top
of member appointments verges on being a
full-time job. CMOs from small agencies
report the same thing. For the GFO, the Member Appointment Expiration Report is designed
to display all the members in their group whose appointments have expired or which will expire
in the next six months. How a tool like this fits into the agency process for vetting and
appointing new members and re-appointing and replacing existing members will differ from
agency to agency and even from committee to committee or group to group within the agency
based on the establishment authority and agency precedent and process.

However, this report, like the
Meeting Report above, displays at
the committee, office, and agency
level. This can facilitate the
communication necessary to
handle the process in an orderly
and timely fashion without
continuous data calls. Both of
these reports, and, essentially, all
the reports available and utilized
by the system, are only as useful
and accurate as the data from
which they are generated. What
this means and comes down to for
the FACA community and the
interested public is that everything
works best, if, when data about the committee changes, it is updated in the on-line system.
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The Possible Problems Reports

The Possible Problems reports set is a
compilation of items identified over the
years as the result of discrepancies in how
the same committee data is treated
differently in different places and at
different times, or as areas of concern
raised by users of committee data (agency
leadership, congress, GAO, White House,
public, etc.). These items have usually
been resolved during the Annual
Comprehensive Review (ACR)
reconciliation process, if they were not
resolved immediately upon discovery by
data calls, investigation, analysis, and lengthy explanations. They are available here to be an
ongoing tool to assist the GFO in tracking and managing the group’s data, and have proven an
invaluable tool in completing the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR). The reports have been
usefully demonstrated to serve multiple purposes for multiple audiences, as you will see in the
explanations below.

The first three reports,
 Presidential Members don’t match

Presidential Appointments,
 Meeting Dates not in Fiscal Year, and
 Report Dates not in Fiscal Year,

are usually the result of mistaken data entry based on a misunderstanding of what was required.
For the Pres Members report, the General Information page has a question whether the
committee utilizes members appointed by the President, and the Members page includes a
question about appointment type (Presidential being one of the types of appointments). When
this information, often entered by different people, is inconsistent, it needs to be resolved. This
question was first posed by the White House personnel office.

The Meeting Dates and Report Dates reports occur when the user manages to add a meeting
with dates that do not fall within the reporting year. You might wonder how this can happen if
the meeting record's date fields have code to catch that kind of error. It’s a mystery. We
speculate that some data is uploaded in batch files and the “bad” dates get by the screening, and
some users are very creative and determined to put in precisely the date they want, even if it falls
outside of the Fiscal Year.

The next two reports,
 Costs with No

Meetings,
 Costs with No Reports,

are in response to questions which are often asked about and just as often not very significant in
the results shown. GFOs are familiar with many reasons why a committee may be reporting
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costs with no visible activity of any kind showing up in the on-line data. The most common
reason is that meetings or reports have not been reported yet. The cost data is carried forward by
the system from the previous reporting year while the meeting and report data is new and has to
be added each year. It is also true that the cost versus visible activity ratio tends to be greater
during the first year of a committee during setup and the terminating year when things are being
wrapped up. This set of reports becomes more useful when the agency is reconciling its ACR
data, and is a prime example for why some intelligence needs to be applied to report analysis.

Three reports on member data deal with
appointment dates, email addresses, and Member
Designations.

The Members with Bad Dates
report might seem redundant of the
Member Appointments
Expiration Report, however the
purpose is different since the
Expiration report is an alert and the
Bad Dates report is probably a real
problem. The Bad Dates report
indicates those members whose
appointment dates fall outside of the
current Fiscal Year, so we are no
longer concerned with members
whose appointments are due to
expire. The Bad Dates report
points to members whose
appointments ended the previous
fiscal year or whose appointment
don’t start until the next fiscal year. This may be a non-issue for some CMOs and DFOs if their
members can continue to serve until a replacement is appointed or if the CMO is completely
disconnected from the agency appointment process. However, this can seriously affect the
accuracy of the number of members serving on agency committees.

The Members with No Email report would only be a problem if the CMO, GFO, or the
DFO thought it was a problem or the agency needed the email for Committee Management
survey activity. Member emails do not display from the Public Access part of the on-line system
and generally should only be reported with the Members knowledge and permission, and if it is
agency policy to collect the emails.

The Members with No Designation report is another instance of a report that should not be
necessary, since the program is coded so that a DFO or GFO or CMO should not be able to add a
member without including the Member Designation. The Member Designation is a required
field in the system and, by law, is part of the appointment process of every advisory committee
member. Somehow, it still happens that a Member Designation field comes up blank, and this
report is an alert to those concerned.
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The next three reports are considered alerts to what
can only be labeled as oversights. These reports are
more useful as alert reports when the results for all the
committees in the agency are rolled up into reports for
the CMO, GFO, and other agency officials.

Regarding DFOs with No Email and Decision Makers with No Email, the online program
creates email mailing lists for CMOs and GFOs and other agency officials with logon rights.
The emails for the lists are collected from the DFO and Decision Maker Page forms, hence the
usefulness of the DFOs with No Email and the Decision makers with No Email reports. The
CMOs, GFOs, and/or other agency officials can know who is missing from the mailing list.

The Potentially Administratively Inactive report lists those committees which may be in a
group of committees that no longer require ongoing attention and active DFO participation. The
report exists so that the CMO and GFO can make sure that the committee’s records and reporting
does not administratively slip through the cracks, and can move the committee to the agency’s
Administratively Inactive group of committees. When a statutory committee has completed its
work, it cannot often be easily terminated or removed from the agency’s committee inventory
unless the statute that created the committee included language to terminate the committee. The
DFO involved with the work of the committee will generally wrap up his or her responsibilities
and move on to other tasks as assigned, but the committee and the responsibility to track and
report the committee lingers on, sometimes for years or even decades.

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant Report

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant
report is a special kind of possible problem report
in that it serves multiple purposes.
The agency can choose to use this
report as a helpful “identification
of need” tool in the committee
member appointment management
process. To do so, the DFO can add
a blank member record to the
committee member list with TBD
or Vacant in the Last Name field.
The DFO does this to indicate that a
member’s appointment slot is
available and a new member needs
to be appointed.

When the GFO or CMO or
other agency officials look at this report from a group or agency-wide basis, they will see a list of
all the committees with potentially empty member slots needing new members to be appointed.
Used this way, this report is a visible, accessible, communication link that allows the agency to
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stay abreast of, if not ahead of the member appointment process without duplication and multiple
email exchanges. Best of all, this process is capable of being managed in real time.

While the TBD or Vacant report can be used this way to manage the “identification of need
part” of the appointment process, we probably should not forget that the member who is
resigning or whose appointment has expired is also part of the current committee member list.
At the end of the reported year, the online system will be used to retain and count the members
who actually served on the committees and not the empty slots that needed to be filled. When
the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) is completed and the data verified by the DFO, the
committee data will be rolled into a new fiscal year. The new year’s data will still include all the
member slots that have a TBD or Vacant in the Last Name field. The data verified for the ACR
for the year being closed will have the member records with TBD or Vacant in the Last Name
field removed.

The last four reports in the possible
problems list are designed to catch errors.
Since a committee seldom has a support staff
of greater than 10, the FTE > 10 report lets the
DFO, GFO, CMO, or Committee Management
know when someone may have tried to insert the total cost of the committee in the Federal Staff
Support field.

The second report, Meetings with No Members, is seldom a problem for committees where
the data is entered directly by the DFO or his or her designee. Every agency works a little
differently in this area, and there are several agencies that provide the data for the online system
in batch uploads. This report has proved helpful in catching missing data from such uploads.

The third report, the Pending Committees report is a problem for the CMO and GFO as the
end of the FY approaches. This report shows the committees that are not yet live with authority
to act, i.e., the charters have not been filed. While this report is most useful to the CMO on an
agency-wide basis, it can also be important to the DFO and GFO working against a deadline
and/or agency expectations.

The last report, Committees with No Interest Areas, identifies committees without any
assigned interest areas. This could leave the committee out of the result set when a search is
conducted.

While this list of reports could perhaps be larger, any new reports of this type will have to be
added to a future version of the online system.
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Emails Addresses

The Get Emails link displayed in the
Tools group provides different combination
of email addresses. These emails belong to
the agency users of the online system. The
emails are found in the user profiles and the
DFO page data, the GFO page data, and the
CMO page data kept in the online system.
This information extends beyond the formal
agency DFO, GFO, and CMO list to
everyone with responsibility for data
management from the agency in the system
that has been given a login or otherwise
added to the system list, including decision
makers, supervisors, and administrative staff.
We expect a contact list like this to become more and more useful, so it is best to urge everyone
to keep his or her information up-to-date.

Manage Users

The Manage Users link displays the list of agency users and their access rights on the
system. After the CMO gives a user GFO status on the system, the GFO can

 Add users at the DFO levels of use and assign them a committee,
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 Control whether users can edit the current year’s data,

 Limit when a user will have access to the system, and
 Look up the user’s password.

By clicking the hot link, which is
the underlined number at the left of
the row of user information (see the
screenshot to the left), or by clicking

the FormView Navigation Button (see the screenshot to the
right), the GFO displays a user record to edit.

The Add New User link provides a form to add a new user. The DFO Report link displays
all the user data in a list view. The All Users link displays all the users who have ever been
added, including those who are no longer active users. This can be helpful if you want to return
an inactive user to active status. The Form View Button displays the first record in the list in a
form. The records are reviewed alphabetically. The Hot Link displays the record of the user
identified in the Logon field.
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Add New User

This is blank add user form.
Directions for adding a new user
and the rules and codes are
described in the section below.

DFO Report
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All Users

Note that the All Users List has an Active Users link so the display can be limited to just the
active users. If you examine the Active column you will see the entry “No” for some of the
users.

User Form Rules and Codes to Assign User Rights

On the User Form the GFO will find
buttons to Save an edited record, add a
New user, and return to the User List,
but the GFO will not find a button to
delete a user. Once a user is added to
the system, they are kept in the system
forever so that there is an audit trail
regarding who created or edited the data
in this record of the system. The
personal identification information is
displayed in a profile form when the new
user logs on. When adding a new user,
the GFO should add complete data to all
fields with a special focus on the logon,
password and the user’s access rights.
The DFO will have a later opportunity to
complete and correct any contact-
information-fields (First Name, Last
Name, Phone) that are incorrect in the user profile form when they first logon.
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The rules and codes regarding the user information and access rights
(permission levels) follow.

The user’s Logon name and Password together form a unique key
field that is not duplicated in the system. The username (Logon) should

be in the form of the user’s government email address. The actual user should be identifiable
and recognizable from the username.

The Password can be any combination letters, numbers, symbols, characters, and case of up
to 16 positions long. The password can be duplicated in the system with other users’ passwords.
However, if the individual user has more than one login, each of the individual user’s passwords
associated with each login must be unique. Passwords are generally a system’s weakest point of
defense from unwanted intrusion, so, unfortunately, the best password is such a complicated
combination of letters, numbers, characters, and symbols that you will never be able to
remember it.

The GFO can add users at the Permission Level of DFO. The DFO can
only view and edit their single committee when logged on.

Permission Access is either read-only: 1, or edit: 2. A user needs a
Permission Access of 2 (EDIT) to make changes to the data and add new
information.

The Start Date is the earliest date that
a user can logon and the End Date is the
last date that a user can logon.

The Active User can be set to “Yes” or “No”. This field is used to turn a
user’s logon rights on or off without having to change all the other settings.

A new user should be set to “Yes”. Committee Management Secretariat regularly switches the
Active User setting to no for users who have not logged in for more than a couple of years.

The Committee for which
the DFO user is responsible
can be selected from the “DFO
Committee” pull-down. The
pull down list will display all
the possible committees for the
group. Of course, this only
works if the CMO added the
committee to the group when the committee was created in the system. To select the DFO’s
committee, the GFO clicks on the correct committee.
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The Save button save the data entry changes on the page when you are
editing an existing user. The New button displays a blank data entry page for
adding a new user when you are on the page for editing an existing user. The
GFO returns to the full read-only User List page with the Users List button.

Saving New Users

The GFO fills in all the contact
information and applies the
permissions and rules to create a
new user, finally “saving” the
information on the new user by
clicking the Save New button. The
GFO can abandon the new record at
any time before the “SAVE” action
by clicking the Cancel button. The
system may overreact quite
negatively if you attempt to create a
duplicate user, so cover your eyes
before you click the Save New
button in doubtful situations.
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Editing a Committee’s Data

The GFO should check out
the DFO System manual for a
thorough introduction to the
process of editing the
committee information.

The GFO has complete
editing rights to all the
committee data and all changes
are made, meetings and reports
and members are added through
the Committee Menu page.
The links below display the
editable pages. The menu
options include

 General Info,
 Recommendations.
 Reports,
 Meetings,
 Costs,
 Justifications,
 Members,
 Sub-Committees,
 Performance Measures,
 Current Status,
 Interest Areas,
 Committee Report,
 DFO Info,
 GFO Info,
 CMO Info,
 Committee Decision Maker,
 View Charter,
 Web Site (if the committee has one),
 Mark Verified, and
 Consultations.

The Rest of the Story for GFOs

There are many other features and reports available to assist the GFO in the online Shared
Management System. Most of the other features are found and described in the Public Access
part of the manual. However, all of the features, data, and reports are only as useful and accurate
as the data entered and kept up-to-date, primarily by the DFOs or their designees. The DFOs,
keeping the system up-to-date as frequently as possible, whenever the committee data changes,
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or even on a weekly basis, transforms the Shared Management System into a rare commodity in
government, a useful, interagency data-sharing and management tool. The online Shared
Management System has been available since 1997. It is a living system in the sense that it has
grown in usefulness and functionality (and size) every year that it has existed. Some of the
improvement is due to the improved technology of the Internet, and a little can be counted due to
the increasing skill of the development team. However, most of the improvement is due to the
feedback, patience, and willingness of the users to participate both in the development process
and with on-line record keeping. The Shared Management System is truly a shared system that
belongs to all of us.
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SECTION IV: Committee Management
Officer (CMO) Management Tools and
Access to Advisory Committee Data

The Committee Management Officer (CMO) uses the system to add and manage advisory
committees, add and manage agency users of the system, update the information on advisory
committees during the current reporting year, and produce reports on advisory committee trends
across fiscal years. The Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA) requires that the CMO
provide information about the agency’s advisory committees for an annual comprehensive
review, both internally to the agency, and externally, as part of a government-wide review. The
web-based database accommodates and builds upon those requirements by allowing the
continual updating of committee information throughout the reporting year and providing
committee management functionality. Keeping the data continuously up-to-date allows a focus
on management and immediate relevancy. With frequent and timely updates, the system
becomes more useful to everyone, ranging from the public users to interested agency officials to
congressional staff with oversight responsibility.

What is the Shared Management System?

The Shared Management System is a specialized database on the web. FACA originally
required that specific data items about advisory committees be collected by the President
annually and transmitted to Congress for review. Since 1997 this web-based database has been
used by all the government agencies that have advisory committees to collect that data. This
online system was demonstrated to Congress at a Government Reform Committee Hearing in
1998 and, since 1999, Congress no longer requires the “printed and transmitted” annual report.
The Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) requirements of FACA, and the responsibilities of
the Committee Management Secretariat and the agencies to provide that review information to
the Congress and to the President are met through the maintenance of the online system. The
“CMO” user has access with edit and update rights to the current fiscal year’s data for their
committees via the Internet. The CMO is given their access rights, their logon (username) and
their initial password by the Committee Management Secretariat. The CMO, like any other
public user, can view all of the information on all of the committees of all the agencies available
for the current reporting year in a read-only mode. At the same time, only the Designated Federal
Official (DFO), the Group Federal Official (GFO), the agency CMO, or a Committee
Management Secretariat (CMS) staff member can edit or update the CMO’s own agency’s
committee data for the current year.

What kind of data is being collected and maintained?

For the CMO, the program collects, totals, accesses, and/or displays all the information
available to the DFO, which includes

 Charters and related information,
 Members and their appointment information,
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 Costs,
 The agency’s recommendation for continuation or termination of the committee,
 The committee’s recommendations to the agency and the actions taken on the

recommendations,
 Report titles, publication dates, and the text of the report,
 Meeting purposes, dates, location, whether the meetings were open or closed, and the

minutes or transcripts,
 Activity and justification (raison d’etre) information,
 DFO appointment and contact information,
 Decision maker contact information,
 Annual Performance Measures Data,
 Web site addresses for the committee or accessing committee information like the

minutes, reports, and recommendations, and
 Committee interest or issue areas.

Specifically for the CMO the program also collects, totals, accesses, and displays information
that includes

 A current year list of agency advisory committees and the committees’ update status,
 An agency totals report of the distribution among committees of establishment

authorities and committee functions, and the total meetings, reports, costs, and
members,

 A listing of committee DFOs with their contact information,
 A complete set of the current annual comprehensive reviews for all the committees in

the agency,
 The ability to add and manage agency users of the agency’s committees’ editable and

reportable data,
 The ability to add a new committee to the FACA committee list online,
 A current status overview to quickly put the CMO in touch with the activity level of

their committees as recorded in the online system and a set of heads-up/potential
problem comparisons about and between agency committees and government
averages,

 The available discretionary ceiling,
 The ability to create and manage sub-groups of committees within the agency, and
 E-mail listings for individuals in agency groups responsible for advisory committee

activity.

In addition, when viewing an individual committee, the program allows the CMO to
establish, renew, re-establish, amend, or terminate a committee, and upload a copy of the charter
to the system (with the Consultation links). The DFO sees the Consultation information (read-
only) when viewing their Committee Menu page. The database does not formally collect
meeting announcements or other Federal Register announcements as a requirement, but it does
the means to do so if an agency wants to include that information online. The system also has
performance measure pages devoted to committee recommendations to the agency, the agency’s
use of those recommendations, and other performance measures.
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How does the CMO use the system?

FACA requires that each agency shall establish uniform administrative guidelines and
management controls for advisory committees established by that agency, and that each agency
shall maintain systematic information on the nature, functions, and operations of each advisory
committee within its jurisdiction.

The law states that the head of each agency that has an advisory committee shall designate an
Advisory Committee Management Officer (CMO) who shall –

 Exercise control and supervision over the establishment, procedures, and
accomplishments of advisory committees established by that agency;

 Assemble and maintain the reports, records, and other papers of any such committee
during its existence; and

 Carry out, on behalf of that agency, the provisions of section 552 of title 5, United
States Code, with respect to such reports, records, and other papers.

The law also states that
 There shall be designated an officer or employee of the Federal Government to chair

or attend each meeting of each advisory committee. The officer or employee so
designated is authorized, whenever he determines it to be in the public interest, to
adjourn any such meeting.

 No advisory committee shall conduct any meeting in the absence of that officer or
employee.

 Advisory committees shall not hold any meetings except at the call of, or with the
advance approval of, a designated officer or employee of the Federal Government,
and in the case of advisory committees (other than Presidential advisory committees),
with an agenda approved by such officer or employee.

The Shared Management System is designed to support the above requirements by capturing
relevant information when the committee is created online by the CMO, and to carry that
information forward as it is edited and updated by the DFO or her designee year to year until the
information is no longer required. When a committee is first established and chartered by an
agency, the information on the committee is generally entered by the CMO or his designee and
should address most of the committee’s general information, membership information, and
estimated cost information requirements. Obviously, to function appropriately, the DFO should
already be officially appointed, up-to-date, and involved in the committee’s mission and charter
when a committee is established (officially chartered). At the highest level, the process
ordinarily proceeds as follows:

1. The President, Congress, or a federal official in an agency decides that advice on an
issue is needed and an advisory committee is the appropriate vehicle for getting that
advice,

2. The President executes an order or the congress passes a law that includes language
assigning the responsibility for the committee to an agency. The agency, given it has
the means and latitude, begins the process of developing a charter when the agency
determines an advisory committee is what the agency needs.
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3. The agency uses the administrative guidelines and management controls it established
under the law (FACA) to develop the charter, secure members, appoint a CMO for
the agency, appoint the DFO for the committee being established, and delegate or
assign the other responsibilities established under FACA.

4. The CMO confers with the Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) regarding the
new committee, ensures that a DFO has been appointed, creates the new committee
online using the system, files the charter with the appropriate congressional oversight
committees, and provides the appointed DFO and his designees with logons to the
system.

FACA requires that before a new committee is established an agency will have taken three
steps internally.

 First, the agency will make an official determination that the need for the committee
exists. This is considered the authorizing document for the committee within the
agency.

 Second, the agency will determine that creating the new committee with a focus on its
own specific task(s) will not duplicate some already existing effort in some other
committee or some other government activity within or without the agency.

 Third, the agency will prepare a plan for balanced committee membership that
demonstrates that thorough consideration has been given to identifying the possible
stakeholders to the issues or activities envisioned for the committee.

The CMO’s step-by-step process with a new committee and the Shared Management System
follows the steps required in the law and regulation:

1) To establish a committee, the CMO uses the Add a Committee hyperlink on the
Committee List page to create a new committee online. Since the above three agency
determinations would already have been done, the information added during the online
creation process should be complete enough to address the new committee’s general
information, membership information, meeting information, and estimated cost
information requirements.

2) The CMO and the Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) use the Consultation
process found on the new committee’s Committee Menu page combined with a
mutual review of the new committee’s charter to complete the committee
establishment.

3) The CMO adds the DFO and/or the DFO’s designee as a user to the system.
4) The CMO has the DFO log onto the system and

 Complete the edits to the General Information page. This contributes to the
annual comprehensive review requirements and keeps Reports timely and useful,

 Add meetings as they are planned or as they occur, add the reports as they occur,
and upload the meeting transcripts or minutes and reports as they become
available,

 Add or delete members as they are appointed or replaced,
 Add or update costs as they occur,
 Add or update the web address if a web site is created for the committee,
 Add or update DFO contact information as it changes. This keeps the DFO

Report useful.
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 Recommend the continuance or termination of the committee by the end of the
fiscal year,

 Report the Performance data at the end of the reporting year,
 Report the recommendations of the advisory committee to the agency and the

agency’s response or use of the recommendations, and
 Verify the accuracy and completeness of the committee data for the reporting year

at the end of the reporting year.

The DFO, or the CMO if she or he chooses to do any or all of the tasks above, will find that
the general information, costs, and member data added during the establishment of the
committee has been carried forward to the relevant annual comprehensive review pages. At the
end of any reporting year the program carries all of the committee data forward into the newly
created year except for meetings and reports.

The CMO will also find the read-only Public Access modules of the system useful to their
management concerns. Using the Search feature the CMO can discover what other committees
exist in other agencies with issues and concerns similar to committees they are planning to
charter. With that knowledge, the CMO can Drill Down to the specific committees and
determine if the system has information useful to them, or they can identify members of the
FACA community in other agencies to contact for further investigation. From the Public Access
area, the CMO drills down from the Year to the Agency to the specific Committee to view the
desired information. At any time the CMO can Search the entire collection for any word or
phrase, use Database Search to limit the data displayed, and/or use Download Center to
download selected data to a spreadsheet or data table. Topical Committee Reports, the printed
Annual Reports submitted by the President to Congress from 1972 through 1998, and the Annual
Comprehensive Reviews conducted each year since 1998 are added to the Public Access section
as they become available.

The opening screen for the Shared Management
System lets CMOs know that they have found the
data repository and lists their options. The most
direct address for the system is
http://www.facadatabase.gov. The Shared
Management System is part of the shared-
interagency-database family at http://www.fido.gov.
Buttons and hyperlinks control navigation
throughout the system. A thorough explanation of
the links and purpose of the opening screen can be
found in the Public Access section of this manual.
The CMO is strongly urged to review the section
accessed by the link above.
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The CMO Committee Maintenance Activities

Clicking the Logon link displays the Logon page. The
Logon page has ten hyperlinks, four data fields and one
submit button. In addition to the links previously
mentioned are Presidential Committees, and Presidential
Members, which are reports designed for the White House
Personnel Office. One of the links is an instructional
online movie, How to Logon to a Fido system. The data
fields are the LOGON text box, the PASSWORD text
box, the “I forgot my password” check box, and the “I
WANT TO CHANGE” check box. The submit button is
labeled Continue.

To Logon, the CMO enters his/her username in the
Logon: text box field (which has the label: Please enter
your Email) and their password in the Password: text box
field (which has the label: Please enter your password).
When the Continue button is clicked, the program takes
the CMO user to the Committee List page. The system
design calls for all registered users to log on with their government e-mail address as the
username.

If the user fills out the User
Profile/Information page, including their e-
mail, than the OOPS check box will work. To
receive an email with their password, on the
Logon Screen shown on the previous page the
user enters their LOGON, checks OOPS, and
clicks the Continue button.

If the CMO receives a Logon Error, they should note the error
explanation and contact the Committee Management Secretariat to
adjust their access rights. If you enter an incorrect Logon or Password,
you receive the “Logon-Password not correct” error.

If your dates for access
have expired, you receive
“The Logon Date has
been exceeded” error. The
error displays “ask your
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CMO”, but in the case of the CMO getting the error, it really means “Ask Committee
Management Secretariat”.

If the Committee Management
Secretariat has designated you as an
“inactive” user, you see the “inactive
logon” error when you attempt to logon.
In this case, the CMO also calls the
Secretariat.

Clicking the Presidential Members hyperlink
displays a list of committee members appointed by the
President that are in the current year’s member list.
These two hyperlinked reports are on the logon page to
remind users logging on that these reports exist at the
request of the White House Personnel office. These
reports, like all of the database’s reports for the current

year, are only as useful and accurate as the data is kept up-to-date. They are also good reasons
for weekly updates to the system.

These reports, like all of the database’s reports, can be
downloaded to the user’s computer for more direct use and
customization via the Spreadsheet, XML, and ASCII
hyperlinks. The XML selection allows import into almost
any kind of database. The ASCII selection creates a text file
that can be imported into any word processor. None of the
data kept for public accession online is subject to privacy
provisions. Any public user may download all of the
publicly accessible stored data in the online system.
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The CMO’s Committee List and Management Activities

When the CMO logs on to the
system, they are taken straight to the
Committee List page for their agency.
The Committee List page provides the
CMO with access to any of their
committees, and displays the hyperlinks
that navigate to most of the management
functionality in this web system. We will
discuss the hyperlinks first, then the
option buttons, and finally, access to the
individual committees.

The Committee List page displays nineteen hyperlinks in addition to the links to the
agency’s committees. If you read the Opening Screen information in the Public Access section,
you are already familiar with Home, Up, Logon, Search, Help, Public Access, and Score 300.
The new links are to other report and management areas that the CMO should find useful. The
links are grouped by:

Reports:
Performance Measures (ACR) Totals,
Agency Totals,
DFO Report, and
All Annual reports.
Tools:
Current Status,
Emails Addresses,
Add a Committee,
Manage Groups,
Manage Users, and
GFO Info.
End of FY:
Change FY, and
Complete FY2007.
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The End-Of-FY-links only appear during the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) period
and the Add a Committee link is removed during the ACR period for the FY being reviewed.
The Complete FY2007 link is customized to the year being completed. We will discuss all of
the links.

Performance Measure Totals

The Performance Measure (ACR) Totals
report link displays the Annual Comprehensive
Review Totals Report page. These totals are for
the categories of performance measures that are
of interest to the agency, Congress, and the
public during and after the reporting year. This
data is carried forward for the committees from
year to year, but the report begins with a count of
committees updated for the current year. This
data is not integrated with the rest of the
committee report in this system and it should be
and can be expected to be integrated into a single
comprehensive report in any future system.

Agency Totals

The Agency Totals report link
displays the Agency Totals page. These
totals are for categories of committee
activity that are of interest to the
agency, Congress, and the public during
and after the reporting year. The report
totals new committees, terminated
committees, the distribution of
committees by authority or function, the
number of meetings, reports, members,
costs, and federal staff time engaged in
the agency’s advisory committee effort.

The accuracy of the report at any
point in time during a current, active
reporting year depends upon the frequency and timeliness of committee information data entry
on the part of the DFOs. The timeliness and frequency of DFO data entry depends, for a large
part, on the requirements, interest, and guidance demonstrated or provided by the agency
leadership and the agency CMO.
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DFO Report

The DFO Report link displays the DFO Report page, a listing of the Committees and the
assigned DFOs’ contact information. Like all the system’s current year reports, this information
is only as useful as the DFOs’ timeliness in keeping their information up to date.

All Annual Reports

The All Annual reports link
displays a printer-friendly,
continuous, scrollable page of all
the reportable information for all
the committees in the agency for
that year to date. This report is
generally only useful after the end
of the reporting cycle after the end
of the fiscal year, so it should only
be generated and made available at
that time. Depending upon the
number of committees in the
agency, this page can take a “very”
long time to generate the first time
it is created, loaded to the web site,
and displayed on the screen. This
page can also be saved to a Word
document, although the larger the
number of committees, the larger
the file size and the longer the save
process. Once in Word, the user can add page breaks and other formatting features to display the
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reports as required. To return from this page to the system menu pages is an instance of when
the CMO will have to use the browser Back button.

Current Status

The Current Status link in the Tools group is an
assortment of helpful, heads-up and on-guard reports for the
CMO and other parts of the agency leadership.

Reports (signified by a hyperlinked title)
are only generated if data is present that
makes the report potentially relevant or
suggests that a “possible” problem could
exist.

For instance, the General Info page
has a Yes/No response field regarding
whether any committee members are
Presidential Appointments. The
Members List page has an appointments
field that indicates the source authority of
the appointment. Is there a problem if
the pages don’t agree? Usually! Could
there be a reasonable explanation for the
conflicting information? Possibly? In all
cases, intelligence is to be applied. These
report items are potential alerts, not flags
that specific content is wrong. A more complete description of each separate report in the
possible problems section exists below in this section.
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The Current Status Page Management and Tracking Reports

The Current Status page is a set of
reports that should be helpful to the CMO
and agency in managing and tracking the
activities and administrative details of their
advisory committees. The page is divided
into two sections, Upcoming Events and
Possible Problems. Upcoming Events
(Next 6 Months) displays reports that are
useful for planning and managing
anticipated events, while Possible
Problems displays report where
discrepancies that “might be problems”
exist in the data. I hope we all are aware
that the entire system is an attempt to
categorize and describe in consistent terms
and a unified fashion almost 1000 distinct
and uniquely functioning advisory
committees. The term “possible” in the
possible problems heading is a clue that intelligence should be applied in the analysis of these
reports, and the term “problems” could be entirely the wrong word.

The Upcoming Events (Next 6 Months) Reports

The Upcoming Events
section potentially displays four
reports, one each for

 Future Meetings,
 Charter Renewals,
 Charter Terminations,

and
 Member Appointments which are expiring.

A report link will only appear when data exists to produce a useful report, so no links will
display for empty reports.

When the DFOs post committee meetings to the on-line system, the number of future posted
meetings for the Fiscal Year being managed is displayed and a Meetings Report link shows up
in the report column. If the DFOs post future meetings as soon as they are scheduled, the
meetings for the next six months are displayed.

When committee charters are due for renewal in the next 6 months, the Renewals Report
will display that committee on the list. The Renewals Report also displays any committees for
which the data on the committee could be interpreted that the committee has been overlooked or
is overdue for re-chartering. Committees can be removed from the Renewals Report by
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changing the data on the committee on the General Info page, the Agency Recommendations
page, or the Consultation pages.

By the same token, the Terminations Report displays any committees for which the data on
the committee could be interpreted that the committee is a candidate for termination.
Committees can be removed from the Terminations Report by changing the data on the
committee on the General Info, the Agency Recommendations, or the Consultation pages.

The Member Appointment Expirations Report lists those members agency-wide whose
recorded appointment end dates have either already elapsed or will elapse in the next six months.

A Meetings Report link and a Member Appointments Expiration Report link for their
committee data are available to individual DFOs on the Current Status link for their committee
on their Committee Menu page.

The Scheduled Meetings Count Results in the Meetings Report

The helpfulness of being able to
display a count of already posted
future meetings and a resulting
Meetings Report will differ from
agency to agency. It is highly likely
that the CMO already has an alert or
tickler system to anticipate and plan
for scheduled meetings and the
associated meeting logistics, Federal
Register Notices, etc. However, since,
the displayed report rolls cumulatively
up from the Committee (DFO) to the
office (GFO) and agency (CMO) level,
posting committee meetings like this
in advance serves to keep the whole
agency informed and involved. The
meetings have to be recorded anyway at some point during the Fiscal Year, so why not post the
information when the meetings are scheduled and use this feature profitably. Meeting records
can always be edited further if the scheduled is rearranged or details change.
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The Committee Renewals Count Results in the Renewals Report

The Committee Renewals Report
is an obvious tool for the CMO to use
to anticipate what committees are up
for review this month and what
committees are up for renewal in the
near future. If a lot of committees
show up on the report that should not
be there, then the data recorded in the
system for those committees is not
useful or accurate and the CMO
should review the data with their desk
officer.

The Committee Terminations Count Results in the Terminations Report

The Committee Terminations Report is
an obvious tool for the CMO to use to
anticipate what committees are up for
termination. If committees show up on the
report that should not be there, then the data
recorded in the system for those committees
is not useful or accurate and the CMO should review the data with their desk officer.

The Member Appointment Expiration Report

A significant number of DFOs from
larger committees report that staying on top
of member appointments verges on being a
full-time job. CMOs from small agencies
report the same thing. The Member Appointment Expiration Report is designed to display all
the members whose appointments have expired or which will expire in the next six months.
How a tool like this fits into the agency process for vetting and appointing new members and re-
appointing and replacing existing members will differ from agency to agency and even from
committee to committee within the agency based on the establishment authority.
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However, this report, like the
Meeting Report above, displays at
the committee, office, and agency
level. This can facilitate the
communication necessary to
handle the process in an orderly
and timely fashion without
continuous data calls. Both of
these reports, and essentially, all
the reports available and utilized
by the system are only as useful
and accurate as the data from
which they are generated. What
this means and comes down to for
the FACA community and the
interested public is that everything
works best, if, when data about the committee changes, it is updated in the on-line system.

The Possible Problems Reports

The Possible Problems reports set is a
compilation of items identified over the
years as the result of discrepancies in how
the same committee data is treated
differently in different places and at
different times, or as areas of concern
raised by users of committee data (agency
leadership, congress, GAO, White House,
public, etc.). These items have usually
been resolved during the Annual
Comprehensive Review (ACR)
reconciliation process, if they were not
resolved immediately upon discovery by
data calls, investigation, analysis, and lengthy explanations. They are available here to be an
ongoing tool to assist the CMO in tracking and managing the agency’s data, and an invaluable
tool in completing the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR). The reports have already been
demonstrated to serve multiple purposes for multiple audiences, as you will see in the
explanations below.

The first three reports,
 Presidential Members don’t match Presidential

Appointments,
 Meeting Dates not in Fiscal Year, and
 Report Dates not in Fiscal Year,
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are usually the results of mistaken data entry based on misunderstandings of what was required.
For the Pres Members report, the General Information page has a question whether the
committee utilizes members appointed by the President, and the Members page includes a
question about appointment type (Presidential being one of the types of appointments). When
this information, perhaps entered by different people, is inconsistent, it needs to be resolved.
This question was first asked by the White House personnel office.

The Meeting Dates and Report Dates reports occur when the user manages to add a meeting
with dates that do not fall within the reporting year. You might wonder how this can happen if
the meeting record's date fields have code to catch that kind of error. It’s a mystery. Some data
is uploaded in batch files and the “bad” dates get by the screening, and some users are very
creative and determined to put in precisely the date they want, even if it falls outside of the Fiscal
Year.

The next two reports,
 Costs with No Meetings,
 Costs with No Reports,

are in response to questions which are often asked about and just as often not very significant in
the results shown. CMOs are familiar with many reasons why a committee may be reporting
costs with no visible activity of any kind showing up in the on-line data. The most common
reason is that meetings or reports have not been reported yet. The cost data is carried forward by
the system from the previous reporting year while the meeting and report data is new and has to
be added each year. It is also true that the cost versus visible activity ratio tends to be greater
during the first year of a committee during setup and the terminating year when things are being
wrapped up. This set of reports becomes more useful when the agency is reconciling its ACR
data and is a prime example for why some intelligence needs to be applied to report analysis.

Three reports on member data deal with
appointment dates, email addresses, and Member
Designations.
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The Members with Bad Dates
report might seem redundant of the
Member Appointments
Expiration Report, however the
purpose is different since the
Expiration report is usually an alert
and the Bad Dates report is
probably a real problem. The Bad
Dates report indicates those
members whose appointment dates
fall outside of the current Fiscal
Year, so we are no longer concerned
with members whose appointments
are coming due to expire. The Bad
Dates report points to members
whose appointments ended the
previous fiscal year or whose
appointment don’t start until the next fiscal year. This may be a non-issue for some CMOs and
DFOs if their members can continue to serve until a replacement is appointed or if the CMO is
completely disconnected from the agency appointment process. However, this can seriously
affect the accuracy of the number of members serving on agency committees.

The Members with No Email report would only be a problem if the CMO or the DFO
thought it was a problem or the agency needed the email for a Committee Management survey
activity. Member emails do not display from the Public Access part of the on-line system and
generally should only be reported with the Members knowledge and permission and if it is
agency policy to collect the emails.

The Members with No Designation report is another instance of a report that should not be
necessary, since the program is coded so that a DFO should not be able to add a member without
including the Member Designation. The Member Designation is a required field in the system
and, by law, is part of the appointment process of every advisory committee member. Somehow,
it still happens that a Member Designation field comes up blank, and this report is an alert to
those concerned.

The next three reports are considered alerts to what
can only be labeled as oversights. These reports are
more useful as alert reports when the results for all the
committees in the agency are rolled up into reports for
the CMO and other agency officials.

Regarding DFOs with No Email and Decision Makers with No Email, the online program
creates email mailing lists for CMOs and GFOs and other agency officials with logon rights.
The emails for the lists are collected from the DFO and Decision Maker page forms, hence the
usefulness of the DFOs with No Email and the Decision makers with No Email reports. The
CMOs and or other agency officials can know who is missing from the mailing list.
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The Potentially Administratively Inactive report lists those committees which may no
longer require ongoing attention and active DFO participation, so that the CMO can make sure
that the committee’s records and reporting does not administratively slip through the cracks and
can move the committee to the agency’s Administratively Inactive group of committees. When a
statutory committee has completed its work, it cannot often be easily terminated or removed
from the agency’s committee inventory unless the statute that created the committee included
language to terminate the committee. The DFO involved with the work of the committee will
generally wrap up his or her responsibilities and move on to other tasks as assigned, but the
committee and the responsibility to track and report the committee lingers on, sometimes for
years or decades.

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant Report

The Member Last Name is TBD or Vacant
report is a special kind of possible problem report
in that it serves multiple purposes. The agency can choose to use this report as a helpful
“identification of need” tool in the committee member appointment management process. To do
so, the DFO can add a member to the committee member list with TBD or Vacant in the Last
Name field. The DFO would do
this to indicate that a member’s
appointment has expired or that a
member has resigned and a new
member needs to be appointed.

When the GFO or CMO or
other agency officials look at this
report from a group or agency-wide
basis, they will see a list of all the
committees with potentially empty
member slots needing new
members to be appointed. Used this
way, this report is a visible,
accessible, communication link that
allows the agency to stay abreast of,
if not ahead of the member appointment process without duplication and multiple email
exchanges. Best of all, this process is capable of being managed in real time.

While the TBD or Vacant report can be used this way to manage the “identification of need
part” of the appointment process, we probably should not forget that the member who is
resigning or whose appointment has expired is also part of the current committee member list.
At the end of the reported year, the online system will be used to retain and count the members
who actually served on the committees and not the empty slots that needed to be filled. When
the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) is completed and the data verified by the DFO, the
committee data will be rolled into a new fiscal year. The new year’s data will still include all the
member slots that have a TBD or Vacant in the Last Name field. The data verified for the ACR
will have the member records with TBD or Vacant in the Last Name field removed.
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The last four reports in the possible
problems list are designed to catch errors.
Since a committee seldom has a support staff
of greater than 10, the FTE > 10 report lets the
DFO, CMO, or Committee Management know
when someone has successfully put the total cost of the committee in the Federal Staff Support
field.

The second report, Meetings with No Members, is seldom a problem for committees where
the data is entered directly by the DFO or his or her designee. Every agency works a little
differently, and there are several agencies that provide the data for the online system in batch
uploads. This report has proved helpful in catching missing data from such uploads.

The third report, the Pending Committees report is a problem for the CMO as the end of the
FY approaches. This report shows the committees that are not yet live with authority to act, i.e.,
the charters have not been filed. While this report is most useful to the CMO on an agency-wide
basis, it can also be important to the DFO working against a deadline and/or agency
expectations.

The last report, Committees with No Interest Areas, identifies committees without any
assigned interest areas. This could leave the committee out of the result set when a search is
conducted.

While this list of reports could be larger, we do not plan to add any additional problems
reports to this version of the system. Any new reports of this type will be added to the next
version of the online system.
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Emails Addresses

The Get Emails link displayed in the
Tools group provides different
combination of email addresses. These
emails belong to the agency users of the
online system. The emails are found in
the user profiles and the DFO page data
and the CMO page data kept in the online
system. This information extends beyond
the formal agency DFO list to everyone
with responsibility for data management
from the agency in the system that has
been given a login or otherwise added to
the system list, including decision makers,
supervisors, and administrative staff. We
expect a contact list like this to become
more and more useful, so it is best to urge
everyone to keep his or her information
up-to-date.
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Add a New Committee

Despite the fact that at least one government agency has more than 250 advisory committees,
creating a new Federal Advisory Committee is not a casual act and usually requires an enormous
amount of collaboration and coordination. When the agency has completed all the background
work and the CMO is ready to add a new advisory committee to the agency roster, doing so can
occur online with the Add a Committee link from the Tools group.

The New Committee Information form has only two fields to establish a new committee.
However, to comply with the requirements of the Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA), the
CMO should fill out all the fields of the General Information, Agency Recommendations,
Justifications, Costs, DFO, Committee Decision Maker, and Consultation pages completely
and specifically after the new committee has been created. No field should be left blank, as
every field is a required field. The information required by these pages should have been fully
developed by the agency in the process of formulating their

 Determination of the need for a new committee document,
 Determination that there is no duplication of effort document, and
 Balance plan document, and
 Draft charter.

Some CMOs delegate the data entry to the committee’s DFO, but that is only appropriate if the
DFO has been involved in the formulation of the committee all along. Once entered into the
online committee data pages, the data will carry forward to the review process conducted yearly.

The first text box requires a unique committee
name. The name should be unique not only to the
agency but to the entire inventory of advisory
committees, government wide, between and
among all agencies. The second text box asks the
CMO to select the establishment authority under
which the committee is being created. When the
CMO clicks the “Add This Committee” button,
the program checks to see if the name is already
in use and, when the authority is discretionary, if
the agency has available slots for new discretionary committees.

The CMO should already be aware of the agency’s room to
create new “discretionary” committee since their available “ceiling”
(or room to grow) is displayed on the Committee List page below
the Add a Committee hyperlink. This is not an issue if the

committee is established with Presidential or Congressional Authority.
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If the “Add This Committee” process fails, the CMO is alerted immediately with a message
similar to the one below. If the CMO should get an unexplainable error, they should stop what
they are doing immediately or their computer could blow up. Well, maybe not, but at least call
the Secretariat and clue them in that there is a problem.

If the name is unique and the agency has sufficient ceiling, the committee is created and the
CMO continues to fill out the information on the General Information, Agency
Recommendations, Justifications, Costs, DFO, Committee Decision Maker, and
Consultation pages as mentioned above. The reality is that the required information already
exists in electronic format in documents, previously exchanged e-mails, and word-processing
files generated within the agency while formulating the new committee’s charter and mission.
The process should be such that the CMO displays the relevant document in a word-processing
program, “copies” the needed information from that document, and “pastes” that information
into the appropriate fields in the correct fields on the correct pages of the FACA system online.
The CMO may find it helpful to point out to others urgently trying to set up a new committee,
that if this information does not already exist in some kind of accessible electronic media,
perhaps the agency is not quite ready to establish the committee.

The data is entered into the fields used for the comprehensive annual review. It is understood
that most of these entries are either speculation or estimates that will be updated and corrected
later. Every field except “Remarks” requires an entry. Costs are in whole dollars, so use
numbers without dollar signs ($), commas (,), and decimals (.).

When the new committee is submitted by clicking the Add This Committee button, the data
discussed above is transferred automatically to the required fields for the annual comprehensive
review process. The new committee is created in the system and the Consultation page for the
new committee is presented to the CMO user. At the same time an automatic “alert” e-mail is
generated by the system and sent to the agency’s Desk Officer at Committee Management
Secretariat. Whenever the Consultation page is Updated and saved, the program will also
generate an e-mail to the Agency CMO and the Desk Officer at Committee Management
Secretariat, while also alerting the rest of the Secretariat staff to the new committee. If the CMO
creates a committee and does not notice an e-mail alert notice, they should contact CMS and let
their Desk Officer know. At this point in the creation of a new committee online, the CMO can
open any of the pages accessible from the Committee Menu and further edit the data entered in
the creation of the committee. As an alternative, of course, the CMO could add the DFO to the
Agency user list and have the DFO log on and bring all the committee information up-to-date.
This is only appropriate if the DFO has previously been involved in the formulation of the
committee. The DFO System Manual discusses the complete scope of committee information
that should be added or maintained in each discrete fiscal year.
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Before leaving
the Consultation
page the CMO
should click the
Edit link and add
any data necessary
to complete their
part of the initial
consultation
process. The
consultation record
shows that the type of consultation is an Establishment. Creating a new committee with the Add
a Committee form is always an Establishment. You can also assume that the establishment
process generally needs further explanation, so let your Desk Officer know what you are
planning to do next in the CMO Remarks field.

After the CMO adds any
comments or dates, they save the
changes with the Save Changes
button. Several emails go back
and forth between the CMO and
Desk Officer because whenever
anyone saves a change to a
consultation record, the system
again generates e-mail to the
usual suspects.

Notice the View Charters on
FACA Website, and Upload
Charters links above the data
entry form which is displayed to
the right. Those links are used
display the charters once they have been uploaded, or to upload the charters after they have been
filed with the agency’s oversight committees.
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The Consultation link, which
is found on each committee’s
Committee Menu page, is also
used for Renewals, Re-
establishments, Amendments, and
Terminations. The Consultation
page includes the Upload
Charters link. Charters can be
uploaded so they can be displayed
on the online system if they have
been saved as a file in a word
processing format like .doc, .txt,
.rtf, or saved as a .pdf file, and if
they have been saved in a folder
accessible to your computer.

When the CMO clicks on the
Upload Charters link, a form is
displayed that allows the user to
browse on their computer to the
folder which contains the charter
file. Keep in mind your eventual
audience when selecting the
document type when first creating
your charter document.

Try to name your charter in the description
box so you and others can tell to which Fiscal
Year the charter belonged.
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Manage Groups

Larger agencies often
manage and report their
advisory committees in
significant sub-group
breakdowns in addition to
the Agency-Wide Totals.
The Department of Defense
often has a need to report
about committees
concerned with Army
issues separate from Navy
issues. The Manage
Groups link opens a
module that allows a CMO
to create a useful sub-group
name (National Park
Service) and then attach
advisory committees from
the agency to the sub-group.

The Add a Group button allows the
creation of a new group. Committee
Management has established a standard
naming convention in that all new
groups will have the agency
abbreviation as an initial prefix (see the
screen-shot). We leave the rest of the
group name to your needs and
imagination. It helps when creating
group names to remember that our online system has a public access component. Any new group
names should be distinct and intelligible to the small remaining public part of the US population
that does not have a military or government work experience.
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The Add a Committee to a Group button
allows the CMO to add an agency committee to
an existing agency group. The process involves
selecting a single committee, selecting a single
group name, and then clicking the Save button.
To add a second committee to a new group the
same sequence is repeated. This may appear
tiresome if you are creating a new group with 50
committees, but it only has to be done once.
Newly created committees can be added to
existing groups the same way. While we have
hopefully made the process of adding groups,
and committees to groups, easy, careful thought
should precede the willy-nilly creation of groups
of committees. One reason for care is that we have not provided a way for the CMO to remove a
committee from a group or a group from an agency. This remains a manual operation, although
“terminated” committees are automatically dropped from the group the year after the committees
are terminated.

Manage Users

The Manage Users link displays the list of agency users and their access rights on the
system. After the Committee Management Secretariat staff gives a user CMO status on the
system, the CMO can

 Add users at the GFO and DFO levels of use and assign them a group or a committee,
 Control whether users can edit the current year’s data,
 Limit when a user will have access to the system, and
 Look up the user’s password.
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By clicking the hot link, which is
the underlined number at the left of
the row of user information (see the
screenshot to the left), or by clicking

the FormView Button (see the screenshot to the right), the
CMO displays a user record to edit.

The Add New User link provides a form to add a new user. The DFO Report link displays
all the user data in a list view. The All Users link displays all the users who have ever been
added, including those who are no longer active users. This can be helpful if you want to return
an inactive user to active status. The Form View Button displays the first record in the list in a
form. The records are reviewed alphabetically. The Hot link, shown above to the left, displays
the record of the user identified in the Logon field.

Add New User

This is blank add user form.
Directions for adding a new user
and the rules and codes are
described in the section below.
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DFO Report

All Users

Note that the All Users list page has an Active Users link so the display can be limited to
just the active users. If you check the contents of the Active column you will see the entry “No”
for some of the users.
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User Form Rules and Codes to Assign User Rights

On the User Form page the CMO
will find buttons to “Save” an edited
record, add a “New” user, and return to
the User List page, but the CMO will
not find a button to delete a user. Once a
user is added to the system, they are kept
in the system forever so that there is an
audit trail regarding who created or
edited the data in this record of the
system. The personal identification
information is displayed in a profile
form when the new user logs on. When
adding a new user, the CMO should
focus on the logon, password and the
user’s access rights. The DFO and GFO
will have an opportunity to complete any
contact-information-fields (First Name,
Last Name, Phone) that are left blank in
the user profile form when they first logon.

The rules and codes regarding the user information and access rights (permission
levels) follow.

The user’s Logon name and Password together form a unique key
field that is not duplicated in the system. The username (Logon) should

normally be in the form of the user’s government email address, but the logon can be a
combination of the first letter from the first name and the full last name if necessary. The actual
user should be identifiable and recognizable from the username.

The Password can be any combination letters, numbers, symbols, characters, and case of up
to 16 positions long. The password can be duplicated in the system with other users’ passwords.
However, if the individual user has more than one login, each of the individual user’s passwords
associated with each login must be unique. Passwords are generally a system’s weakest point of
defense from unwanted intrusion, so, unfortunately, the best password is usually such a
complicated combination of letters, numbers, characters, and symbols that you will never be able
to remember it.

The CMO can add users at two Permission Levels, GFO and DFO. The
DFO can only view and edit their single committee when logged on; the GFO
can view and edit all the committees in their assigned group.

Permission Access is either read-only: 1, or edit: 2. A user needs a
Permission Access of 2 (EDIT) to make changes to the data and add new
information.
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The Start Date is the earliest date that
a user can logon and the End Date is the
last date that a user can logon.

The Active User can be set to “Yes” or “No”. This field is used to turn a
user’s logon rights on or off without having to change all the other settings.

Committee Management Secretariat switches the Active User setting to No for users who have
not logged in for more than one full year.

The Committee for which
the DFO user is responsible
can be set from the “DFO
Committee” pull-down. The
pull down list will display all
the possible committees for the
agency. To select the DFO’s
committee, the CMO clicks on
the correct committee.

The CMO can assign a GFO to an existing group. The
CMO must set up a group before a GFO can be assigned to
that group. The CMO should click “Save” before leaving
the page after completing any changes to a user form.

The Save button save the data entry changes on the page. The New
button displays a blank data entry page for adding a new user. The CMO
returns to the full read-only User List page with the Users List button.
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Saving New Users

The CMO fills in all the contact
information and applies the
permissions and rules to create a
new user, finally “saving” the
information on the new user by
clicking the Save New button. The
CMO can abandon the new record at
any time before the “SAVE” action
by clicking the Cancel button. The
system may overreact quite
negatively if you attempt to create a
duplicate user, so cover your eyes
before you click the Save New
button in doubtful situations.

The GFO Information

The GFO Info
link displays the
Group Information
page, a list of current
groups set up for the
agency. By clicking

the Edit link in the column to the left of the
group name, the CMO will be able to edit the
GFO information for the primary GFO for
the group.
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Editing for the primary
information will be necessary in
those cases where there is more
than one GFO for the group or
where the primary GFO changes
from one year to the next.
Information should be added in the
same categories that were required
for the CMO and the DFOs. All
fields are required except for Prefix,
Middle Name or MI, and Suffix.

The End of FY group

Generally, CMOs and
the Committee
Management Secretariat
have the need during the
first quarter of any new
FY to continue to manage
the advisory committee
process for the current FY.
At the same time, they
need to finalize and verify
the data for the Annual
Comprehensive Review
(ACR) process for the
Fiscal Year that was just
completed. While
advisory committees are a
continuous and ongoing fact of government, the Congress in the Federal Advisory Committee
Act requires that each individual FY of each Advisory Committee’s life be treated as a separate,
discrete, reportable unit. So the fall is a complex time with the ACR being completed while the
new Fiscal Year gets underway. While the ACR is occurring, there are several additional links
found in the End of FY group to support the completion of that process while trying to avoid
confusion. The added links are intuitive, and the CMOs receive a regular inundation of
communications from Committee Management about how to use the links and treat the reporting
period.
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The two additional links appear only for
the CMO, and are not available to the GFO and
DFO. The links are Change FY and
Complete FY200N. The reason they appear
for the CMO is that the CMO needs to work in
both fiscal years. The CMO needs to work in
the reporting fiscal year to complete the ACR.
The CMO also needs to work in the new fiscal
year to create new committees and conduct
necessary consultations on existing
committees. The Change FY link allows the
CMO to move between fiscal years and the Complete FY200N lets the CMO wrap up the
reported ACR and move all of the agency’s verified data forward into the new fiscal year. The
GFO and DFO do not have these links. The major reason for that design choice is that we found
that data was continuously being entered by the DFOs in the wrong FY.

Change FY

Clicking the Change FY link presents a choice between the two
open fiscal years. The CMO user clicks the radio button reflecting
the year to work in and clicks the Change FY button. The CMO is
immediately presented with a Committee List page for the FY
selected. In the new fiscal year the CMO’s actions are limited to
creating new committees with the Add A Committee link on the
Tools line, consultations for existing committees with the
Consultation link on the Committee Menu page, and changing back to the reporting FY with
the Change FY link on the End of FY line. There are other links on the Committee List page
in the new fiscal year, and they are visible and active, but you cannot do much with them until
the ACR is complete and the data has been rolled into the new FY.

Complete FY2007

When the DFOs have completed data entry and data verification for all of their committees,
the GFOs and/or CMOs can complete their verification as well. After the Secretariat staff has
reviewed and passed on the data from their perspective, the CMO can transfer an up-to-date copy
of the completed data to the new fiscal year by clicking the Complete FY2007 link. Of course,
this link will change its name based on the fiscal year being reviewed and completed, and the
new fiscal year getting underway.

There are a variety of messages that will appear
if the CMO should click the Complete FY2007 link
without having completed all of the requirements
that have been defined in the system. If the CMO has not verified all the committees the system
will stop the process with the message above displayed.
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Sometimes the CMO has verified all of the
committees and forgets that the Committee
Management Secretariat desk officer is part of
the ACR process. If the CMO should click the
Complete FY2007 link and the desk officer has
not yet signed off on their review of the data, the
system will stop the process with the message to
the right displayed.

After the Committee Management Secretariat
desk officer completes their review of the data, the
desk officer clicks a link visible on the End of FY
line of their screen of the agency’s Committee List
page. This is the CMS Reviewed link, and, if there
are no coded protections activated by the desk
officer having skipped some vital step, the screen to
the right is displayed.

Usually, however, at the conclusion of the
review, the CMO or the Desk Officer will click the
link and view the following sequence of screens.
First the CMO sees a warning so that the CMO or
desk officer is not tempted to interrupt the process.
It would be reasonable to think that the program has
hung up while the data from some of the larger
agencies is being copied from one fiscal year to the
next, because it takes quite a while and nothing
appears to be visibly happening.
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Once the process has completed, the CMO or
desk officer is presented the final screen,
congratulations on the successful completion of
the ACR. At this point, the CMO or the desk
officer has been logged out of the on-line system.
This is done to try to prevent an accidental return
to the fiscal year data which has just been copied
as final. If the CMO or desk officer did manage to
return to the year that they just reported and
completed, they could then, inadvertently of
course, make further changes to the data.

The next time that anyone from the agency
logs into the system he or she will find themselves
in the new fiscal year. At that point, the only way
to see the previous FY’s data is with the Public
Access link.

The Committee List page and Committee Name Hyperlinks

Committee
hyper-link

The CMO has complete editing rights to all the committee data. Changes to the pages are
made, and meetings, reports, and members are added by linking to the correct data entry page
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through the Committee Menu page. The CMO reaches the Committee Menu page via the
Committee Name hyperlink from the Committee List page.

The Committee List page also keeps the CMO informed of the last time a committee’s data
was updated. The data validation status for completing the reporting year is managed by means
of the date stamps in the DFODate, GFODate, and CMODate columns.

Data Entry at the Committee Level

For further data entry directions, the DFO
System Manual has a complete explanation of the
Committee Menu page options. The links shown
in this manual display that section if you have
opened this document in Microsoft Word. The
menu options include

General Info,
Agency Recommendations,
Reports,
Meetings,
Costs,
Justifications,
Members,
Sub-Committees,
Performance Measures (ACR),
Current Status which is a committee specific subset of the Current Status reports used by

the CMO,
Interest Areas,
Committee Report,
DFO Info,
GFO Info,
CMO Info,
Committee Decision Maker,
View Charter,
Web Site, if one exists and the url has been added to the General Info page,
Mark Verified, and
Consultations.
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You may remember from our discussion long ago and many pages above, when the CMO
views the Committee Menu page from their logon, the CMO sees the link for the Consultations
page. The Consultations page is also available read-only to the DFO so that the DFO can stay
abreast of the committee’s life cycle from the agency perspective.

The Rest of the Story for the CMO

There are many other features and reports available to assist the CMO in the online Shared
Management System, most of which are found and described in the Public System part of the
manual. All of the features and reports are only as useful and accurate as the data is kept up-to-
date. This task falls primarily to the DFOs or their designees. Keeping the system up-to-date
whenever the committee data changes can transforms the Shared Management System into a
highly sought commodity in government: a useful, interagency data sharing and management
tool. The online Shared Management System has been available since 1997. It is a living
system in the sense that it has grown in usefulness and functionality (and size) every year that it
has existed. Some of the improvement is due to the improved technology of the Internet, and a
little can be counted due to the increasing skill of the development team. However, most of the
improvement is due to the feedback, patience, and willingness of the users to participate both in
the development process and with on-line record keeping. The Shared Management System is
truly a shared system that belongs to all of us.
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SECTION V: Committee Management
Secretariat Management Tools and Access to
Advisory Committee Data

The Committee Management Secretariat (CMS) utilizes the Shared Management System to
add and track advisory committees, by agency, in the government-wide, federal, advisory
committee inventory. The Secretariat staff also use the system to add and track government
users. System users, once added, are never deleted from the system. An audit component of the
system links the logged on users to the data the specific users add. Finally, Secretariat staff use
the system, if necessary, to update the information on advisory committees and to collect most of
the information necessary to conduct the Annual Comprehensive Review (ACR) required by the
Federal Advisory Committee Act (FACA). FACA originally and historically required that the
Secretariat provide complete information about the advisory committee environment at least
annually in an annual report of the President to Congress. The web-based database was
originally designed and created to address that requirement. When Congress removed that
requirement in 1999 the emphasis on the use and functionality of the system shifted to
supporting the ACR and the committee consultation requirements of FACA. The system had
been built to include those requirements by allowing the continual updating of committee
information throughout the fiscal year and providing some committee management functionality.
Keeping the data continuously up-to-date converted the system from a focus on history, records,
and reporting, to a focus on management and immediate relevancy. With the yearly addition of
new management functionality based upon the feedback of the DFO, CMO, and Secretariat
users, with the continuous addition of new reporting functionality based upon requests of
government and public users, and with frequent and timely updates by the users, the system
became more useful to everyone, ranging from the interested public user to congressional staff
with oversight responsibility. But first and foremost, the online system was and remains the
central and basic tool which allows the Secretariat to meet the statutory requirements of the
office established by FACA.

What is the Shared Management System?

The FACA Shared Management System is a specialized database on the web. As mentioned
above, the Federal Advisory Committee Act originally required that data about advisory
committees be collected by the President annually and transmitted to Congress for review. This
web-based database was set up by the Secretariat in 1997 to be used by all the government
agencies that have advisory committees to collect that data. Since 1999, the database has been
used to meet FACA’s ACR requirement.

However, it is important to realize the essential limitations of the database design and the
online system. Some insight into the reasons for the limitation can be gleaned from reviewing
the development process and history. The system was built with minimal funds. Not only were
these funds minimal, they were secured in a piecemeal and unpredictable fashion, over a ten year
period, while web technology and infrastructure was changing at lightning speed. Further,
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almost all of this development and support occurred outside of the GSA formal IT support
structure. This should not be viewed as negligent or wrong, it was simply the reality of what was
seen as an inexpensive, small system required by what has probably always been considered an
imposed, fringe office by the agency management.

To accommodate this reality, the system was built modularly and sparingly. Each
modification was initiated and completed within the possibility that the system might have to
operate without any further changes or improvements. This meant that certain of the more
complex components were left out of the system completely. These components, which were
often highly idiosyncratic or otherwise difficult to classify or define, and which required
significant human maintenance and input, were managed by direct access to the database from
outside of the visible web design and structure by a knowledgeable database administrator
(DBA) using Microsoft ACCESS. As the years passed, some if not many of those exterior
components were incorporated into the web design as the developers’ skills increased and as
time and funding resources permitted. The SOP embraced was that when the dichotomy
between useful additional functionality to the daily users, and time-consuming, complex coding
work on the remaining exterior components presented itself, the developers always opted for the
users. This manual will attempt to identify, describe, and include the remaining exterior,
required, and unincorporated human inputs at the end of this section.

The database itself resides in MS SQL Server, running on a MS Windows server. The Web
Server is IIS running on an MS Windows platform. These components are all currently utilizing
a virtual server design strategy on multiple physical servers (2007). The DB is composed of
more than 50 tables containing more than a million records and adds more than 100,000 new
records a year. In addition, many thousands of documents including committee charters, meeting
minutes, committee reports, and other committee documents, requiring many gigabytes of
storage have been and continue to be uploaded to the system. The online system utilizes more
than 500,000 lines of code, written in ASP, HTML, and VBScript, and has many web pages with
data-driven components. The system already has over 21,000 files in 230 folders and requires
almost 4 Gigs of disk space. Since the system continues to allow and encourage users to upload
files it is expected to add between 2 and 4 Gigs of files and records a year, from FY 2007
forward, while it remains in use.

What kind of data is being collected and maintained?

For CMS, the program collects, totals, and displays
 Messages on charter uploads and consultations,
 All of the data entry, data editing, and reporting capabilities of the Public, DFO,

GFO, and CMO components of the system except for the ability to “verify” the data
from the agency perspective at the conclusion of the ACR process, and

 Government wide reports on Performance Measures, Data Totals, Statistics, the
CMO list, potentially Administratively Inactive committees, Current Status issues,
Ceiling report, and Emails,

The program provides access to Maintenance of End-of-Year activities like
 The FY Check Report, which alerts users to problematic data anomalies,
 The Create New Fiscal Year feature,
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 The Turn Reporting FY feature, and
 The Create Annual Reports feature.

The program also provides links that allow the Secretariat to Add a New Agency during the
Fiscal Year if a new committee is created by an agency not currently on the agency list, and to
group agencies for display by desk officer role. The Secretariat manages the consultation
process utilizing the Consultation link on the Committee Menu page when logged in. Finally,
during the End of Year ACR period, the system adds a Change FY link so that the Secretariat
user can switch back and forth between the two years open for reporting and maintenance at the
same time.

How Does the Secretariat Use the System?

The Secretariat user has access to the system with edit and update rights to most of the data
for all the committees via the Internet. Secretariat staff members receive their access rights, their
logon (username), which is their email address, and their initial password from the Committee
Management Secretariat DBA (the system manager). This is done using MS Access to add a
record with CMS rights to the User table. For a review of the user data requirements, see the
Manage Users link of the CMO section of the manual. The CMS staff member with edit rights
can edit or update any committee’s data for the current year. For specific data entry, editing,
navigation, and other system utilization rules, the user should see the DFO, GFO, and CMO
sections of the manual. The only action a Secretariat user cannot execute from his or her own
login is the Verify link the DFO, GFO, and CMO use for the ACR.

The system was designed to capture relevant information when a committee is first added.
The system then carries that information forward from year to year until the information is no
longer accurate and/or required.

A committee is first added to the system by an agency CMO with the Add A Committee
link. The CMO first adds the Committee Name and Establishment Authority, and then enters the
committee’s general information, membership, and estimated cost information requirements,
following the directions and guidance provided by the Secretariat. While it is assumed that the
CMO will have conferred with their Secretariat desk officer prior to taking this establishment
action, if there is sufficient ceiling allocated to the agency, or the committee is non-discretionary,
the system does not have a structure that requires that communication or prevents the CMO from
acting without the Secretariat’s knowledge or consent.

CMS uses the Consultation link found on the Committee Menu page to concur on the
committee establishment for new committees or to otherwise act on existing committees. In a
similar vein to step 1, the consultation process captured by the system does not ensure that the
CMO and agency have taken all the steps required by FACA, i.e., due diligence to avoid
duplication, balance plan, etc. The consultation process between the desk officer and the CMO
should include enough information exchange to satisfy any concerns that sufficient attention is
being paid to those requirements.

CMS adds CMOs as users to the system.
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CMS has the ability to log onto the system and edit any information for completeness and
accuracy. While this is not normally part of the process for most committees and agencies, doing
so may become necessary while a desk officer assists a CMO to complete an agency’s ACR for
any Fiscal Year.

CMS staff can not verify the accuracy and completeness of the committee data for the current
year within the programmed system, although it is possible for the DBA to edit the verification
timestamps directly in the Committee table (Sign Off fields) using MS Access.

The opening screen for the
Shared Management System lets
the CMS user know that they have
found the data repository and lists
their options. Links and Buttons
control navigation throughout the
system. A complete explanation of
the opening screen and the links on
the Home page of the system are
found in the Public Access portion
of this manual.

Logging onto CMS Committee Maintenance Activities

Clicking the Logon link displays the Logon page. The
Logon page has ten hyperlinks, four data fields and one
submit button. In addition to the links previously
mentioned are Presidential Committees, and Presidential
Members, which are reports designed for the White House
Personnel Office. One of the links is an instructional
online movie, How to Logon to a Fido system. The data
fields are the LOGON text box, the PASSWORD text
box, the “I forgot my password” check box, and the “I
WANT TO CHANGE” check box. The submit button is
labeled Continue.

To Logon, the CMS user enters his/her username in the
Logon: text box field (which has the label: Please enter
your Email) and their password in the Password: text box
field (which has the label: Please enter your password).
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When the Continue button is clicked, the program takes the CMS user to the Agency List page.
The system design calls for all registered users to log on with their government e-mail address as
the username.

If the CMS user fills out the User
Profile/Information page, including
their e-mail, than the OOPS check box
will work. To receive an email with
their password, on the Logon Screen
shown on the previous page the user
enters their LOGON, checks OOPS,
and clicks the Continue button.

If the CMS user receives a Logon Error, they should note the error
explanation and contact the DBA to adjust their access rights. If you
enter an incorrect Logon or Password, you receive the “Logon-
Password not correct” error.

If your dates for access
have expired, you receive
“The Logon Date has
been exceeded” error. The
error displays “ask your
CMO”, but in the case of the CMS getting the error, it really means “Ask the DBA”.

If the DBA has designated you as an
“inactive” user, you see the “inactive
logon” error when you attempt to logon.
In this case, the CMS user also calls the
DBA.

Clicking the Presidential Members hyperlink
displays a list of committee members appointed by the
President that are in the current year’s member list.
These two hyperlinked reports are on the Logon page to
remind users logging on that these reports exist at the
request of the White House Personnel office. These
reports, like all of the database’s reports for the current
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year, are only as useful and accurate as the data is kept up-to-date. They are also good reasons
for weekly updates to the system.

These reports, like all of the database’s reports, can be
downloaded to the user’s computer for more direct use and
customization via the Spreadsheet, XML, and ASCII
hyperlinks. The XML selection allows import into almost
any kind of database. The ASCII selection creates a text file
that can be imported into any word processor. None of the
data kept for public accession online is subject to privacy
provisions. Any user may download all of the publicly
accessible stored data in the online system.

The Agency List page

When the CMS user logs on,
the program presents an Agency
List page listing all the agencies
that have advisory committees this
year.

The Agency List page
introduces links and features not
available in the rest of the system.
In addition, some field contents,
like the agency names in the
picture, are displayed as drill-down
hot links for jumping directly to
that agency’s data on the
Committee List page. The data
fields which are hot links are
underlined.

During the ACR period the Change FY link is added to the Tools line of links.

The new links on the Agency List page include Messages on the top navigation line, several
useful totals reports on the Reports line:

 Performance Measures (ACR) Totals,
 GOV Totals,
 GOV Stats,
 CMO report, and
 Admin Inactive.

Several useful management features on the Tools line include:
 Current Status,
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 Maintenance,
 Ceiling Report,
 Get Emails,
 Change FY, when two years are open during the ACR, and
 Add New Agency.

Because of the Secretariat’s specialized tasks the Agency List page also includes the
Committee Quick Find text box and Desk Officer View links to display subgroups of the
agencies grouped by Desk Officer.

Messages

The Messages link is what is
known as a fail safe mechanism and
exists as a record keeping and
workflow backup to the email
system. One of our primary roles in
the Secretariat is consultation with
the CMOs in the agencies on their
committee charters. The
consultation component of the
system records the history of our
charter consultations. Emails are
generated by the system to alert the
parties to the consultation process
that a significant action has
occurred. In the event that the
process that generates the email fails
or that the successful transmission of
the email is otherwise interfered
with, the Messages link displays the
database records of the emails that should be sent by the system. The Secretariat use of the
Messages db could range from infrequent to never, because it only becomes necessary to view
the messages if and when a Secretariat user does not see email consultation alerts and they know
that they should be seeing such alerts. In those cases, the staff doesn’t have to wonder if
messages have been omitted, they can check the Messages db to find out.
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Performance Measures (ACR) Totals Link

The Performance
Measures (ACR) Totals link
provides a summary for all
the committees in the system
and the status of their
reporting on and the totals
thus far for the Performance
Measure questions. In the
screen shot to the right, 109
Committees have had some
part of the Performance
Measure data updated at least
once during the reporting
year and 816 have not yet
been touched. A more
complete discussion of the
questions is found in the Performance Measure Section of the DFO Manual.

The Government Totals Link

The GOVernment
Totals link rolls up all
the historic data that
was originally
collected to generate
the Annual Report of
the President on
Federal Advisory
Committee from 1972
through 1998. This data is still captured about advisory committees. The numbers in the
leftmost column are an archaic holdover to link to the questions posed on the Annual Report
Forms T-820-H, T-821-H, and T-822-H (Front and Back for each).
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Congress and the
President generally
wanted to know for
measurement purposes,
 The number of new

committees,
 The number of

terminated
committees,

 The distribution of
the committees
established by
Congress or the
President or
Agencies,

 The general focus of
the committees,

 The number of reports submitted,
 The number of meetings held and whether the meetings were open or closed,
 The total cost to the government, and
 The number of people involved.

The Active and Inactive lines were added more recently (FY 2003) and refer to committees
for the entire government. Inactive committees must be statutory and have no costs, no
members, no reports, and no meetings in the current year. The accuracy of the complete report at
any point in time during the current year depends upon the frequency and timeliness of
committee information data entry on the most part of the DFOs. The nature of the frequency and
timeliness, to a great extent, depends on the guidance provided by the CMOs or the GFOs to the
DFOs. Glancing at the totals from time to time could aid the Committee Management staffer in
ascertaining what part of the advisory committee community needs their immediate attention.

The Government Statistics Link

The GOVernment Statistics
link presents a quick overview of
the utilization (read frequency
and timeliness of data entry as
discussed above) of the system
thus far this week and this year.
The statistics regarding
verification let the CMS staff
know how close the ACR is to
completion from a committee
workload perspective.
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The CMO Report

The CMO link displays the CMO Report page, which is a list of the Committee
Management Officers for the current year. Of course, the accuracy of the list depends upon the
CMOs keeping their information in the system up to date, and that depends on the Committee
Management Desk Officers staying in frequent communications with the CMOs of their
agencies.

Potentially Administratively Inactive
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The Admin Inactive link displays a government wide report of potentially-inactive, statutory
committees. This link produces an “HTML” report of committees, government-wide, that fit the
criteria. The listing shows statutory committees that have not reported meetings, reports or
costs for the current fiscal year. The Committee Management Desk Officer should be aware that
the link produces a list which can misrepresent committees that have become active during the
current FY. This is so since a significant number of DFOs do not report their committees’ data
until after the CMOs remind them of their responsibility for the ACR. Since the CMOs often do
not remind the DFOs until after Committee Management has provided its annual guidance in
July or August, an inactive committee from the previous FY which has become active can easily
show up on this list if the link is clicked before the conclusion of the ACR. By the same token, it
is also possible to miss committees that have become inactive since the last ACR, since the
reverse is also true.

So why bother? Why do we have a link that produces such a report? Basically we are
concerned because statutory committees that have passed beyond the useful stage of advisory
committees are problematic. A statutory committee cannot be removed from our inventory
unless the original statute included a termination date or a new statute terminating the committee
is passed. This situation results in a significant number of committees which have completed
their work remaining in the committee inventory, and that makes the number of committees
appear larger than it actually is. This skews counts and percentages.

The Administratively Inactive strategy is a Secretariat solution, devised by a past director,
which attempts to address the problem by re-conceptualizing it and putting the information at the
front of the data counts. The process has been provided additional creditability by including
“Administratively Inactive” in the consultation process and by making the classification part of
the ACR. The Desk Officer should feel free to use the link at any time that they might fine the
information helpful, but especially towards the end of the ACR process with a specific agency.
This report is available to the CMOs under the Current Status link. A few CMOs have availed
themselves of the label for committees which no longer function. No higher authority has
objected to this solution thus far.

Current Status

The Current Status page is a set of
reports that should be helpful to the Desk
Officer in scoping out or otherwise managing
and tracking the activities and administrative
details of their part of the advisory committee
community. The page is divided into two
sections, Upcoming Events and Possible
Problems. Upcoming Events (Next 6
Months) displays reports that are useful for
planning and managing anticipated events,
while Possible Problems below displays
reports where discrepancies that “might be
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problems” exist in the data. We should always operate with awareness that the entire shared
system is an attempt to categorize and describe in consistent terms and a unified fashion almost
1000 distinct and uniquely functioning advisory committees within almost 200 distinct and
uniquely functioning offices within 60 distinct and uniquely functioning agencies. The term
“possible” in the possible problems heading is a clue that intelligence should be applied in the
analysis of these reports, and the term “problems” could be entirely the wrong word. The reports
are an assortment of helpful, heads-up and on-guard reports for the Desk Officer and others in
the Committee Management leadership. Reports (signified by a hyperlink) are only generated if
data is present that makes the report potentially relevant or suggests that a “possible” problem
could exist. For instance, the General Info page has a Yes/No response field regarding whether
any committee members are Presidential Appointments. The Members List page has an
appointments field that indicates the source authority of the appointment. Is there a problem if
the pages don’t agree? Usually! Could there be a reasonable explanation for the conflicting
information? Possibly? In all cases, intelligence is to be applied. Keep at the front of your mind
that the report items are potential alerts, not flags that specific content is wrong. More complete
descriptions of each separate report in the possible problems section exists in the DFO, GFO, and
CMO manuals.

You might have noticed that the
sentence above does not mention the
Public Access component or manual.
The “Possible Problems” reports could be
widely misunderstood if displayed
without context in the Public Access
section. Most the problems “go away”
after the ACR is completed each year for
each committee and agency, and the
reports assist in cleaning up the
discrepancies that accrue when multiple
entries are made by multiple users,
sometimes at cross purposes. Many of
these problems are introduced by users
treating the data entry as an annual event
rather than an on-going process. This is not to say that the public cannot produce reports similar
to the Current Status reports from the Database Search component. We just avoid providing
canned reports that are focused on “problems” introduced by timing and a distributed workload
rather than by negligence, and we avoid focusing on “problems” that will disappear when the
data is reviewed and verified.

Maintenance

The Maintenance link is concerned with
 system maintenance for the ACR,
 the creation of the next fiscal year,
 activating the code which allows users to edit

in multiple years while completing the ACR,
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and
 production of a full committee report set when the ACR has been completed for a

particular fiscal year.

The maintenance section and what it does not provide is your strongest clue that the shared
management system is essentially a cyborg (part man, part machine, with the machine part
incomplete without the human component), because the maintenance section does not really
allow the Secretariat user to fix anything that cannot normally be edited within the commonly
available web application framework. The maintenance section has been restricted to allowing
the Secretariat user to switch the ACR functions on and off as appropriate, and it provides a
check to see if data is going “out-of-synch”. In earlier years of the shared management system’s
development process, the maintenance section was also envisioned as providing direct access to
the data tables. However, the ability to use that feature without introducing additional problems
or discrepancies into the data required and continues to require a working knowledge of database
design and management in general and the specific requirements of our Shared Management
System in particular. This has proven to be a difficult if not unfair requirement for the less
experienced and only occasional database manager. In the current system, if things are going
wrong, or data needs to be added from outside the individual data entry record process, or
improperly created records need to be removed, etc., etc., the maintenance section is not the
place to fix them. Some of the more relevant and immediate rules, idiosyncrasies, and
methodologies for those aspects of maintaining the system will be discussed at the end of this
section of the manual.

Fiscal Year Check Report

The FY Check Report link displays the FY Check page,
which displays the set of tables that contain the records that the
db designers expect to see properly connected to the
Committees table. The records in these tables all have a
“child” relationship to their “parent” Committee record in the
Committees table. There must always be a “parent” record if a
“child” record exists. Most of the reports arrive at their totals
by counting the child records. If the records in the tables
should go out of synch, the counts displayed in the reports will
not have validity. The screenshot to the right displays the
“child” tables and does not list any extraneous records. If there
were extra records which were “out-of-synch”, they would
display under the table where they resided. The fact that no messed up records are displayed
does not mean that everything in the database is OK, it simply means that this one problem does
not exists. But we found this error-check a useful flag. Our experience showed us for a couple
of years running that this problem always existed when the database had some other, more
serious problems. As a result, we developed this error-check as a bell-weather for the other,
equally serious but more hidden problems.
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Create New Fiscal Year

The Create New Fiscal Year for FY200X link
displays a page which allows the Secretariat user to
create the next fiscal year in the database. As the
page emphasizes, this is a process that is only run
once, usually at the earliest possible date in the new
fiscal year. The selection of the YES Run Process
button copies the committee records of all
committees that exist in the current fiscal year which
is finishing into the next fiscal year which is just
starting. Any committees that have been terminated
in the system are not copied. The child records are not copied at this point because the DFO and
CMO user might still be engaged in the process of completing their update, review and
validation of those records. The child records for each committee are copied to the new fiscal
year later, at the conclusion of the agency’s ACR for the finishing fiscal year. This Create New
Fiscal Year feature is used in conjunction with the Turn Reporting FY OFF ON link below.

Turn Reporting FY On or Off

The Turn Reporting FY OFF ON link activates the links, Change FY, Complete FY,
CMS Reviewed, which display on the End of FY line of the CMOs Committee List page. The
Change FY link displays on the Tools line of the Agency List page for the Secretariat user.
These links are for the ACR process and can only be viewed and clicked by the CMOs and
Secretariat users when the ON link of the Turn Reporting FY OFF ON is clicked.

Create Full Committee Report Sets

The Create Full Committee Report Sets link creates web documents of all the committee
reports for the agencies for all the agencies at once.
The resulting web documents are stored in the AR
directory of the FACADatabase web site. After
they are created the web documents are displayed
by the All Annual link, visible in the Reports list
of links on the Committee List page while
viewing an agency’s data in the Public Access
section of the system for a specific year. When the
All Annual link is clicked, the document that is
displayed contains all the Committee Reports for
that agency for that year. Since this feature was created before the Performance Measures
component was envisioned, the resulting document does not include the Performance Measures
report data.

Since the web document contains all of the data previously collected for the annual report for
the committee and the agency, the document serves a second and perhaps even more useful
purpose. Text documents can be searched by an index feature on the server, and this increases
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the search ability of committee data for the public user. The developers used this process as a
solution to permit a semblance of data searching without the implementation of MSSQL’s full
text search feature, which was beyond the capability and funding scope of the first version of the
shared management system.

Please be warned that the system developers discovered that the feature is sensitive to
processing errors introduced by the occasional incomplete or inaccurate data. When the user
combines that reality with the potential size of the eventual document produced by the code for
an agency like HHS, which can be well over 1500 pages long, the resulting problem becomes
obvious. The execution is going to take a significant amount of time during which the
processing will be very vulnerable to overlooked or ignored delinquent data entry. The
likelihood that this feature’s code will have a problem with the data has a very high probability.
This feature should only be executed when the ACR is well past completion and nothing else is
going on with the system. In addition, the system managers should have achieved a high
confidence in the completeness of the data. Finally, only do this if time and attention can be
devoted to the outcomes and products if the execution does hang up. The time and attention will
have to be provided by whoever is currently providing database administration and web support
to the shared management system. In the past, when the process failed, the system managers
found that it was most efficient to

 first, identify the agency where the coding failed,
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 second, re-examine and clean up that agency’s data,
 third, delete the web documents that had been created for the year in question up to

the crash point, and
 last, re-execute the code by clicking the link again.

This might seem like a lot of trouble to go through to facilitate a search capability that may
not get that much use. The previous developers concur with that thought and had a certain
amount of ambivalence about how far to take this feature and how useful it would ever prove to
be. But if and when the Secretariat starts down the road of how useful and for what purpose, the
entire system, with all of its discrete components, is a candidate for re-examination.

The Ceiling Report

The Ceiling Report
page displays the
distribution of agency
ceilings for discretionary
committees. The
discretionary ceiling data
which produces this report
is maintained in the
Agency Table. The
Agency table is only
currently accessible in the
MS SQL database
utilizing a program like
MS Access. The ceiling
report supports
compliance with the
Clinton EO limiting the
number of discretionary committees. It should be noted that the ceiling report does not report the
ceiling distribution accurately during the ACR period. This is because the ceiling report displays
information on the breakdown of the number of committees in each agency by establishment
authority. The information that informs that breakdown is found in the General Information
table. The necessary records are not added to the General Information table in the new fiscal
year for committees in agencies that have not yet completed the ACR for the previous fiscal
year. This generally has the effect that the ceiling report is not completely accurate from
October through February. This has not been a major issue government wide during the life of
the shared management system because the gap between the ceiling established by the relevant
Executive Order (534) and the actual number of chartered discretionary committees has never
closed to within 50 “slots” during that time. But the concept remains an issue because agencies
have a continuing need to create new committees during the first two quarters of the fiscal year
while the ceiling report is an unanswered question requiring some manual calculation. A
satisfactory resolution will require database redesign and a new system.
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Get Emails

The Get Emails link displays a list
of email combinations that can be
displayed and then cut and pasted to
facilitate mass “e-mailings”. The list is
selected from the email field of the
Users table. The list contains those
users who are active and fit the criteria.
This means that the CMOs selected for
the email list will be all the users who
have been given CMO rights in the
shared management system. This will
generally include both the CMO of
Record for an agency, and the people
who do the CMO work for an agency.
In larger agencies this is often more than
one person. The shared management
system links to the agency CMO on the
Committee Menu page. This is most
often the person we identify as the CMO
of record. However, we have occasionally found that information in emails sent to this person is
not disseminated. We have also occasionally found that this person is not a system user.

Similar
anomalies hold
true for users with
DFO rights.
Sometimes the
DFO of record,
who also is linked
to on the
Committee
Menu page, is
simply a
figurehead. The
person who needs the communications and guidance from the Secretariat, the person who
performs all of the DFO duties, often has DFO rights in the Users table but is otherwise
unknown. All of these discrepancies have forced us to choose the Users table as the source of
the emails for this contact list.
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Change Fiscal Year

Clicking the Change FY link presents a choice between the two
open fiscal years. The CMS user clicks the radio button reflecting
the year to work in and clicks the Change FY button. The CMS is
immediately presented with an Agency List page for the FY
selected. In the new fiscal year, useful actions are pretty much
limited to creating new committees with the Add New Agency link
on the Tools line, consultations for existing committees with the
Consultation link on the Committee Menu page, and changing back to the reporting FY with
the Change FY link.

Add New Agency

The Add New Agency link displays a blank data entry
record with the fields of information that we would like to
have when we add a new agency to the Federal Advisory
Committee Agency list. Generally, we expect about 40 to
45 agencies to continuously have advisory committees all
of the time. We also can expect another 5 to 15 agencies to
create from 1 to 5 committees, as they need them, from
time to time. This feature allows Committee Management
to add an agency to the agency list if it is not already on the
list. It is not really appropriate to add an agency if the
agency does not have CMO information, although the
CMO information for an agency new to the FACA
community can often be expected to change. An agency
must exist in the list before a committee can be created for
the agency. Sometime a committee and an agency are
interchangeable. In those cases, the agency and committee
must be created separately in the system, and the agency
must be created first.

The other side of the coin is deleting an agency. When an agency does not have a committee
during the entire fiscal year, the agency is deleted from the agency list for that year. Our agency
list is totally dependent upon the committee inventory and not upon the number of agencies
established as part of the federal government. Deleting an agency is found on the Tools list of
links on the Committee List page for a specific agency. This feature is discussed later in the
manual.
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Committee Quick Find

The Committee Quick Find feature is a data entry box
combined with a Go button. The Secretariat and the Public user
both see such a feature on the Agency List page. The feature
allows the partial entry of a committee name or an exact
committee number to facilitate the quick location of a specific
committee.

If the user inserts the exact committee number, the system
jumps directly to the committee’s Committee Menu page.

If the user inserts part
of a committee name, the
system provides a list of
committee names that
include the inserted text as
hot links. From that point
the user can further select
the precise committee of interest, and jump to that committee’s Committee Menu page. If the
user guessed wrong about the name, the user can click the browser back arrow or button to return
to the Agency List page and the Committee Quick Find feature.

Desk Officer View

The Desk Officer View feature allows
the Secretariat user to display a smaller list
of agencies on an Agency List page that is
restricted to the agencies assigned to the
Desk Officer. Once the restricted set is
displayed, the user can either select from
the reduced agency set or select any of the
other links on the page. The only link on
the page that is affected by the reduced
agency set is the Score 300 link, all the
other links function as if the entire agency
and committee inventory is available.
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The Score 300 link displays a reduced, desk officer specific, Score 300. Choosing any of
the other links discards the restriction on the agency list displayed and, at the conclusion of the
links functionality, returns the user to an Agency List page where all the agencies are displayed.

The Agency List and other Agency Features for the Secretariat

Selecting an agency
from the Agency List
page displays the
Committee List page for
the agency and most of
the links which are
available for the agency
CMO. The links, sorting,
and display capabilities
of the page are discussed
in great detail in the Public System and CMO parts of the manual set. For the Secretariat user,
the Tools list of links does display a couple additional options, Desk Officer and Delete
Agency. In addition, during the ACR, the End of FY list of links displays Complete FY2007
and CMS Reviewed.
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Desk Officer

The Desk Officer link displays the question set
that a desk officer would want to complete while
auditing the FACA compliance of an agency. At
this point, ten years into the use of the shared
management system and four years into the
implementation of the desk officer role, this feature
remains available but unused, essentially a good
idea thwarted by lack of time and resources. We
anticipate that this feature will be carried forward
into any future version of the system.

Delete Agency

The Delete Agency link allows the Secretariat user to delete an agency with no committees.
While this action could be executed at any time during the fiscal year, it should probably only be
done after the ACR has been initiated in July or August and as close to but before the end of the
fiscal year rollover. This timing avoids copying an agency with no committees to the next fiscal
year when the desk officer has determined that the agency in question indeed has had no active
committee at any point during the fiscal year being reviewed. If you are wondering how an
agency with no committees gets into the agency list in system in the first place you are
displaying a serious lack of imagination.

CMS Reviewed

After the Committee Management Secretariat desk officer
completes their review of the data, the desk officer clicks a
link visible on the End of FY line of their screen of the
agency’s Committee List page. This is the CMS Reviewed
link, and, if there are no coded protections activated by the
desk officer having skipped some vital step, the screen to the
right is displayed.
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If the Desk Officer should click
the CMS Reviewed link before the
CMO has verified all the committees
in their agency, the message to the
right is displayed. Sometimes the CMO will let the Desk Officer know that the agency if
finished. Later, while the Desk Officer is reviewing the information a DFO will contact the
CMO that something needs to be changed, and the CMO will either change it or “unlock” the
committee so that the DFO can change it. Meanwhile the Desk Officer completes his or her
review, and, not knowing that further changes have been made requiring further verification on
the agency’s part, clicks the CMS Reviewed link. The code tests for verification, finds some
committees unverified, and displays the message above. This is not a bad thing, but if you want
to avoid it, check the Score 300 or the Committee List page one last time for complete
verification before clicking the CMS Reviewed link.

Complete FY2007

When the DFOs have completed data entry and data verification for all of their committees,
the GFOs and/or CMOs can complete their verification as well. After the Secretariat staff has
reviewed and passed on the data from their perspective, the CMO can transfer an up-to-date copy
of the completed data to the new fiscal year by clicking the Complete FY2007 link. Of course,
this link will change its name based on the fiscal year being reviewed and completed, and the
new fiscal year getting underway.

There are a variety of
messages that will appear if the
CMO should click the
Complete FY2007 link without
having completed all of the requirements that have been defined in the system. If the CMO has
not verified all the committees the system will stop the process with the message above
displayed.

Sometimes the CMO has verified all of the
committees and forgets that the Committee
Management Secretariat desk officer is part of the
ACR process. If the CMO should click the
Complete FY2007 link and the desk officer has not
yet signed off on their review of the data, the system
will stop the process with the message to the right
displayed.
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Usually, however, at the conclusion of the
review, the CMO or the Desk Officer will click the
link and view the following sequence of screens.
First the user sees a warning so that either the CMO
or the Desk Officer is not tempted to interrupt the
process. It would be reasonable to think that the
program has hung up while the data from some of the
larger agencies is being copied from one fiscal year
to the next, because it takes quite a while and nothing
appears to be visibly happening.

Once the process has completed, the CMO or Desk Officer
is presented the final screen, congratulations on the successful
completion of the ACR. At this point, the CMO or the Desk
Officer has been logged out of the on-line system. This is done
to try to prevent an accidental return to the fiscal year data
which has just been copied as final. If the CMO or Desk Officer
did manage to return to the year that they just reported and
completed, they could then, inadvertently of course, make
further changes to the data.

The next time that anyone from the agency logs into the
system he or she will find themselves in the new fiscal year. At
that point, the only way to see the previous FY’s data is with the
Public Access link.
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The Committee List and Other CMO Links

The CMS user selects an agency with the mouse pointer (note the change in color of the
agency name), and by clicking on the highlighted agency, drills down to the Committee List
page. A complete discussion of how to quickly locate an agency or a committee is available in
the Public Access part of the manual. To explore the CMO Reports and Tools links on the
Committee List page, including the Add a Committee link, the Secretariat user should review
the CMO System part of the manual, Section IV.
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Manage Groups

The Manage Groups
link deserves a brief
discussion because it
requires ongoing
maintenance by the CMO
as new committees are
created within the agency
inventory. It is not
unusual for a desk officer
to get a call from the CMO
or a GFO, especially
during the ACR, with the
“complaint that the GFO
cannot see all the
committees in their group.
This is often due to the
fact that when the CMO
created the new
committee, they did not
immediately add the new committee to the group to which it logically belonged. While the desk
officer can add the committee to the group as well, this task is best handled by asking the CMO
when new committees are created if group considerations apply. Directions for creating groups
and adding committees to groups are found in the CMO Help manual.

Manage Users

The Manage Users link deserves treatment for a similar reason. When the Secretariat user
looks at an agency’s user list, they see the same list and features as the CMO, however there is
one significant difference. The Secretariat user’s list includes CMOs and the Secretariat user can
create CMO users. For this reason alone, the desk officer should review every agency list of
users to see if CMO logon are present with active rights for CMOs who have moved on to other
roles. For a complete review of the rules and functionality of the Users List page and the Users
Form page, the desk officer should review the CMO or GFO Help manuals. An important point
to remember is that the Level and Access fields provide the rights a user has when working with
the system. Levels are CMS, CMO, GFO, and DFO. Access is 1 for Read-only or 2 for Edit.
To make changes to data and save the changes the ACCESS must be 2.

Not only should the desk officer review the Users List page for CMOs that should be made
inactive or to extend existing CMO end dates, the desk officer should actively manage the CMO
regarding the CMOs list of users. If the Users List page shows active users with expired end
dates, the CMO deserves a gentle nudge. Users can’t keep their data up to date if they can’t log
on.
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Committee Menu Secretariat Links

After selecting a committee from the Committee List
page the CMS user drills down to the Committee Menu
page. From the Committee Menu page the CMS user
can edit data on any of the Web pages or can work with
the Consultation link or the Delete Committee link. A
complete discussion of data entry with the Committee
Menu page links is found in the DFO System part of the
manual, Section II. The Consultation process is also
discussed in the CMO part of the System manual,
Section IV.

Delete Committee

The Delete Committee link is visible to the Secretariat user and is available for removal of a
committee. This feature becomes necessary when a committee is rolled over to a new fiscal year
and then, later, after the ACR has been completed, the desk officer and the CMO agree that the
committee was actually terminated the previous year. This feature should be used very carefully
since if a committee is deleted from a year in which it was active and functioning, all the
members, meeting, report, cost, and subcommittee data is lost as well. In short, every data
change made to the committee in the shared management system is lost for that year.

The Consultation Process

The consultation process and the use of the Consultation link on the Committee Menu page
is a central part of the Secretariat’s committee tracking and management process. The GSA
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Rule provides the requirements for establishing and terminating advisory committees. The
requirements vary depending on the establishing entity and the source of authority for the
advisory committee. The Rule thoroughly covers the procedures associated with the
establishment, renewal, reestablishment, and termination of advisory committees. These
procedures include consulting with the Secretariat, preparing and filing an advisory committee
charter, publishing notice in the Federal Register, and amending an advisory committee charter.

The following information is the Secretariat’s current guidance. FACA identifies four
sources of authority for establishing an advisory committee:

1. Required by statute. By law where the Congress establishes an advisory committee, or
specifically directs the President or an agency to establish it (non-discretionary);

2. Presidential authority. By Executive order of the President or other Presidential directive
(non-discretionary);

3. Authorized by statute. By law where the Congress authorizes, but does not direct the
President or an agency to establish it (discretionary); or

4. Agency authority. By an agency under general authority in title 5 of the United States
Code or under other general agency-authorizing statutes (discretionary).

An advisory committee automatically terminates two years after its date of
establishment unless:

 The statutory authority used to establish the advisory committee provides a different
duration;

 The President or agency head determines that the advisory committee has fulfilled the
purpose for which it was established and terminates the advisory committee earlier;

 The President or agency head determines that the advisory committee is no longer
carrying out the purpose for which it was established and terminates the advisory
committee earlier; or

 The President or agency head renews the committee not later than two years after its date
of establishment in accordance with §102-3.60. If an advisory committee needed by the
President or an agency terminates because it was not renewed in a timely manner, or if
the advisory committee has been terminated under the provisions of §102-3.30(b), it can
be reestablished in accordance with §102-3.60.

When an advisory committee terminates, the agency shall notify the Secretariat of the
effective date of the termination.

The procedures required to establish, renew, or reestablish a discretionary advisory
committee:

 Consult with the Secretariat. Before establishing, renewing, or reestablishing a
discretionary advisory committee and filing the charter as addressed later in §102-3.70,
the agency head must consult with the Secretariat. As part of this consultation, agency
heads are encouraged to engage in constructive dialogue with the Secretariat. With a full
understanding of the background and purpose behind the proposed advisory committee,
the Secretariat may share its knowledge and experience with the agency on how best to
make use of the proposed advisory committee, suggest alternate methods of attaining its
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purpose that the agency may wish to consider, or inform the agency of a pre-existing
advisory committee performing similar functions.

 Include required information in the consultation. Consultations covering the
establishment, renewal, and reestablishment of advisory committees must, as a minimum,
contain the following information:

 Explanation of need. An explanation stating why the advisory committee is essential to
the conduct of agency business and in the public interest;

 Lack of duplication of resources. An explanation stating why the advisory committee's
functions cannot be performed by the agency, another existing committee, or other means
such as a public hearing; and

 Fairly balanced membership. A description of the agency's plan to attain fairly balanced
membership. The plan will ensure that, in the selection of members for the advisory
committee, the agency will consider a cross-section of those directly affected, interested,
and qualified, as appropriate to the nature and functions of the advisory committee.
Advisory committees requiring technical expertise should include persons with
demonstrated professional or personal qualifications and experience relevant to the
functions and tasks to be performed.

The public notification requirements for discretionary advisory committees: A notice to
the public in the Federal Register is required when a discretionary advisory committee is
established, renewed, or reestablished.

1. Procedure. Upon receiving notice from the Secretariat that its review is complete in
accordance with §102-3.60(a), the agency must publish a notice in the Federal Register
announcing that the advisory committee is being established, renewed, or reestablished.
For the establishment of a new advisory committee, the notice also must describe the
nature and purpose of the advisory committee and affirm that the advisory committee is
necessary and in the public interest.

2. Time required for notices. Notices of establishment and reestablishment of advisory
committees must appear at least 15 calendar days before the charter is filed, except that
the Secretariat may approve less than 15 calendar days when requested by the agency for
good cause. This requirement for advance notice does not apply to advisory committee
renewals, notices of which may be published concurrently with the filing of the charter.

The charter filing requirements: No advisory committee may meet or take any action until
a charter has been filed by the Committee Management Officer (CMO) designated in accordance
with section 8(b) of the Act, or by another agency official designated by the agency head.

1. Requirement for discretionary advisory committees. To establish, renew, or reestablish a
discretionary advisory committee, a charter must be filed with:
 The agency head;
 The standing committees of the Senate and the House of Representatives having

legislative jurisdiction of the agency, the date of filing with which constitutes the
official date of establishment for the advisory committee;

 The Library of Congress, Anglo-American Acquisitions Division, Government
Documents Section, Federal Advisory Committee Desk, 101 Independence Avenue,
SE, Washington, DC 20540-4172; and

 The Secretariat.
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2. Requirement for non-discretionary advisory committees. Charter filing requirements for
non-discretionary advisory committees are the same as those in paragraph (a) of this
section, except the date of establishment for a Presidential advisory committee is the date
the charter is filed with the Secretariat.

3. Requirement for subcommittees that report directly to the Government. Subcommittees
that report directly to a Federal officer or agency must comply and include in a charter
the information required.

The information which must be included in the charter of an advisory committee: An
advisory committee charter is intended to provide a description of an advisory committee’s
mission, goals, and objectives. It also provides a basis for evaluating an advisory committee's
progress and effectiveness. The charter must contain the following information:

1. The advisory committee’s official designation;
2. The authority that is establishing the committee and the reference that it is being

established in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act
(FACA), 5 U.S.C. App.

3. The objectives and the scope of the advisory committee's activity;
4. The period of time necessary to carry out the advisory committee's purpose(s);
5. The agency or Federal officer to whom the advisory committee reports;
6. The agency responsible for providing the necessary support to the advisory committee;
7. A description of the duties for which the advisory committee is responsible and

specification of the authority for any non-advisory functions;
8. The estimated annual costs to operate the advisory committee in dollars and person years;
9. * Provide a statement that a full-time or permanent part-time employee of the agency will

serve as the Designated Federal Officer (DFO) and the DFO (or designee) will approve or
call all of the advisory committee’s and subcommittees’ meetings, prepare and approve
all meeting agendas, attend all committee and subcommittee meetings, adjourn any
meeting when the DFO determines adjournment to be in the public interest, and chair
meetings when directed to do so by the official to whom the advisory committee reports.

10. The estimated number and frequency of the advisory committee’s meetings;
11. The planned termination date, if less than two years from the date of establishment of the

advisory committee;
12. * Provide the estimated number of members, a description of the expertise required

and/or groups to be represented in order to achieve a fairly balanced membership and
whether the committee will be composed of SGEs, representatives or members from both
groups.

13. * Provide a statement as to who has the authority to create subcommittees (the FACA
committee or only the agency) and that subcommittees must report back to the parent
committee, and do not provide advice directly to the agency.

14. * Provide a statement that the records of the committee shall be handled in accordance
with General Records Schedule 26, Item 2. Committee records consist of, among other
things, all papers, documents, and emails pertinent to its establishment, membership,
policy, organization, deliberations, findings, and recommendations, including its charter,
members' appointment letters, agendas, determinations for closed meetings, briefing
materials, minutes, transcripts, audiovisual materials, reports made or received, and all
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documents related to its proceedings. These records shall be available for public
inspection and copying, subject to the Freedom of Information Act, 5 U.S.C. 552.

15. The name of the President’s delegate, agency, or organization responsible for fulfilling
the reporting requirements of section 6(b) of the Act, if appropriate; and

16. The date the charter is filed.

* Although these sections are not explicitly required (at this time), the Secretariat
recommends that they be included in an attempt to improve the overall charter and provide
additional information for interested parties.

The Consultation Information Page

The Consultation link displays the Consultation Information page. The Consultation
Information page is filled out by both the CMO user and the Secretariat user.

The first consultation record is created by the system for new committees established since
the development of the first version of the shared management system. When the CMO adds a
new committee the system creates the first consultation record at the same time that it creates the
committee parent record and all of the committee’s child records. The consultation records are a
bit different from the rest of the committee child records, however, in the sense that they exists
across years as a history of the consultation life of the committee, while the rest of the committee
records have a single fiscal year orientation.
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The first consultation record for a new committee is
always an Establishment and the first editor of the
consultation record is the CMO establishing the new
committee. The system automatically generates the
Consultation number and enters the Received Date. The
CMO selects the Consultation Type. While the
Consultation number contents and meaning is obvious, the
Consultation Type and Received Date fields are less so.

The Consultation Type for a new committee will
always be an Establishment. The remaining choices and
the appropriate circumstances for the choices are
explained in the Help column on the Consultation
Information form page and below.

The Received Date is populated with the current date when the consultation record is created
and marks the date the consultation process clock starts ticking. Back in the days of snail mail
and frequently exchanged phone messages, Committee Management had a two week window to
review and respond to the materials sent by the agency for the purposes of committee
establishment. All of this process is designed to follow and operate consistently with Subpart
B—How Are Advisory Committees Established, Renewed, Reestablished, and
Terminated?—of the GSA Final Rule.

The Consultation Types for committees that have already been established and whose initial
charter is reaching the end of its life are:

 Administratively Inactive - This type is applied when the committee is a statutory
committee which has completed its work and is no longer functioning but the legislation
to terminate it has not been passed.

 Amendment - This type is selected when amending an existing charter. This
consultation is used for committee name changes and charter content changes between
renewals and does not affect the charter renewal date.

 Establishment - This type is selected when creating a new committee for the first time.
 Re-establishment - This type is selected when a committee has been terminated and is

being restored to a functioning state, or when a committee has had a lapsed charter for
longer than 3 or 4 months.

 Renewal - This type is selected for committees whose charters are currently active and
being renewed for another two year period. This is the normal and default selection for
existing committees.

 Termination - This type is selected when committees are being terminated.

While the selection for a new committee is always an Establishment, initiated by the CMO
when they act in the system to create a new committee, the CMO should initiate that consultation
and all subsequent consultations with the knowledge and awareness of their desk officer. The
system alerts all the relevant parties to the consultative actions with emails. An email is
generated every time a change is made and saved to a consultation record. While it is not unusual
for a new committee to appear out of the blue, this is not desired as a common practice and
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should probably be seen as a signal to the desk officer of the need to review the consultation
process and remaining committee inventory with the agency CMO.

The remaining fields on the Consultation
Information form are:

Concurred Date,
Charter Date,
Charter Terminated,
Designation Review Date,
Comments, and
CMO Remarks.

The Concurred Date is the date that the
Secretariat Desk Officer for the agency in
question concurred on the consultation. A
concurrence is required only in the case of
discretionary committees and concurrence is not
approval but agreement that FACA has been
complied with.

The Charter Date is the date the charter and its accompanying filing letters are mailed to the
appropriate congressional oversight committees. The Charter Date is not the date the charter is
signed.

The Charter Terminated field is used for multiple purposes, depending upon the committee
charter and other relevant circumstances. If the charter language or authorizing legislation or EO
terminates the committee on a specific date, that date can be entered in this field. Using the data
field in this way does not affect the renewal date. It the consultation type is “Termination”, the
precise date of termination is entered in the Charter Terminated field. In past versions of
Secretariat tracking systems, the Charter Terminated field was also populated with a date two
years from the charter. However, since that information is redundant of the renewal date, we
have dropped requiring that calculation.

The Designation Review Date is a field currently used to reflect the last time that
membership designations were reviewed for members of the committee. This field does not
need to be populated on every consultation record. It only really needs to be entered once
between the beginning of FY 2006 and the end of FY 2008.

The Comments field is reserved for remarks and notes recorded by the Desk Officer during
the consultation process.

The CMO Remarks field is reserved for remarks and notes recorded by the CMO during the
consultation process.

Only one record should be created for each charter cycle, unless the consultation type is
“Administratively Inactive” or an Amendment or a Termination. Generally, a CMO would
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initiate an Admin Inactive consultation with the desk officer during an ACR. This is done when
their mutual review of a committee has determined that the committee is statutory, has
completed its work during a previous fiscal year, and had no costs or meetings or members or
reports during the year being reviewed. Once a committee has been made Administratively
Inactive, it does not require a further consultation unless it is Terminated or Re-established.
The Desk Officer would ascertain from the CMO that the Administratively Inactive
committee’s status has not changed during the ACR for the agency.

A CMO would initiate an Amendment to a charter at any point in the charter cycle that the
need for the amendment appeared. Adding an amendment creates a new consultation with the
same charter filing date as the committee’s last Establishment or Renewal consultation, and the
amended charter is uploaded to the system when the amended charter is sent to the congressional
oversight committees. A Desk Officer needs to concur for amendments to discretionary charters.

A Termination consultation can be initiated by the CMO at any point in the cycle that a
committee’s work has been completed.

The Outside Maintenance Part of the System

Working with a database presents challenges and often there are situations and aspects of the
work done in Committee Management where actions have to be taken “outside of the rules” for
either data entry or data maintenance purposes. A normal, well-designed and completely
finished, tracking and maintenance system presupposes and “pretends” that everything can be
planned for and programmed for within a limited set of rules. The truth is that there will always
be something that wasn’t considered, perhaps didn’t even exist, and certainly doesn’t fit within
the designed system. That has to be acknowledged up front for the Shared Management System,
because it is an attempt to impose some uniformity on the nature of the data collected from and
for unique agencies set up by unique laws for unique circumstances and requirements in a
government that changes with every congress and administration. The idea here is to collect
consistent data from these unique agencies, each of which has been given at least some limited
authority to interpret the law for itself and its own purposes. To include or otherwise keep a
handle on the events and circumstances in the Shared Management System which were not
addressed in the simplified model we originally imposed on the complex, governmental reality
we call FACA implementation, we have utilized direct access to the data with Microsoft Access.
Generally, anything and everything that is read-only and inaccessible in other parts of the system
can be edited directly with Microsoft Access. The Secretariat user using a direct access to the
MSSQL data as an approach to system data maintenance should be very careful because there
are no safeguards preventing mistakes, and there is no “UNDO” button.
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Over the years we have added many modules to the web application in our attempts to
expand the system to accommodate the features requested or features we identified as making the
system more comprehensive, inclusive, and supportive to the FACA communities’ needs. Often,
when we expanded the system or added features to accommodate new initiatives, we did not
have the resources, time, interest or certainty that we could or would completely “finish” the
component. Some “unfinished” components dealt with directly in MSSQL by means of
Microsoft ACCESS are:

 Adding Secretariat users,
 Editing the Verification timestamp,
 Producing the ACR reports,
 Removing subcommittees,
 Removing or correcting individual or bulk records that were either added in error or

added for one year only,
 Producing special reports based on specific criteria,
 Uploading bulk data files for meetings, members, etc., and
 Providing a useful search facility.

Adding Secretariat Users

All the users of the system can be added by a user of the component with the next higher
rights. The Public Access user and all the other users have read only rights to the Public Access
component by default. The GFO user can create the DFO users for his or her committees. The
CMO user can create GFO and DFO users for the groups and committees in his or her agency.
The Secretariat user can create CMO and GFO and DFO users for all the agencies, groups, and
committees in the system. Only the DBA with access to the DB via Microsoft Access can create
the Secretariat user. There is no explanation here about how to do it, because if the person doing
it needs an explanation, they should not be doing it. However, the data rules for the user fields
are the same for the Secretariat user as for any other user in the system.

Editing the Verification Timestamp

There have been instances over the years where the DFO and/or the CMO did not report and
verify the data required for conducting the ACR. It is likely that there will continue to be such
instances in the future. In the past instances, the DBA had to take extra steps to complete the
ACR process for those agencies and then produce the ACR reports that accurately reported the
status of those committees, agencies, and the resulting government totals. To complete the ACR
and rollover, the DBA had to log in as the CMO and verify the committee(s). Later, the DBA
would have to produce the ACR reports with the incomplete committees and agencies flagged.
The ACR reports are done after the data was rolled over to the new fiscal year. To produce the
report, the DBA has to go back and remove the “DateCompleted” timestamp from the
Committee(s)’ record(s) for the reported year.
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Producing the ACR Reports

The last Annual Report of the President to Congress on Federal Advisory Committees was
the report prepared for FY 1998. Since that time, the contents of those reports has been
essentially replicated online, every year since FY 1998. The DBA prepares the reports and posts
them online at some point after the ACR has been completed for one FY and before it is begun
for the following FY. The reports are found on the Public Access page and displayed by the
Annual Comprehensive Reviews button. The reports have been provided since 1999 for both
continuity and comparison purposes. The process is not difficult, since the reports are modeled
on the reports provided each of the previous years, and a DBA with sufficient Microsoft
ACCESS report design knowledge should be able to look at the design and requirements of one
year’s reports and then properly prepare the foundation queries and report designs to produce the
new year’s reports. Five reports are involved. Describing how to do it if you do not know MS
ACCESS well enough to do it without directions would require a both a textbook and more time
than it has taken to write all of the system’s manuals. None of this stuff seems difficult if you
know how or have learned how, and none of it can be done or stumbled upon in a lifetime if you
don’t.

Removing Subcommittees

Removing subcommittees is one of the functions handled with direct access to the DB.
While we built the ability to add subcommittees to a committee into the CMO and Secretariat
modules, we did not include a delete option. This is due to the distributed nature of
responsibility for maintaining the Shared Management System. Adding data can usually be
undone by the same user without undoing any other users’ work. Deleting data cannot be
undone without restoring a backup from an earlier point in time. Deleting data from a field or
deleting a record has the potential of undoing the work of anywhere from one to several users.
Restoring a backup has the potential of undoing the work of an enormous number of users. As a
result we have made the choice that we will allow the users to add some items, like
subcommittees, which we will only allow a skilled DBA to remove.

When a subcommittee needs to be removed for a specific fiscal year, the CMO must first
make sure that member, meeting, or report data records still attached to the subcommittee are
accounted for elsewhere and then removed, and that the costs and support for the subcommittee
are zeroed out. One of our data management SOPs is we never delete a data record unless we
have discussed the specific record with its owner. And even when we have discussed it, we
prefer that the user/owner remove the record themselves if the system allows them to do so. To
remove the subcommittee, we first have to delete its associated cost record, and then we have to
delete the committee record for the specific subcommittee. The database structure itself will not
allow the deletion of a committee record if any “child” data records still exist. Deleting
subcommittees that were either not relevant or otherwise not used during the fiscal year generally
has only occurred during the ACR review period. However the ACR review period has extended
sometimes from July through February.
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Removing Duplicate or Extra Consultation Records

Sometimes CMOs or Secretariat users add a new consultation when the proper action would
be to edit a partially-completed, existing consultation. Sometimes this “mistake” could be due to
inexact instructions or mixed up communications between the CMO and the desk officer. Much
of the time, however it appears to be due to infrequent use of the consultation feature by the user
and/or lack of communications between the CMO and desk officer before the system is used for
the consultation process. This situation is cleaned up by the desk officer letting the DBA know
which Committee is involved and which consultation record should be removed. This is
managed by the DBA with direct access to the consultation table.

Uploading Data Files

Uploading bulk datasets is another of the functions handled with direct access to the DB.
Agencies with large datasets of members, meetings, etc., often maintain an internal tracking
system for those datasets. Rather than requiring users to update multiple systems we have
always encouraged agencies to either use our system and keep it up to date, or to send us their
data which fulfills our data requirements in a timely fashion. Our bottom-line principle of
operation is that we should avoid at all costs having users enter data more than once. If users
have a local system that their office requires that they, the users, keep up to date, we should do
our best to get the data from that system. We take this position because, first, there is never a
winner in a competition about which system is more important to keep up to date, and second,
there is no user in history that has kept two systems tracking the same data up-to-date to the same
degree. In order to upload an agency’s data, the files provided must clearly identify the contents
of the required fields and the committee(s) involved. We have generally accepted the data in a
spreadsheet, xml, or csv format. The process, to safely protect against the loss of data, usually
involves

 First, scrubbing the data sent electronically by the agency contact to make sure that it is
acceptably accurate and complete. This process, depending upon the agencies or
committees involved, includes making sure that the identifying information provided is
correct and that the new records will only affect the agencies and committees sending the
data. Without checking there is always the possibility that the new records will get mixed
up with other agencies data, or cause the deletion or replacement of other agencies data.
Sometimes the data provided needs to be combined or altered to fit our system’s data
structure and format.

 Second, making sure the new records are properly “keyed” so that the new child records
link to the correct parent records.

 Third, saving any existing records already in the system for the year in question for the
committees in question to a clearly identified table. This is done so that we have a
backup and can restore the data if a mistake is discovered later.

 Fourth, deleting the existing records for the year in question for the committees in
question to eliminate duplications of data, and

 Last, appending the scrubbed, keyed data to the table of concern.
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The agencies and committees and data tables involved bulk uploads in the past have
included:

 From CDC, 600-1000 member records from #1910, a SEP committee.
 From NSF, a couple of times a year, a combination of files to add approximately 1000

meeting records for more than 50 committees.
 From NIH, a couple of times a year, an XML file of between 2000-3000 meeting records

for between 130-140 committees.
 From NIH, a couple of times a year, a Zip file of between 32,000 and 35,000 member

records for between 130-140 committees.
 From NIH, a couple of times a year, a couple of files with cost and DFO data.
 From NEH about six hundred members for the Humanities panel.
 From DOT a couple of thousand members for the RTCA committee.

Searching FACA Records

Searching the data collected in association with and on behalf of FACA within the online
web site has always been problematic. This is the result of many factors, not the least of which
is the original database design which derived from the original database purpose, which was to
collect data for a single fiscal year based annual report. A database designed to collect data for a
sequence of closed-ended fiscal year reports where the data from one year is discrete from the
data for the same committee in previous and subsequent years has an entirely different structure
from a database designed to collect and report information on a committee over its entire life.
The two databases can exist together, side by side in one sense, but the owners and developers
cannot simply switch from one design to the other once the use of the system is ongoing. It is
appropriate to say that the design for a committee’s lifetime has to include the design for a
committee’s fiscal year history from the very first moment for both needs to be accommodated
completely. It becomes almost impossible to extract the experience of a committee’s lifetime
from a sequence of discrete and separate fiscal years. If it had been known that both were
desirable and required, the solution would have been to extract the fiscal year history record from
the lifetime record at the same point in time every year, and then to maintain that fiscal year
history as separate and unchangeable in separate and read-only tables from that point forward. In
the more comprehensive design, corrections are made to the data at whatever point in time the
error is discovered, but the history file remains untouched to accurately reflect the information
available about that committee at that point in time. It is accurate and truthful to say that this
system started from the other direction, fiscal year, for very good reasons, but with insufficient
resources to include and switch to the proper direction, lifetime, when the proper direction
became both desirable and apparent. So the partial solution which began to be and has continued
to be imposed on the system design has been to go back to completed fiscal years and change the
content to reflect the truth discovered since the fiscal year data was first deemed complete and
finished. We probably should not have done that, and it may be that we should do our best to not
do that while we continue to use the current version of the system. The dichotomy remains,
which “truth” is more useful to our work and to which “truth” does our responsibility answer?

The fiscal year system design also imposes continuing problems. Agencies come and go,
committees come and go and come back, subcommittees come and go and come and go,
members are repeated every year for every committee on which they serve, meetings and reports
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are sometimes entered into the wrong FY, the ACR requirement prevents efficient and timely
users from keeping their committee records up to date while other users for other committees and
agencies are completing their data entry, etc. Often, when looking for a meeting or a report or a
member, the searcher has to begin by knowing the fiscal year the data was produced since the
current year on a committee does not easily link to past years’ data generated by a committee.

This discussion could go on and on without ever even getting to the more technical problems
of linking data files uploaded by users to fiscal year specific records rather than stable committee
records, so we will end it and leave it here for now. Suffice it to say that the Shared
Management System will only remain workable while the corporate knowledge of its
development and maintenance remain available. This cannot be viewed as a desirable situation
for a process and a system that supports a government requirement that extends into an unlimited
future.


